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Executive Summary 
The 5G!Drones project has been aiming to drive the UAV verticals and 5G networks to a win-win 
position, by showcasing that 5G is able to guarantee UAV vertical KPIs and successfully demonstrating 
challenging use cases that put pressure on network resources. 5G!Drones has built upon the 5G 
facilities provided by the ICT-17 projects and a number of support sites, to develop the missing 
components to trial UAV use-cases, abstracting the complexity of the 5G provisioning as well as UAV 
flight planning and preparation, through the so-called 5G!Drones facility.  
This document is published as part of the 5G!Drones project Integration and Trial validation (WP4) 
activities especially targeting the Evaluation of Trial Results task (Task 4.3) accomplishments, directly 
reflecting on the above-mentioned project objectives. It is the final technical deliverable of the project 
and as such aims to deliver a complete and all-inclusive report on various project achievements, such 
as (i) the final, integrated Release 4 5G!Drones facility components and 5G testbeds instantiation (ii) 
the refined description of the in-scope use cases, (iii) the methodology set for the trials evaluation, (iv) 
the trials specifications, (v) the trials execution plan and (vi) the trials evaluation including key results 
and takeaways. 

The main part of the document is organised around the systematic V-model assessment methodology 
exercised by the project partners as a means to streamline the results evaluation activities. This is 
constituted by the Preparation Process, which sets the evaluation context through the definition of the 
(i) trial objectives, (ii) test cases (iii) related KPIs as well as (iv) their associations to metrics and data 
flows for collecting the respective measurements for evaluation; the Trialling Process that details the 
execution plan; and the Evaluation Process, that analyses the data available from the trial execution, 
to deduce the final results and support the assessment verdict. 

Overall, the project has focused on four (4) use cases in eleven (11) use case scenarios, defining in 
total twenty-nine (29) test cases to be evaluated during the trials. The results of these trials are depicted 
separately per test case, using quantitative analysis with the help of the visualisation and KPI analytics 
components developed within the project to the extent possible. A common, structured presentation 
approach has been used across all test cases to achieve a condensed yet complete and harmonised 
report of the results. A final key takeaway note per use case, cumulative from the assessment of all the 
test cases results is also provided. 

Drilling into the results, a conclusion shared by all use cases is that the 5G!Drones facility has simplified 
and automated the experimentation of drone flights over 5G, while the project’s trials’ methodology 
(metrics, tools, KPIs, processes) and lessons learnt become a sound reusable basis to be applied in 
commercial UAV over 5G services. Many use case scenarios quantify the benefit of the UAV’s 
applications off-loading and containerisation to the edge, and refer to the utilisation of network slicing, 
by evaluating the service creation KPI. All use case scenarios have collected performance 
measurements, either from the network or application perspective, reflecting on the 5G superiority. The 
need for a specific uplink-optimised 5G deployment (beyond the common downlink optimised practise) 
due to the nature of the UAV application is highlighted, as well as the careful planning and coordination 
between the 5G network and the UAV operator to ensure excellent signal strength during the flight 
trajectory. There have been two cases experimenting with public commercial networks in France and 
Greece, evaluating in real situations the handover impact between base stations during a flight. While 
the distance of the UAV from the base station and the clear line of sight are considered key parameters 
for excellent signal strength, yet there are other factors, such as the background traffic demands of the 
serving area, and environmental conditions (e.g., air, water, climate, natural vegetation or landforms) 
that must be taken into account. 

As a final remark, the 5G!Drones network trials have definitely been affected by the less mature 5G SA 
implementations, either in terms of performance in the case of the experimental 5G equipment used, 
or universal lack of implementations of 3GPP release 16/17 features, which would have been ideal but 
are still not available. Nonetheless, the project has offered a unique opportunity for collaboration 
between the 5G industry, academic researchers and the UAV business, and has managed to raise 
awareness among the UAV stakeholders and build their trust in the 5G technology capabilities.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the Document 

Deliverable D4.4 “Trial Evaluation Report” is produced as part of Task 4.3 “Evaluation of Trial Results” 
and is the concluding deliverable for WP4 “Integration and Trial Validation”. As such, it aims to deliver 
a self-standing complete document reporting in brief the activities performed during the second period 
of the project for all WP4 tasks, and presenting in a concise manner: 

• The final, integrated as part of T4.1, Release 4 5G!Drones facility and 5G testbeds instantiation 
used for the trials  

• The refined structured description of the in-scope use cases, based on the knowledge produced 
and updates made in the course of WP2 and WP3 implementations 

• The methodology set for the trials evaluation as a V-process model 

• The trials specifications, including the trial objectives per case and related test cases, target 
KPIs and measurements collected 

• The trials execution plan, as implemented in T4.2  

• The trial results and evaluation against trial objectives including key results and takeaways 

The document builds upon previous work and primarily upon the following deliverables: 

• D1.1 “Use case specifications and requirements” [2], that provided the initial view on the target 
5G!Drones use cases, objectives, requirements and KPIs 

• D4.2 “Integration status and updated integration plan”[12], that summarised the status update 
on the integration procedures and a refined integration plan 

• D4.3 “Trial plan” [13], that provided a detailed plan of the trials carried out up until the 
intermediate period of the project, including the trials execution schedule, use case scenarios 
and KPIs to be tested per trial, 5G facilities and resources to be used, trial participants, etc. 

Other important 5G!Drones deliverables for reference are: 

• D1.4 “Report on UAV business and regulatory ecosystem and the role of 5G” [3] 

• D1.5 “Description of the 5G trial facilities and use case mapping” [4] 

• D1.7 “Final report on UAV business and regulatory ecosystem and the role of 5G” [5] 

• D2.3 “Report on algorithms, mechanisms and tools for data analysis and visualisation” [6] 

• D2.1 “Initial definition of the trial controller architecture, mechanisms, and APIs” [7] 

• D2.2 “Initial implementation of the trial controller”, Software [8] 

• D2.4 “Definition of the trial controller architecture, mechanisms, and APIs” [9] 

• D2.5 “Trial controller software final release” [10]  

• D3.1 "Report on infrastructure-level enablers for 5G!Drones” [11] 

1.2 Structure of the Document  

The document is structured as follows: 

• Section 2, summarises the established background for the execution of the trials, including the 
5G!Drones final platform integration status in Section 2.1, the description of the four 5G trial 
sites used as testbeds in Section 2.2 and the structured presentation of the refined use case 
scenarios in Section 2.3. 

• Section 3 is devoted to explaining the systematic V-model approach followed to streamline the 
trialling & evaluation activities in Section 3.1, and the quantitative indicators used for the trials 
results collection and evaluation in Section 3.2. 

• Section 4, explains the preparatory process of the V-model per each use case trial, including as 
separate subsections the trial objectives, resulting test cases, target KPIs and data flows & 
metrics utilised for the results collection. 

• Section 5 summarises the activities performed during the Trial Execution Process 
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• Section 6 focuses on the evaluation process per use case, by presenting the test case results 
and key takeaways in separate subsections  

1.3 Intended Audience 

This document is a public deliverable that focuses on the evaluation of the project’s final trials. As such, 
the document seeks to reach and engage a wide audience:  

• The Research Community, to acquaint with the project’s target use cases, KPIs and final results. 

• The Project Consortium, to reflect on the project’s result and cross-reference the work achieved. 

• The general public, to orient with the practical deployment of the project’s use cases and obtain 
a better understanding of the project’s work and commercial impact. 

• The European Commission, to justify the effort reported for the relevant activities. 
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2 5G!Drones Trials Landscape 
This section presents the technical environment and 5G!Drones components that were utilised for the 
final trials. It is not intended as an analytic overview but as a brief and concise reference to explain the 
landscape of the trial's execution. The detailed description of all systems and components is referenced 
in-line as necessary.  

The conclusive trials have been executed on the final 5G!Drones platform releases, that have been fully 
integrated to end-to-end systems during the last project’s year as part of Task 4.1 “Software integration 
and 5GDrone architecture validation”. As this work has not been fully reported previously, especially in 
regards to Release 3 and Release 4, the relevant activities are explained in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 
presents the 5G platforms utilised for the trials execution, including the integrated 5G!Drones 
components. Last but not least, Section 2.3 describes the refined use cases that were the basis of the 
executed trials.  

2.1 5G!Drones Platform Integration Status 

The Trial Controller is the main component of the 5G!Drones platform and a key deliverable of the 
project and as such, it was the main focus of the project’s integration efforts. The Trial Controller is a 
software suite of various modules (components) providing the functionalities necessary to define trial 
experiments corresponding to pre-defined use cases (UAV missions to be validated by U-space 
services and templates for provisioning of required 5G facility capabilities). More detailed information 
of its architecture, functionalities and APIs can be found in WP2 deliverables [7][8][9][10]. The agreed 
integration architecture was documented in deliverable D4.2 [12], and the common components were 
deployed, as depicted in the diagram of Figure 1, in Aalto University and Frequentis premises.  

 
Figure 1: Final 5G!Drones Deployment Architecture [12] 
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Aalto University is hosting following components:  

• Web Portal 1  

• Trial Repositories  

• LCM  

• Trial Enforcement  

• Abstraction Layer  

• Identity and Access Management (IAM) and Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) - Keycloak 
Frequentis is hosting:  

• U-Space adapter  

• Trial Validator  

• KPI Monitoring  
and is providing the following U-space services through Frequentis smartSIS and DroneRadar UTM 
platforms:  

• U-Space interface for drone flight plan support  

• U-Space interface for telemetry  

• U-Space interface for geozones  

This setup was used for all tests, trials, and demonstrations. The software code used to deploy 
developed components is stored in project’s repository, which is available at 
https://gitlab.5gdrones.droneradar.eu. 

 
The integration related activities were organized into four releases:  

• Integration validation release, Release1, which is described and concluded in [12]  

• Trial Controller release, Release 2, which is described in [12] and concluded in [11]  

• KPI release, Release 3, which is described in [12] and concluded in this document and  

• Use case release, Release 4, which is described in [12[ and also concluded in this document.  

The first two releases provided validation of meeting functional and integration (mainly with facilities) 
requirements of the Trial Controller system. Those releases prove the Trial Controller to be able to 
perform:  

• Creation and validation of the trials  

• Setup of 5G services required for trials at the facilities  

• Trial activation  

• Trial execution monitoring  

• KPI collection  

• Trial decommissioning  

The third release, KPI release, was focused on aspects related to KPIs and identifying components, 
which can provide data streams, evaluating if and how they will be used for KPI calculations: 

• Synching, collection and aligning data from different sources  

• Documenting all data sources  

• Initial visualisation of data streams, KPIs  

Finally streamlining the process and synchronizing (based on timestamps) data streams acquisition 
from the following endpoints/data sources was achieved including:  

• Facilities IT infrastructure, including MEC servers – KPIs like RAM usage, CPU/GPU load, 
throughput, latency, on some interfaces, etc.), RNIS data   

• Telemetry data from UAV and other data shared by the UTM service   

The process included performing simple and basic data visualisation through the KPI Monitoring 
component (KIBANA module). The Kibana datastore interface of the Elastic platform, which allows the 
visualisation of the KPI data streaming, receives actual KPI data messages through the KPIC 
monitoring component from each facility adapter.   

https://gitlab.5gdrones.droneradar.eu/
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The final integration release, Release 4 – Use cases, aimed at ensuring the following topics:  

• all service level enablers are developed  

• all developed use case components are tested to function as described in deliverable D4.3 [13] 
and D2.4 [9] 

• all trial scenarios descriptions are prepared  

The tests executed during this release covered all use cases/sub-scenarios and service enablers.  
All the software component integration work and related activities were concluded by the end of June, 
starting the final trial on each facility. Table 1 below summarises all developed components, the 
software version and release, and the location where they were deployed. 

Table 1: List of 5G!Drones Software Components with Final Version and Release Indication 

Component name Software version / Rel. version Location 

Web Portal 1 1.1.8 / Rel.4 Aalto premises  

Oulu Facility Web Portal  1.1.3 / Rel.4 Oulu premises  

Aalto Facility Web Portal 2.0.0 / Rel.4 Aalto premises 

EUR Facility Web Portal 1.2 / Rel.4 EURECOM premises 

NCSRD Facility Web Portal Release B NCSRD premises  

Trial Repository 2.0.0 / Rel.4 Aalto premises  

LCM 1.0.2 / Rel.4 Aalto premises  

Trial Enforcement Rel. 4 AALTO premises  

5GTN Facility Adapter 1.1.7 / Rel.4  Oulu premises  

Aalto Facility Adapter 2.0.0 / Rel.4 Aalto premises  

EUR Facility Adapter 1.3 / Rel.4 EURECOM premises 

Keycloak 12.0.4 Aalto premises 

U-Space Adapter telemetry-manager:3.1.2,  
ras-manager:1.13.1 
operation-plan-service:0.0.14 

Frequentis Server  

Trial Validator trialvalidator:0.0.10  
trialvalidator-frontend:0.0.7    

Frequentis Server  

KPI Monitoring Component trialvalidator:0.0.10 
trialvalidator-frontend:0.0.7 

Frequentis Server  

FRQ smartSIS UTM smartSIS:2.27.1 
smartSIS-client:2.34.1 

Frequentis Server  

DRR UTM 0.9/Rel. 2 DroneRadar/Public 
cloud premises  

2.2 Trial Sites Deployment 

Following the work reported in D1.5 “Description of the 5G trial facilities and use case mapping”[4], four 
distinct 5G testbeds have been prepared to host the 5G!Drones components and capabilities as 
described in the below subsections: 

• Athens (5GENESIS) Platform, providing three (3) different 5G deployment options, including 
SA, NSA 

• EURECOM (5GEVE) Platform, providing one (1) 5G SA deployment option 

• OULU (5GTN) Platform, providing four (4) deployment options, including SA, NSA, LTE  

• AALTO Platform, providing one (1) 5G SA deployment option 

2.2.1 Athens (5GENESIS) Platform 

The Athens platform has been presented in detail in D1.5 [4] and D3.1 [11]. This section presents a 
brief of the platform’s key characteristics that affect the trial execution results. An analytic system 
overview is also presented in Annex A: Athens Platform Detailed Description. 
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2.2.1.1 Site Topology 

The Athens Platform is comprised of three (3) sites located in the Athens metropolitan area, as depicted 
in Figure 2: 

• The NCSRD site that hosts the core network, 5G!Drones platform and application servers 

• The COSMOTE site that serves as a radio access site and as a MEC host site, implementing 
LBO for specific traffic/slice denoted by a dedicated APN (atest2). The COSMOTE site is ~11 
km away from NCSRD site. 

• The Egaleo site, which stands as a radio access site, and during demonstrations can host the 
Athens portable (all-in-one) core and radio access network. 

 

Figure 2: Athens Platform Sites Topology 

2.2.1.2 5G Network Deployment Setups 

The Athens platform supports a variety of deployment setups to be used as necessary for the target 
experimentation scenario, as presented in Table 2. 

Table 2: Athens 5G Network Deployment Setups 

Deployment 
Parameters 

Deployment #1 Deployment #2 Deployment #3 

Core Network Athonet EPC (Rel.15) Amarisoft 5G Core (Rel. 
16) 

COSMOTE Commercial 

3GPP Mode NSA Option 3a SA Option 2 NSA Option 3 

PLMN 00101 00101 20201 

APN(s)/Slice(s) Atest1/Atest2  Internet 

Supports LBO/MEC Athonet LBO N/A No 

RAN 1eNB/1gNB  
NOKIA AirScale 

1 eNB/1 gNB OAI SDR 
Ettus 
Amarisoft  

1 eNB: ERICSSON Radio 
4480, 4415 
1 gNB: ERICSSON Radio 
4422, 2460 

Frequency 4G: 2.1 GHz 
5G: 3.5 GHz 

5G: 3,5GHz 
 

4G: 2.1 GHz 
5G: 3.5 GHz 
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Deployment 
Parameters 

Deployment #1 Deployment #2 Deployment #3 

Bandwidth 4G: 10 MHz 
5G: 100 MHz 

5G: 50MHz 4G: 20 MHz 
5G: 100 MHz 

MIMO Layers 4G: MIMO 2x2 
5G: MIMO 2x2, 4x4 

5G: 4 × 4 MIMO NR  4G: MIMO 4x4 
5G: MIMO 4x4 

TDD DL:UL 8:2 8:2 8:2 

UEs/CPEs Samsung, Xiaomi 5G Modem/CPE Samsung S20,  
Samsung Note 20 Ultra 

2.2.1.3 5G!Drones Platform Components Deployment 

As described in D4.2 [12], in order to show the modular nature of the 5G!Drones trial controller, for the 
Athens platform, the focus has been primarily put on exhibiting the appropriate integration with the 
5GENESIS facility. In this way, and as shown in Figure 3, only the components that are needed to 
assess the vertical applications under tests are incorporated. In that sense, the U-space-specific 
components, such as the Web Portal 1, UTM etc. are integrated via the trial controller in order to 
complement the 5GENESIS functionalities with vertical specific requirements. The complementarity 
between the 5G!Drones and the 5GENESIS experimentation framework can be realized by directly 
mapping of the 5G!Drones components, whose functionality is already offered by Open5GENESIS 
Suite. 

 

Figure 3: 5G!Drones Components Deployment in Athens Platform 

2.2.2 EURECOM (5G-EVE) Platform  

2.2.2.1 Site Topology 

The site is located at EURECOM premises (see Figure 4) in Sophia-Antipolis (Southeast of France). 
The site offers a 5G facility composed of Radio, Core Network, and an Edge platform. The 5G radio 
and Core Network are based on OpenAirInterface (OAI), the edge platform runs a Kubernetes (K8) 
cluster. The facility supports full 5G StandAlone. An analytic system overview is also presented in Annex 
B: EURECOM Platform Detailed Description. 
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Figure 4: EURECOM Platform Site Topology 

2.2.2.2 Network Deployment Setups 

This platform supports a single network deployment setup on SA option 2 as shown in Table 3: 

Table 3: EURECOM 5G Network Deployment Setups 

Deployment 
Parameters 

Deployment #1 

Core Network OAI 5G CN (Rel. 16)  

3GPP Mode SA option 2  

PLMN The default PLMN is 20899. However, the CN can be extended for 
additional PLMNs by deploying a new AMF instance via the NFVO 
configured with the new PLMN)  

APN(s)/Slice(s) Default APNs: oai.ipv4/ims/sos.  
Default Slice: sst = 1, sD = 1.  

Supports LBO/MEC MEC + MEP (Radio Network Information Service (RNIS), LoRa Service)  

RAN The site’s RAN elements are based on the OAI CU/DU deployed as a 
cloud service using K8S. The RAN is fully open and configurable within 
the limitations of the OAI implementation. The RUs used at the site 
include: AW2S eCPRI split-8 2x2 n38, 2x2 n78, 4x4 n78 (upgradeable to 
O-RAN 7.2 Q3 2022), Mavenir O-RAN 7.2 n78 (indoor), InterDigital MHU 
n258.  

Frequency Band n38 (2.6 GHz TDD), Band n78 (3.5 GHz TDD) and Band n258 (25 
GHz TDD).  

Bandwidth Outdoor: 20 MHz., Indoor: 20, 40, 50 MHz.  

MIMO Layers 2x2 n38, 2x2 n78, 4x4 n78  

TDD DL:UL Dynamic TDD (default one: 7:2 + 1 mixed slot)  

UEs/CPEs Google pixel 5 & 6, Huawei p40 pro, One plus 8 & 9, Quectel RM500Q-
GL  
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2.2.2.3 5G!Drones Platform Components Deployment 

As depicted in Figure 5 the EURECOM site provides three components: the Web Portal 2, the facility 
adapter and the facility management and orchestration framework. Web portal 2 helps the trial owner 
to create the Network Slice Template (NST) via a friendly user interface. The latter will be pushed to 
the Trial Repository component. The facility adapter abstracts the facility machinery and offers a set of 
REST APIs that enable the life cycle management of vertical’ applications. 

 

Figure 5: 5G!Drones Components Deployment in EURECOM Platform 

2.2.3 University of Oulu (5GTN) Platform  

This section presents a brief description of the University of Oulu platform key characteristics relevant 
for the trial execution and results. First description of the platform is available in the deliverable D1.5 
[4]. An analytic system overview is also presented in Annex C: OULU Platform Detailed Description. 

2.2.3.1 Site Topology 

The Oulu platform is placed on the Linnanmaa campus from the University of Oulu (North of Finland). 
The platform comprises four main deployment areas composing the 5G Test Network (5GTN) and 
offering possibilities for testing 5G and 4G technologies. The 5GTN facility is based on commercially 
available elements, i.e., Radio Access Network (RAN) and Core Network (CN), to build the network 
infrastructure and provide 5G connectivity to the UE (User Equipment). The 5GTN network consists of 
the 5GTN CN and 5GTN base stations for network deployments as Stand-Alone (SA) and non-SA 
(NSA). For the 5GTN SA, network slicing deployment on Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) setup 
is available by default at the Open5GS core network and base station gNB. Meanwhile, the 4G network 
at the Botanical Garden consists of several eNB LTE base stations and a virtualized Evolved Packet 
Core (vEPC) as the 4G/LTE commercial grade EPC core. Platform grasps the areas detailed in the 
following and depicted in Figure 6:  

• The University of Oulu Botanical Garden is covered by the 5G and 4G test networks.  

• The northwest parking lot is the main area used in the trials, and it is covered by the 5GTN SA 
network, NSA and 4G networks.  

• The east main entrance is in the coverage area of the 5GTN NSA and 4G networks.  
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• The 5GTN facility of the Center of Wireless Communications (CWC) hosts the 4G and 5G core 
network, 5GTN Facility Adapter, Web Portals 1 and 2, edge servers, Open-Source MANO / 
OpenStack / Qosium servers and the operations centre for 5G!Drones platform.  

 

Figure 6: Oulu 5GTN Platform Site Topology 

2.2.3.2 Network Deployment Setups 

The deployment options supported in Oulu 5GTN are provided in Table 4. 

Table 4: Oulu 5GTN Network Deployment Setups 

Deployment 
Parameters 

Deployment #1  Deployment #2  Deployment #3  Deployment #4  

Core Network  Open5GS (Rel. 16)  Open5GS (Rel. 16)  Commercial Grade EPC Core  

3GPP Mode  SA Option 1 SA Option 2 NSA Option 3 4G-LTE 

APN(s)/Slice(s)  APN-1 APN-1 / 1 slice APN-2 APN-2 

Supports 
LBO/MEC  

NGINX Edge / Local routing to the edge server 

RAN  1 gNB Nokia AirScale 
1 gNB & 1 eNB  
Nokia AirScale 

1 eNB Nokia AirScale 

PLMN  24427 24427 24427 

Frequency  5G: TDD n78 (3.5 GHz)  
4G: FDD B7 (2.6 GHz)  
4G: TDD B40 (2.3 GHz)  

4G: FDD B7 (2.6 
GHz)  
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Deployment 
Parameters 

Deployment #1  Deployment #2  Deployment #3  Deployment #4  

5G: 3.5 GHz  4G: TDD B40 (2.3 
GHz)  

Bandwidth  5G: 60 MHz  
4G: 10-20 MHz  
 5G: 60 MHz   

4G: 10-20 MHz  

MIMO Layers  
5G:  4x4 or 4x2 Open loop spatial 
multiplexing  

5G: 4x4 or 4x2 Open loop 
spatial multiplexing 

No  

UEs/CPEs  
Samsung S21, OnePlus9 pro, Huawei 
P40 pro, Quectel modem RM500Q-AE  

Samsung S21, Samsung 
S20, OnePlus9 pro, 
Huawei P40 pro, Quectel 
modem RM500Q-AE  

Samsung S21, 
Samsung S20, 
OnePlus9 pro, 
Huawei P40 pro, 
Quectel modem 
RM500Q-AE  

Coverage Area  Northwest parking lot East main entrance Botanical Garden 

2.2.3.3 5G!Drones Platform Components Deployment 

Figure 7 depicts a high-level 5G!Drones components deployment for the UAV Traffic Management 
(UTM) services, UAV operators, Ground Control Station (GCS) systems, UAV models and 5GTN facility 
for executing the end-to-end trials.  

On the left side of Figure 7, the UTM system involves the Drone Flight Plan and U-Space Telemetry 
services provided by Frequentis UTM and Drone Radar UTM for each UAV operator. Besides, each 
UAV operator and GCS contains the specific systems used by each UAV operator for each use case 
scenario in the trials. Figure 7 also shows the UAV models used during the trials in the Oulu facility. At 
the 5GTN facility level, Figure 7 depicts the main components involved in the trials, such as the Web 
Portal 2, 5GTN Facility Adapter and test areas placed in Oulu's platform.  Meanwhile, the Trial Engine 
components like Web Portal 1, Life Cycle Manager (LCM), Trial Enforcement, and Abstraction Layer 
are hosted at Aalto University, unlike the KPI monitoring component in Frequentis facilities. All these 
components are relevant for running the 5G!Drones trials in the 5GTN facility, specifically in the 
Botanical Garden, parking lot, main entrance and 5GTN CWC areas from the University of Oulu.  

 

Figure 7: 5G!Drones Components Deployment in Oulu 5GTN Platform 
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2.2.4 University of Aalto Platform  

This section provides an overview of the trial site of Aalto University for the trials of 5G!Drones. 

2.2.4.1 Site Topology 

The trial site of Aalto University is located at the Otaniemi campus of the university and covers an area 
of 5.2 km2. The trial site provides 5G connectivity for experimentations and verticals. The 5G NR is 
located on the top of the Väre building, as shown in Figure 8. In the context of 5G!Drones, trials are 
performed in the parking of the TUAS building, as shown in Figure 8, where fewer pedestrians are 
present which eases the process of flying the drones.  

 
Figure 8: AALTO Platform Site Topology 

More details about the used 5G NR, 5G core network and the edge computing platforms are provided 
in the following subsections and Annex D: AALTO Platform Detailed Description.  

2.2.4.2 Network Deployment Setups 

The Aalto 5G Network supports only one 5G deployment setup as depicted in Table 5. 

Table 5: Aalto 5G Network Deployment Setups 

Deployment 
Parameters 

Deployment #1 

Core Network  CMC core (Rel. 16) 

3GPP Mode  SA Option 2 

PLMN  99940 

APN(s)/Slice(s)    

Supports LBO/MEC  Local routing to the edge server 

RAN  Nokia AirScale gNB 

Frequency  TDD n78 (3.5 GHz) 

Bandwidth  60 MHz 

MIMO Layers  4x4 or 4x2 Open loop spatial multiplexing 

UEs/CPEs  Nokia X20, Nokia XR20, Quectel modem RM500-AE 

2.2.4.3 5G!Drones Platform Components Deployment 

The 5G!Drones platform component deployment in Aalto University trial site is schematised in Figure 
9. Different components of the trial controller are deployed at Aalto University. This includes web 
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portal1, web portal2, LCM, trial enforcement, trial repository and the abstraction layer. On the other 
hand, the trials performed at Aalto University uses the KPI Component (KPIC) deployed at Frequentis. 
Two UAV operators are considered (Cafa Tech and Aalto), while two UTM providers are utilised during 
the trials (Frequentis and Drone Radar).  

 

Figure 9: 5G!Drones Components Deployment in AALTO Platform 

2.3 Refined Use Cases Scenarios 

In the initial scope of the project, a number of UAV use cases and scenarios were identified to be 
evaluated in the envisaged 5G!Drones facilities. In the course of the early analysis documented in D1.1 
and exploring the emerging interest of the vertical industries and raising potentials, new scenarios were 
further proposed and analysed. During the course of the project developments and installations in the 
5G!Drones testbeds, and further refinements, concerning both the use case trials scope, as well as 
their descriptions were performed and the resulting final list for use cases/scenarios under trial is 
presented in Table 7.  

Table 6: 5G!Drones Use Cases & Scenarios Trialled 

Use Cases in Scope Scenarios in initial scope Updates in the project’s 
course 

UC1: UAV Traffic 
Management 

SC1: UTM Command and Control 
SC2: 3D mapping and supporting 
visualisation/analysis software for 
UTM 

A new scenario was added: 
SC3: UAV logistics  

UC2: Public safety/saving 
lives 

SC1: Monitoring a wildfire 
SC2: Disaster Recovery 

A new scenario was added: 
SC3: Police  
SC2 was dropped, as the activity 
was merged with UC4:SC1  

UC3: Situation Awareness SC1: Infrastructure Inspection 
SC2:UAV-enhanced IoT data 
collection 
SC3: Location of UE in non-GPS 
environment 

SC1 was further segmented in 
three separate scenarios: 
SC1:subSC1: 5G QoS 
measurements for Long Path 
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Use Cases in Scope Scenarios in initial scope Updates in the project’s 
course 
SC1:subSC2: Long range power 
line inspection 
SC1: subSC3: SAR (Search & 
Recovery) 

UC4: Connectivity during 
crowded events 

SC1: Connectivity extension and 
offloading 

  

For each of the resulting eleven (11) use case scenarios, the subsections below present the refined 
description and high-level architecture and detail the system components relevant, the UAV critical 
functions in target and the key operational parameters for the execution of their trial. 

2.3.1 UC1:SC1 C2 UAV Traffic Management: UTM Command and Control Application 

This scenario focuses on the ability to control the UAV (send the C2 messages) over 5G cellular 
network. In addition, all other important for safety functions, such as telemetry are also realised by 5G 
connection. To carry both types of messages, the uRLLC slice is used to assure the lowest possible 
latency.  

This use case is designed to be performed in the coverage of the single EURECOM’s 5G SA base 
station, powered by Open Air Interface, in the area marked in Figure 4. Due to coverage limitations, the 
flight is in VLOS distance and due to local requirements, it should not exceed the height of 40m. The 
flight is planned to be semi-autonomous, meaning that the waypoints are planned and sent to the UAV 
before the mission start. Next, the UAV performs the flight autonomously, but the pilot has the possibility 
to react in case of emergency or deviation from the original plan. 

Figure 10 below presents the high-level use case architecture and the components. In the centre, it is 
the 5G gNB, on the left, it is UAV controlled over 5G link, on the right, it is the UgCS software placed in 
the container in the EUR Openshift server (location very close to gNB), and UTM is connected with the 
UgCS over the Internet. Additionally, the UTM is fed over the Internet with data from the LEMAN tracker 
and G-1090 receiver. The test UAV is equipped with LEMAN Remote ID tracker transmitting local 
broadcast messages to satisfy European legislation entering into force in January 2023 and sending 
the position data to INVOLI central server placed in the public cloud in Switzerland. In the test area, a 
G-1090 receiver exists, collecting all the transponder signals from manned aviation. Both data are fused 
and displayed in the involi.live service and available through API stream for displaying in Frequentis 
and Drone Radar UTM systems. 
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Figure 10: UC1:SC1 High-Level Architecture and Interactions 

In this Use Case, special attention is paid to Operational Flight Planning using Web Portal 1 and Web 
Portal 2, the operation and approval process using Trial Validator and the pre-operational UTM System 
from Frequentis. It is also planned to monitor the UAV data from the LEMAN tracker in the local 
OpenDroneID application on the mobile and UTM systems from Frequentis and Drone Radar. 
The overview of the key trial parameters concerning this use case scenario is presented in Table 7. 

Table 7: UC1:SC1 Key Trial Features and Parameters 

UC1:SC1 C2 UAV traffic management: UTM command and control application 

Lead, Partners INV (lead), EUR, CAF 

Platform EURECOM 

Drones Used CAF PX4 5G cellular drone 

Application Components 
UgCS C2 (container), CAFA GIP (Ground Control Station Integration 
Plugin) UgCS Desktop, INV Server, FRQ and DRR UTMs 

Application Location 

Public Cloud 
(Azure/AWS/Google) 

Private Cloud Local Edge 

INV server is placed in 
Switzerland, in the 
public cloud hosted by 
the local Swiss 
provider 

FRQ UTM 
DRR UTM 

CAF UgCS server 
component and CAFA 
GIP are hosted in local 
EDGE server 
(OpenShift container in 
EURECOM) 

UAV Critical Functions 

Position and Velocity Control Yes, over 5G 

Orientation and Rate Control Yes, over 5G 

Live data acquisition by UTM Yes, over 5G 

Swarm Control No 

Sensor Data fusion No 

Mission Management Yes, using UgCS application, over 5G 

Object Recognition No 

Power consumption Yes - voltage and current 

Key Parameters 

C2 data (yes, no) Yes 

First Person View C2 (with 
video) (yes, no) No 

Sensor Data Payload (yes, no) No 

Telemetry Data Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 

Video Streaming Payload (yes, 
no) No 

Mission Critical Service (yes, 
no) No 

Flight min-max speed m/s 0 – 10 m/s 

Flight min-max height AGL m 0 – 20 m 

Region (Urban, Rural, Hotspot) Suburban, EUR campus area 

Area to be Covered (km2) 0.01km2, 80m flown 

BVLOS (yes, no) No 

Accuracy (hi/med/low) Medium 
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UC1:SC1 C2 UAV traffic management: UTM command and control application 

On-boarded 5G modem/BS Quectel RM500Q-GL modem on board 

Connection Density 
(devices/km2) 1-2 devices 

Battery lifetime 15 min 

2.3.2 UC1:SC2 UAV Traffic Management:  3D Mapping and Supporting 
Visualisation/Analysis Software for UTM 

This scenario considers streaming LiDAR and camera data over Wi-Fi and a 5G test network. Data is 
collected with a portable sensor system mounted on a cable drone. The portable sensor system is 
equipped with Xsens MTi-G-710 GNSS/INS, which is used to measure the drone’s location, speed, and 
acceleration. Both the portable sensor system and the cable drone are equipped with Intel RealSense 
Tracking Camera T265s. The one on the cable drone is used to restrict the cable drone’s movement in 
an automated driving sequence. Intel RealSense depth camera D435 and the other T265 mounted on 
the portable sensor system collect images and stream live views to the remote operator. Depth, 
intensity, reflectivity and ambient IR data are collected with Ouster OS0 LiDAR as well as adaptively 
streamed to remote operator 3D visualisation. Data visualisation is done in near real-time, and the data 
is logged into the on-board computer’s memory to be used later. By using a cable drone, tests can be 
run periodically and repeated without the requirement of a human pilot on a loop. 

Figure 11 shows the high-level architecture for this scenario, while the overview of the key trial 
parameters regarding this use case scenario are presented in Table 8. 

 

Figure 11: UC1:SC2 High-Level Architecture and Interactions 

Table 8: UC1:SC2 Key Trial Features and Parameters 

UC1:SC2 UAV traffic management:  3D mapping and supporting visualisation/analysis 
software for UTM 

Lead, Partners UO 

Platform Oulu 

Drones Used Cable drone HV-2022 

Application Components Portable sensor system 

Application Location 

Public Cloud 
(Azure/AWS/Google) 

Private Cloud Local Edge 

  All application 
components 

UAV Critical Functions 
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UC1:SC2 UAV traffic management:  3D mapping and supporting visualisation/analysis 
software for UTM 

Position and Velocity Control Yes 

Orientation and Rate Control No 

Live data acquisition by UTM Yes 

Swarm Control No 

Sensor Data fusion No 

Mission Management Yes 

Object Recognition No 

Power consumption No 

Key Parameters 

C2 data (yes, no) Yes 

First Person View C2 (with 
video) (yes, no) Yes 

Sensor Data Payload (yes, no) Yes 

Telemetry Data Payload (yes, 
no) No 

Video Streaming Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 

Mission Critical Service (yes, 
no) No 

Flight min-max speed m/s 0 –6 m/s 

Flight min-max height AGL m 0 – 7,5 m (depends on rigging height of the cables) 

Region (Urban, Rural, Hotspot) Suburban, UO campus area 

Area to be Covered (km2) 0,2 

BVLOS (yes, no) Yes 

Accuracy (hi/med/low) Hi 

On-boarded 5G modem/BS 5G Smartphone 

Connection Density 
(devices/km2) 1-2 devices 

Battery lifetime Approximately 3 hours 

2.3.3 UC1:SC3 UAV Traffic Management: UAV Logistics  

The purpose of this scenario is to demonstrate how UAVs, thanks to 5G network capabilities, can 
provide logistics solutions. The scenario is medicine delivery to a sick person with a drone. A sick person 
who cannot go to a pharmacy can receive their medicine through a personal delivery by subscribing to 
the CAFA Tech Field C2 system for Drone Logistics.  

The delivery is conducted by a CAFA Tech PX4 cellular drone, which has a delivery attachment device. 
When the drone reaches its destination, there are fictional inaccuracies with GNSS (Global Navigation 
Satellite System) signals. Therefore, the operator of the drone logistics company (actually the CAFA 
Tech operator) takes over the drone's control. Video transmission and remote drone control take place 
over a 5G network. The operator uses the video stream from the drone camera over the 5G network 
and the gamepad to conduct the drone's landing at the Delivery Box.  During the flight, the logistics 
drone telemetry is visible for other drone operators in FRQ and DRR UTM systems thanks to the 
integration with the CAFA Tech GCS system (GIP). The high-level architecture for this scenario is 
depicted in Figure 12, while the key parameters for the trial are presented in Table 9. 
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Figure 12: UC1:SC3 High-Level Architecture and Interactions 

Table 9: UC1:SC3 Key Trial Features and Parameters 

UC1:SC3 Logistics  

Lead, Partners CAFA, Aalto  

Platform Aalto 

Drones Used CAFA PX4 5G cellular drone 

Application Components 
UgCS C2 (container), CAFA GIP (Ground Control Station Integration 
Plugin), UgCS Desktop, CAFA Field C2 system, CAFA Video streaming 
system, FRQ and DRR UTMs 

Application Location 

Public Cloud 
(Azure/AWS/Google) 

Private Cloud Local Edge 

  CAFA Field C2 
System;  
FRQ UTM;   
DRR UTM  

CAFA UgCS server, 
CAFA GIP and CAFA 
Video streaming 
System components 
are hosted in local Aalto 
University edge server 

UAV Critical Functions 

Position and Velocity Control Yes, over 5G 

Orientation and Rate Control Yes, over 5G 

Live data acquisition by UTM Yes, over 5G 

Swarm Control No 

Sensor Data fusion No 

Mission Management Yes, using UgCS application, over 5G 

Object Recognition No 

Power consumption Yes - voltage and current 

Key Parameters 

C2 data (yes, no) Yes 

First Person View C2 (with 
video) (yes, no) Yes 

Sensor Data Payload (yes, no) No 
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UC1:SC3 Logistics  

Telemetry Data Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 

Video Streaming Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 

Mission Critical Service (yes, 
no) No 

Flight min-max speed m/s 0 – 10 m/s 

Flight min-max height AGL m 0 – 20 m 

Region (Urban, Rural, Hotspot) Urban, Aalto University campus area 

Area to be Covered (km2) 0.01km2, 80m flown 

BVLOS (yes, no) No 

Accuracy (hi/med/low) Medium 

On-boarded 5G modem/BS Quectel RM500Q-GL modem on board 

Connection Density 
(devices/km2) This is a test network, trials with 1-2 devices 

Battery lifetime 15 min 

2.3.4 UC2:SC1 Public Safety/Saving Lives: Monitoring a Wildfire 

We consider a scenario in which a team of firefighters performs a coordinated operation at a forest fire 
scene with the aid of a fleet of drones. In order to progress securely, firefighters rely on their Mission 
Critical Services platform, allowing them to exchange audio, video and data. Drones assets coupled 
with increased mobile performance enabled by 5G give firefighters an augmented situational 
awareness. The drones are manually operated and transmit geolocation data and real-time video 
streaming to operators and first responders on the field through Mission Critical Services channels. 
Each field user can have an overview of the fire's progress, direction, and possible risks and 
opportunities to act against it. 

This scenario for this trial evaluation is deployed on the 5G NSA EURECOM infrastructure, which 
includes one site fully powered by Open Air Interface. It is a mobile edge network deployment in an 
end-to-end slice and conformance with ETSI MEC 010-2 specification. It is based on the critical platform 
provided by Airbus. It implements a fully 5G native architecture allowing it to leverage all the 5G 
innovative features tested here for the drone’s vertical industry. Find below in Figure 13 the high-level 
architecture of the set-up of this use case and in Table 10 the key features and trial parameters: 

 

Figure 13: UC2:SC1 High-Level Architecture and Interactions 
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Table 10: UC2:SC1 Key Trial Features and Parameters 

UC2:SC1 Public safety/saving lives: Monitoring a wildfire 

Lead, Partners AIR, EUR, CAFA 

Platform EURECOM 

Drones Used DJI MAVIC Pro 

Application Components 
Airbus Mission Critical Services containers (Real-time video and data 
application components to share data captured by drone in a mission-
critical group) 

Application Location 

Public Cloud 
(Azure/AWS/Google) 

Private Cloud Local Edge 

  Local edge in the sense 
of Mobile Edge 
Computing running in 
EURECOM  

UAV Critical Functions 

Position and Velocity Control Yes, through standard drone C2 link 

Orientation and Rate Control Yes, through standard drone C2 link 

Live data acquisition by UTM Yes, through secured communication platform over 5G 

Swarm Control N/A 

Sensor Data fusion N/A 

Mission Management No, manual piloting 

Object Recognition N/A 

Power consumption Standard drone C2 Link 

Key Parameters 

C2 data (yes, no) Yes 

First Person View C2 (with 
video) (yes, no) Yes 

Sensor Data Payload (yes, no) No 

Telemetry Data Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 

Video Streaming Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 

Mission Critical Service (yes, 
no) Yes 

Flight min-max speed m/s 0-10 

Flight min-max height AGL m 0-50 

Region (Urban, Rural, Hotspot) Hotspot 

Area to be Covered (km2) 0.25 

BVLOS (yes, no) No 

Accuracy (hi/med/low) High 

On-boarded 5G modem/BS No 

Connection Density 
(devices/km2) Low 

Battery lifetime 15 min 
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2.3.5 UC2:SC3 Public Safety/Saving Lives: Police  

This use case demonstrates how remotely piloted UAV and video analytics can be used for police tasks, 
including counter-UAS activities using 5G communication. The police are preparing for a Very Important 
Person (VIP) visit. The police also use a drone that automatically flies and streams video to the CAFA 
VideoLyzer software at the command centre. The video analysing software, CAFA Tech VideoLyzer, 
installed on the 5G edge server or MEC, uses videos and photos provided by the drone. As a part of 
the VIP visit, a temporary No Fly Zone (NFZ) and restricted ground area are established in CAFA Field 
System. The police receives information about one of the suspects and enters the parameters of his 
clothing into the CAFA VideoLyzer software. The police will then launch an automated drone flight, 
controlled over 5G.  VideoLyzer detects suspicious activity (person or drone in a restricted area). The 
police operator see detected suspect on the screen and initiate next actions. The UC architecture is 
presented in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: UC2:SC3 High-Level Architecture and Interactions 

Table 11 below describes UC2SC3 trial Features and Parameters.  

Table 11: UC2:SC3 Key Trial Features and Parameters 

UC2:SC3 Police   

Lead, Partners CAFA, UO  

Platform Oulu 

Drones Used CAFA PX4 5G cellular drone 

Application Components 
UgCS C2 (container), CAFA GIP (Ground Control Integration Plugin), 
UgCS Desktop, CAFA Field C2 system, CAFA Video Analyzer, CAFA 
Video streaming system, FRQ and DRR UTMs 

Application Location 

Public Cloud 
(Azure/AWS/Google) 

Private Cloud Local Edge 

  CAFA Field System 
FRQ UTM  
DRR UTM  

CAFA UgCS, GIP and  
Video streaming 
servers, Video Analyzer 
hosted in local Oulu 
University EDGE server 

UAV Critical Functions 

Position and Velocity Control Yes, over 5G 

Orientation and Rate Control Yes, over 5G 

Live data acquisition by UTM Yes, over 5G 

Swarm Control No 

Sensor Data fusion No 
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UC2:SC3 Police   

Mission Management Yes, using UgCS application, over 5G 

Object Recognition Yes 

Power consumption Yes - voltage and current 

Key Parameters 

C2 data (yes, no) Yes 

First Person View C2 (with 
video) (yes, no) Yes 

Sensor Data Payload (yes, no) No 

Telemetry Data Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 

Video Streaming Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 

Mission Critical Service (yes, 
no) No 

Flight min-max speed m/s 0 – 10 m/s 

Flight min-max height AGL m 0 – 20 m 

Region (Urban, Rural, Hotspot) Urban, Oulu University campus area 

Area to be Covered (km2) 0.01km2, 80m flown 

BVLOS (yes, no) No 

Accuracy (hi/med/low) Medium 

On-boarded 5G modem/BS Quectel RM510Q  modem on board 

Connection Density 
(devices/km2) 1-2 devices 

Battery lifetime 15 min 

2.3.6 UC3:SC1:SubSc1 Situation Awareness: 5G QoS Measurements for Long Path 

This sub-scenario demonstrates how 5G QoS measurements could enable real-time video flow within 
large area coverage for situation awareness missions.  

The UAV is manually operated in Radio Line of Sight mode and the payload is transmitting a real-time 
video, plus some information about QoS metrics all along the path. Information can be analysed in real-
time or at a later time for further missions. This trial evaluation has been achieved on the 5G NSA 
commercial network from Orange, as well as 4G network where the UAV goes beyond 5G coverage, 
i.e., UAV flights over several kms. Typically, the aim is to observe if hand-over may impact the QoS.  
Figure 15 follows a high-level overview of the architecture of the measurements.  
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Figure 15: UC3:SC1:SubSc1 High-Level Architecture and Interactions 

KPI collection and visualisation are based on the Morinant enabler described in the D3.4 deliverable 
[13]. The enabler Morinant is installed on a Xiaomi MI 10T smartphone fixed on the top of a UAV 
(HAWKER Q800X from AERaccess), keeping it always in line of sight of nearby base stations and 
enabling GNSS. The Morinant tool generated traffic to assess network KPIs such as 2-way latency 
(RTT), data rate, 5G flag connectivity, and the number of alternative cells that can be reached for 
resiliency purposes. Data collected by the embedded UE are stored by the Morinant server hosted in 
the Orange cloud. Results can be displayed in real-time, replayed later, and/or used for further analytics. 
The key use case scenario parameters are summarised Table 12. 

Table 12: UC3:SC1:SubSC1 Key Trial Features and Parameters 

Use Case UC3:SC1:SubSc1: 5G QoS measurement over long paths 

Lead, Partners ORA 

Platform 5G commercial network 

Drones Used HAWKER Q800X from AERaccess 

Application 
Components 

Standard smartphone running the Morinant application embedded in a UAV flying 
over long paths (Drone Center at Bretigny-sur-Orge) 

Application Location 

Public Cloud 
(Azure/AWS/Google) 

Private Cloud Local Edge 

 local directory of a VM in Orange 
flexible-engine private Cloud: 
/home/cloud/Morinant/ServerBac
kend 

 

UAV Critical Functions 

Position and Velocity 
Control 

Yes 

Orientation and Rate 
Control 

Yes 

Live data acquisition 
by UTM 

No 

Swarm Control No 

Sensor Data fusion No 
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Use Case UC3:SC1:SubSc1: 5G QoS measurement over long paths 

Mission Management No 

Object Recognition No 

Power consumption No 

Key Parameters 

C2 data (yes, no) No 

First Person View C2 
(with video) (yes, no) Yes, with video 

Sensor Data Payload 
(yes, no) No 

Telemetry Data 
Payload (yes, no) Emulated 

Video Streaming 
Payload (yes, no) Emulated 

Mission Critical 
Service (yes, no) No 

Flight min-max speed 
m/s 10 - 15 m/s 

Flight min-max height 
AGL m 50 - 120 m 

Region (Urban, Rural, 
Hotspot) Rural 

Area to be Covered 
(km2) 4 km² 

BVLOS (yes, no) Yes 

Accuracy 
(hi/med/low) Low 

On-boarded 5G 
modem/BS 5G smartphone as payload 

Connection Density 
(devices/km2) 1 

Battery lifetime 30 min 

2.3.7 UC3:SC1:SubSc2 Long Range Power Line Inspection 

This sub-scenario targets how UAVs could be used in areas with good 5G reception for power line 
inspection and fault detection. The goal of this scenario is to test the suitability of 5G service for real-
time monitoring of 3D scan data from lidar and real-time uploading of photos to a cloud-based 
infrastructure inspection software. The scenario is intended to mainly leverage better upload speeds 
promised by 5G over previous generations of cellular services. It uses a physical mock-up of a power 
line in the trial to have a real target for scanning. The UAV is equipped with a Sony a6000 camera and 
a Velodyne VLP-16 lidar. The camera automatically takes photos of the target while the lidar scans the 
area. The operator has full control over the payload devices and processes and can view the captured 
3D point cloud in almost real-time and the photos with minimal delay. The photos are uploaded to an 
infrastructure inspection software platform hosted on the public cloud, after which they are passed 
through an ML model which auto-detects power line features. The measured lidar points are mapped 
to a unified coordinate reference system on board the UAV, after which the newly measured point cloud 
portions are streamed to a field laptop for real-time display. The UAV also sends telemetry to UTM via 
an interface application hosted on the public cloud and is thus visible to other airspace users. 

There are three companion computers on board the UAV – 1 for handling photos, 1 for handling lidar 
measurements and 1 for providing high-level control over the drone. There are two field computers 
used in the trial – 1 for controlling the drone, its on-board processes and the trial flow and another for 
receiving and visualizing 3D data from the lidar. Two (2) smartphones compatible with 5GTN’s network 
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are used as 5G modems and Wi-Fi routers for the computers – one on-board the UAV and one for the 
field laptops. 

All the computers and the airborne smartphone have Qosium probes installed for collecting 
measurements. The phone measures radio signal metrics, and the computers measure throughput, 
delay, jitter and packet loss. UAV logs will also be uploaded after the flight.  An updated high-level 
architecture diagram of the scenario is depicted in Figure 16, while the key trial features and parameters 
are summarised in Table 13. 

 

Figure 16: UC3:SC1:SubSc2 High-Level Architecture and Interactions 

Table 13: UC3:SC1:SubSc2 Key Trial Features and Parameters 

UC3:SC1:SubSc2 Long range power line inspection 

Lead, Partners HEP, UO, FRQ 

Platform 5GTN 

Drones Used Flaperon MX8 multirotor 

Application Components 
Flaperon MX8, Lidar, Interface with autopilot, Sensor data streaming, Data 
processing, Data cloud, Hepta’s GCS 

Application Location 

Public Cloud 
(Azure/AWS/Google) 

Private Cloud Local Edge 

Infrastructure inspection 
software uBird on AWS, 
Interface to autopilot on 
AWS 

FRQ UTM  
DRR UTM  

 

UAV Critical Functions 

Position and Velocity Control Through radio C2 link 

Orientation and Rate Control Through radio C2 link, on-board 

Live data acquisition by UTM Through public cloud application 

Swarm Control N/A 
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UC3:SC1:SubSc2 Long range power line inspection 

Sensor Data fusion On board 

Mission Management Available, but not used for the trial 

Object Recognition Non-real-time processing on public cloud 

Object Recognition Yes 

Power consumption Through radio C2 link 

Key Parameters 

C2 data (yes, no) Yes 

First Person View C2 (with 
video) (yes, no) 

No 

Sensor Data Payload (yes, no) Yes 

Telemetry Data Payload (yes, 
no) 

Yes 

Video Streaming Payload (yes, 
no) 

No 

Mission Critical Service (yes, 
no) 

Yes 

Flight min-max speed m/s 0 – 8 m/s 

Flight min-max height AGL m 0 – 40 m 

Region (Urban, Rural, Hotspot) Rural 

Area to be Covered (km2) 0.02 

BVLOS (yes, no) No 

Accuracy (hi/med/low) Med 

On-boarded 5G modem/BS 5G smartphone 

Connection Density 
(devices/km2) 

2 - 10 

Battery lifetime 30 min 

2.3.8 UC3:SC1:SubSc3 Search & Recovery (SAR) Operations  

The inspection and Search & Recovery operations in a large body of water scenario assess the 
relevance of 5G connectivity for daily UAV inspection operations. Such operations are conducted to 
monitor the state and evolution of bodies of water such as lakes and streams. An amphibious UAV 
carrying sensors such as bathymetric survey equipment takes off from the land, lands on water, criss-
crosses the water to gather data and returns to conclude the mission. Current limitations for these 
operations include the control range of the UAV and the limited embedded processing power. 5G 
connectivity is anticipated to enable this scenario by providing reliable communication between the UAV 
and the edge-to-broadcast sensor data, including high-resolution video streams for beyond line-of-sight 
operations. 

Figure 17 below depicts the high-level architecture for this scenario, while Table 14 summarises the 
key trial features and parameters. 
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Figure 17: UC3:SC1:SubSc3 High-Level Architecture and Interactions 

Table 14: UC3SC1 Key Trial Features and Parameters 

UC3:SC1:SubSc3 SAR 

Lead, Partners ALE, UO, FRQ 

Platform UO 

Drones Used Hydradrone (amphibious multicopter) 

Application Components Hydradrone, Sensor Data Streaming, ALE’s GCS, Data Processing 

Application Location 

Public Cloud 
(Azure/AWS/Google) 

Private Cloud Local Edge 

For Test Case 2 
(baseline), edge 
components are 
deployed in Paris 
(IONOS) 

FRQ UTM  
DRR UTM 

Data Processing, 
Sensor Data Streaming 
(relay) 

UAV Critical Functions 

Position and Velocity Control Through usual radio C2 link 

Orientation and Rate Control Through usual radio C2 link 

Live data acquisition by UTM Yes, from local edge 

Swarm Control N/A 

Sensor Data fusion Yes, on local edge 

Mission Management N/A 

Object Recognition N/A 

Object Recognition N/A 

Power consumption N/A 

Key Parameters 

C2 data (yes, no) No 

First Person View C2 (with 
video) (yes, no) No 

Sensor Data Payload (yes, no) Yes 

Telemetry Data Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 
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UC3:SC1:SubSc3 SAR 

Video Streaming Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 

Mission Critical Service (yes, 
no) No 

Flight min-max speed m/s 0 – 5 m/s 

Flight min-max height AGL m 0 – 20 m 

Region (Urban, Rural, Hotspot) Rural 

Area to be Covered (km2) 0.04 

BVLOS (yes, no) No 

Accuracy (hi/med/low) Medium 

On-boarded 5G modem/BS Quectel RM500Q-AE 

Connection Density 
(devices/km2) 2-10 

Battery lifetime N/A 

2.3.9 UC3:SC2 Situation Awareness: UAV-based IoT Data Collection  

This scenario considers a drone equipped with a set of sensors which are used to collect measurements 
while the drone is flying.  

The high-level architecture of the scenario is depicted in Figure 18. The used drone is a homemade 
device developed by Aalto University for this purpose; it is equipped with a companion computer 
connected to a set of sensors and 5G phone to provide network connectivity. Furthermore, the 
companion computer also runs C2 application, an IoT application, and a script to collect network 
measurements from the phone. On the other hand, C2 and the IoT container that controls the drone is 
running on the edge server of Aalto University. The edge server also runs cloud monitoring tools to 
measure KPIs related to resource consumption by the running applications. As depicted in Error! 
Reference source not found., the UAV operator accesses these functionalities (controlling the drone 
and visualizing the KPIs) via a web browser. 

The key trial features and parameters are presented in Table 15. 

 

Figure 18: UC3:SC2 High-Level Architecture and Interactions 
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Table 15: UC2:SC2 Key Trial Features and Parameters 

UC3SC2: UAV-based IoT data collection 

Lead, Partners AU 

Platform Aalto University 

Drones Used X-frame (home-made drone) 

Application Components  

Application Location 

Public Cloud 
(Azure/AWS/Google) 

Private Cloud Local Edge 

  Local edge in Aalto 
University trial site. It hosts 
the C2 and IoT application 
(containers) 

UAV Critical Functions 

Position and Velocity Control Through C2 link 

Orientation and Rate Control Through C2 link 

Live data acquisition by UTM Yes  

Swarm Control No 

Sensor Data fusion No 

Mission Management Yes  

Object Recognition No 

Power consumption No 

Key Parameters 

C2 data (yes, no) Yes  

First Person View C2 (with 
video) (yes, no) No 

Sensor Data Payload (yes, no) Yes 

Telemetry Data Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 

Video Streaming Payload (yes, 
no) No 

Mission Critical Service (yes, 
no) No 

Flight min-max speed m/s 0 – 5 m/s 

Flight min-max height AGL m 5 – 20 m 

Region (Urban, Rural, Hotspot) Rural 

Area to be Covered (km2)  

BVLOS (yes, no) No 

Accuracy (hi/med/low) Medium (based on GPS) 

On-boarded 5G modem/BS A 5G phone 

Connection Density 
(devices/km2)  

Battery lifetime N/A 

2.3.10 UC3:SC3 Situation Awareness: Location of UE in non-GPS Environments  

The purpose of this scenario is to demonstrate how UAVs can obtain position information in situations 
where the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is compromised. An example of this kind of 
situation could be flying indoors or nearby to high buildings.  
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In this scenario, UE on-board the UAV payload collects 5G RF data. This data is synced with 
simultaneously collected GPS position data with an external GPS antenna. Then the data is used to 
train neural network, which then provides an alternative position for GPS. As the neural network is used 
for this scenario, the training needs to be done again if the same system is moved to another location. 
In addition, the 5G radio must stay in the same position with the same settings as in the training phase. 
Usually, this is not a problem because the basic assumption is that once the radio has been installed, 
it will not be altered.  

Figure 19 shows the architecture of the Uc3:Sc3 with a simple setup where the DJI smart controller is 
used to operate pre-planned flight route, and Nemo outdoor is used to collect the data. 

 

Figure 19: UC3:SC3 High-Level Architecture and Interactions 

Measurement payload is an independent unit which collects coverage KPIs using UE as an antenna. 
Data is not collected from the BTS side. 5G connection between payload and BTS is done using sim 
card which only connects to the 5GTN network.  

Local connection between drone and payload means that drone provides 12V power to the payload 
which is then used to power computer unit, GPS antenna and UE. The drone is controlled over 2.4 
using DJI smart controller and it flies automatically following routes made using GCS. Measurement 
software runs locally in the payload. The software is controlled using a ground control station PC with 
remote connection.  

In the final trials data was collected from 150m and 200m distances from the base station. For 150m 
distance flight route were 10m, 20m and 30. For 200m distance altitudes were 30m, 40m and 50m. Due 
to sudden but major issues with remote connection during the final trials the ground control station PC 
had to be left out of the measurement. Instead, the DJI smart controller was used for the C2 link and 
measurement control was done simply so that the user started the measurement on the ground level 
and stopped when the drone arrived back.   

Table 16: UC3:SC3 Key Trial Features and Parameters 

Use Case 3: Location of UE in non-GPS environments  

Lead, Partners  NOK, UO 

Platform  Oulu 

Drones Used  UO DJI M300 Drone  

Application Components  DJI smart controller, Nemo outdoor, GCS, Radio Controller 
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Application Location  

Public Cloud 
(Azure/AWS/Google) 

Private Cloud Local Edge 

  GCS, Radio Controller 

UAV Critical Functions 

Position and Velocity Control  Yes, over 2.4 GHz  

Orientation and Rate Control  Yes, over 2.4 GHz  

Live data acquisition by UTM  Yes, over 2.4 GHz  

Swarm Control  No  

Sensor Data fusion  No  

Mission Management  Yes, using DJI smart controller application 

Object Recognition  No  

Power consumption  Yes 

Key Parameters 

C2 data No  

First Person View C2 No  

Sensor Data Payload  Yes 

Telemetry Data Payload Yes 

Video Streaming Payload No  

Mission Critical Service No  

Flight min-max speed m/s  0 – 5 m/s  

Flight min-max height AGL m  0 – 80 m  

Region Suburban, UO campus area  

Area to be Covered 0.04 km2 

BVLOS No  

On-boarded 5G modem  Quectel RM520QL modem on-board  

Connection Density 
(devices/km2)  1 device  

Battery lifetime  40 min  

2.3.11 UC4:SC1 Connectivity during Crowded Events: Connectivity Extension and 
Offloading 

The purpose of this scenario is to demonstrate how UAVs through 5G network capabilities can improve 
connectivity services in a highly crowded environment, e.g., during large events. The capabilities of the 
solution include automated flight planning and navigation over 5G and the utilisation of 5G User 
Equipment (UE) to provide ad-hoc connectivity. The high-level architecture of the specific use case 
comprises two sub use cases. For the first sub use case, the different experimentation steps are 
controlled exclusively by the 5GENESIS Automation Framework, including the Lifecycle Manager, and 
the relative probes are preinstalled on a companion computer placed on the drone. For the trials at 
Egaleo Stadium, a different set of components is considered. These components comprise the 5G 
system, the UAS deployed in the Edge cloud, the UTM deployed off-site, the U-space adapter, the Web 
Portal 1, etc. Moreover, the demonstration of this scenario considers measurements on commercial 5G 
provided by the commercial 5G NSA network of COSMOTE, with and without network boosting through 
a locally deployed mobile 5G station (van car), as part of the second sub-use case.  

The high-level architecture of UC4:SC1, incorporating all sites used, is depicted in Figure 20, while the 
key trial parameters are summarised in Table 17. 
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Figure 20:UC4:SC1 High-Level Architecture and Interactions 

Table 17: UC4:SC1 Key Trial Features and Parameters 

UC4:SC1 Connectivity during crowded events: connectivity extension and offloading 

Lead, Partners NCSRD, CAF, HEP, COS, UMS 

Platform 5GENESIS 

Drones Used Hepta M300, Holybro X500, CAFA PX4, DJI Mavic2 

Application Components 
UgCS C2 (container), UgCS Desktop, Qosium, QGroundControl, 
OpenTap, Iperf agents, CAFA 3D Analyzer 

Application Location 

Public Cloud 
(Azure/AWS/Google) 

Private Cloud Local Edge 

 FRQ and DRR UTM 
systems 
CAFA 3D Analyzer 

• CAF UgCS 
application is 
hosted in local 
EDGE server 
(Container) 

• Ground Control 
Software 
connected to MEC. 

UAV Critical Functions 

Position and Velocity Control Position over 5G, velocity control on-boarded 

Orientation and Rate Control Orientation over 5G, rate control on-boarded 

Live data acquisition by UTM Yes, over 5G 

Swarm Control No 

Sensor Data fusion No 

Mission Management Yes, using UgCS application, QGroundControl, UMS CCP 

Object Recognition No 

Power consumption Yes 
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Key Parameters 

C2 data (yes, no) Yes 

First Person View C2 (with 
video) (yes, no) No 

Sensor Data Payload (yes, no) No 

Telemetry Data Payload (yes, 
no) Yes 

Video Streaming Payload (yes, 
no) No 

Mission Critical Service (yes, 
no) No  

Flight min-max speed m/s 0 – 10 m/s 

Flight min-max height AGL m 0 – 20 m 

Region (Urban, Rural, Hotspot) Egaleo Stadium, OTE Academy (COS Campus) 

Area to be Covered (km2) 0.01 

BVLOS (yes, no) No 

Accuracy (hi/med/low) Medium 

On-boarded 5G modem/BS 
Quectel RM500Q-GL, Quectel RM500-AE modem on board 
Zyxel NR2101 modem, tethered 5G UE 

Connection Density 
(devices/km2) 

For the test network, trials with 1-2 devices 
For the commercial network subscribers in the nearby area served by the 
gNB however the density is unknown 

Battery lifetime 10min, 15min, 30 min 
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3 Trial & Evaluation Methodology 

3.1 Evaluation Process 

A core mission of 5G!Drones is to trial several UAV use cases covering eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC 5G 
services and validate 5G KPIs for supporting their challenging demands. As reported in Section 2.3, a 
wide set of scenarios have been put in the spotlight to ensure an all-encompassing approach in 
identifying the critical parameters and UAV service functions whose performance specificities would 
need to be identified and assured by the 5G networks. 

In this context, and in order to guarantee qualitative results, the project team has started by defining a 
systematic approach to perform the trialling & evaluation initiatives as presented in Figure 21. The 
proposed V-process is inspired by the Field operational teSt supporT Action (FESTA) methodology [1] 
adapted to the 5G!Drones scope and system capabilities. FESTA is intended for preparing and 
conducting FOTs (Field Operational Tests), analysing the results and determining the socio-economic 
impacts and has been widely employed in FOTs of a variety of Intelligent Transport Systems1.  

 

Figure 21: 5G!Drones V-Process Evaluation Methodology (FESTA inspired) 

In line with the 5G!Drones V-process, three distinct processes are executed in sequence: 

• The Preparation process, which is of core importance for the evaluation as it sets the 
evaluation context through the trial objectives, the test cases and related KPIs, as well as, their 
associations to metrics, data flows and log points for collecting the respective measurements 
for evaluation. As part of this work, a structured test case template has been defined, including 
the recording of the execution results with the appropriate data acquisition (Annex E – Test 
Case Template).   

• The Trialling process, which details the execution plan for the test cases identified. 

• The Evaluation process, that analyses the data available from the trial execution, exploiting 
the consolidation, correlation and visualisation of the 5G!Drones platform to deduce the final 
results and support the assessment verdict.   

As in all Trials, Legal & Ethical issues are integral to the whole trials life cycle. In the scope of the 
5G!Drones project, these are related to conforming to regulation and legislation mandates for 5G and 

 

1 https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/methodology/festa/ 
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UAV technologies as per the European directives and the national laws, including security & GDPR. 
This ecosystem is introduced in D1.4 [2] and is updated in D1.7 [5]. 

As documented in D4.3 [13][7], the project has selected a phased approach, with early, first year 
feasibility trials and pre-trials in 2021, to ensure that all technical aspects that affect the performance of 
the execution are identified timely and are taken into consideration as part of the on-going development 
and integration work-packages. In the second period, the interest was shifted towards successfully 
integrating the 5G!Drones components and validation of measurable objectives per technological 
developments. In the final project year, the trials aim for the end-to-end evaluation of the technological 
solutions offered by the project in the scope set by the target use cases, as identified in Section 2.3.  

3.2 Quantitative Indicators 

Fundamental quantitative indicators for the evaluation process are the 5G Network KPIs, as an 
important set of UAV application functions, including command and control, become network-
dependant. The basic definitions and the target expectations set by the research community for these 
KPIs have been initially presented in D1.1 [2], whereas in D4.3 Section 3.4, the project has extensively 
analysed the technical alternatives and process for the collection of the relevant metrics. Table 18 
presents an overview of the Network Metrics that are relevant for the final evaluation of the trials.  

Table 18: Overview of Target Network Metrics, Metrics & Tools 

Performance 
Metrics 

System Metrics Tools 

Coverage 

• Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP): 
Indicates the average power received from a 
single Reference signal. 

• Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ): 
Indicates quality of the received signal as a 
ratio of power and interference. 

• Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI): 
Indicates the power of received radio signal. 

• Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR): 
Indicates the theoretical upper bounds of 
channel capacity. 

• Nemo Handy 

• Nemo Outdoor 

• COSMOTE tools 

• NetMonitor2 

• LTE Discovery3 

• Qosium tool4 

Throughput 

• Upload UDP Rate (bps): Max./Avg./Min. 
values for UDP traffic 

• Download UDP Rate (bps): Max./Avg./Min. 
values for UDP traffic 

• Upload TCP Rate (bps): Max./Avg./Min. 
values for TCP traffic 

• Download TCP Rate (bps): Max./Avg./Min. 
values for TCP traffic 

• iPerf35/Magic iPerf6 

• Ookla Speedtest7 

• nPerf8 

• Qosium tool 

• Open5GENESIS/ 
OpenTAP9 

• Netperf10 

E2E Round Trip 
Time 

• RTT (ms): For this metric, the traffic source 
(the UE) sends network packets to the 
destination, the latter responding. 

• Ping (ICMP) 

• nPerf 

• Open5GENESIS/OpenTAP 

 

2 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.parizene.netmonitor&hl=en_SG 
3 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.simplyadvanced.ltediscovery&hl=en&gl=US 
4 https://www.kaitotek.com/qosium 
5 https://iPerf.fr/iPerf-download.php 
6 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nextdoordeveloper.miPerf.miPerf&hl=en&gl=US 
7 https://www.speedtest.net/about/knowledge/test-methods 
8 https://www.nperf.com/en/ 
9 https://www.opentap.io/ 
10 https://hewlettpackard.github.io/netperf/ 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.parizene.netmonitor&hl=en_SG
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.simplyadvanced.ltediscovery&hl=en&gl=US
https://www.opentap.io/
https://hewlettpackard.github.io/netperf/
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Performance 
Metrics 

System Metrics Tools 

Delay 

• Delay metric (seconds) is measured on the 
Network, Transport Layer, and Data-Link 
Layer of the communication link utilizing 
socket-based communications under the 
implementation supported by each individual 
tool to measure the time delay taken for a 
packet to travel from source to destination. 

• Qosium tool 

• EURECOM tool 

• UMS tool 

Jitter 

• Jitter metric (milliseconds) is measured on the 
Data-Link Layer of the communication link utilizing 
socket-based communications under the 
implementation supported by Qosium tool to 
measure the jitter as a pure delay variation of the 
packets to reach from source to destination. 

• Qosium tool 

Application/VNF 
performance 

• VNF CPU: The real-time CPU consumption of 
each VNF that is running on the underlying 
physical infrastructure. 

• VNF GPU: The real-time GPU consumption of 
each VNF that is running on the underlying 
physical infrastructure. 

• VNF RAM: The real-time memory 
consumption each VNF that is running on the 
underlying physical infrastructure. 

• Vnf_bw_tx: The amount of data sent by the 
VNF per time unit. 

• Vnf_bw_rx: The amount of data received by 
the VNF per time unit. 

• CAdvisor11  

• Openstack Libvirt Exporter12 

• Prometheus node exporter13 

RAN throughput 

• PDCP Transfer Rate: The difference between 
the number of bytes at the PDCP layer at time 
t and t-Δt divided by Δt. It is monitored for both 
UL and DL directions. 

EURECOM tool 

RAN reliability 

• RAN packet loss: The rate of lost data 
packets experienced at the Radio access 
network while running the scenario. When the 
number of retransmissions at the MAC layer 
exceeds the Maximum number of 
retransmissions, the data chunk is assumed 
lost. 

EURECOM tool 

Service/Slice 
creation time 

• Slice Creation Time: The slice creation time 
is computed by measuring the difference 
between the arrival time of the creation 
request and the time when the slice is created 
and in running state. 

Time function of the operating 
system 

As part of the Preparation process the KPIs relevant to the trial objectives per use case have been 
identified, and the target values expected for the particular setup under trial were rationalised.  
In the following sections, the stepwise execution of the methodology presented above is detailed per 
each use case in the target of the final trials and evaluation. 

 

11 https://github.com/google/cadvisor 
12 https://github.com/medianetlab/openstack_exporter 
13 https://github.com/prometheus/node_exporter 

https://github.com/google/cadvisor
https://github.com/medianetlab/openstack_exporter
https://github.com/prometheus/node_exporter
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4 Preparation Process 
Having defined the use case specificities, and the 5G!Drones platforms characteristics, based on the 
V-process assessment model described in the section above, the next step is the specification of the 
trials to be executed. This specification pertains per each use case scenario, the following constructs:  

• The identification of the objectives of the trial at a high-level.  

• The decomposition of these objectives to test cases defined to evaluate the objectives, detailing 
the deployment parameters (such as the test environment, deployment steps & components), 
the test configuration and monitored variables, as well as, the team of people responsible for 
the successful completion of the trials. Annex E – Test Case Template, presents a detailed 
explanation of the test case description and the relevant template used for the trial definition 
and analysis.  

• Analysis of the KPIs measured per each test case. While initial target KPIs per use case had 
been identified in D1.1 [2], in the course of the project’s developments and knowledge gained, 
target KPIs per use case have been revised, either by reducing duplications among use cases 
(e.g.by executing identical test cases), or by addressing new KPI or target values. In all such 
cases, additional justification is duly provided.  

4.1 UC1:SC1 UAV Traffic Management: UTM Command and Control 

Application  

4.1.1 Trial Objectives 

The purpose of this scenario is to use the 5G network for UAV command and control (C2) and send 
back the UAV status and position information (telemetry). This communication is critical for the safe 
operation and success of the mission. Based on the EU regulations EC/666/2021, it is also legally 
required that given UAV operation is registered in UTM, approved and coordinated with other operations 
in the same area. EU regulation EC/666/2021 will be implemented by EU Member States from 2023.  
In this respect, the trial objectives are set as follows: 

Obj1. Evaluate the process of Operational Flight Planning, ordering 5G network resources and flight 
execution in 5G!Drones platform and integration with UTM systems. 

Obj2. Assess 5G suitability for communication between UAV and Ground Control Station for 
automated UAV flight. Verify the KPIs collected in the 5G network and UAV to prove they are 
safe and secure enough to control the drone. 

Obj3. Demonstrate usefulness of supplementary services provided by INV (airplane tracks and 
Remote ID), and their integration with UTM 

4.1.2 Test Cases 

In order to evaluate the trial objectives, the following test cases have been defined to be executed. 

4.1.2.1 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation Test Case #1 

EURECOM Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation Test Case #1 
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj1:Validation of E2E Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution  

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution  

Test Environment Field 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

The Figure 22 below shows the modules under test. As it is E2E exercise, they include 
all modules of 5G!Drones Trial Engine. 
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EURECOM Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation Test Case #1 

 

Figure 22: UC1:SC1 Test Case #1 Deployment Setup 

Network Setup 
Deployment Option specific for facility described in 2.2.2.2 (EUR) 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

N/A 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

All components of Trial Engine are available, FRQ and DRR UTM are available, 5G test network is available.  

Test scenario 

Test sequence: 

1. User (UAV operator) is logging to Web Portal 1 interface 
2. User (UAV operator) is describing UAV model in Web Portal1 
3. UAV operator creates flight plan in Ground Control Software (GCS)  
4. User is selecting the earlier prepared template to shorten the time required for plan creation – he has to 

add only the specific mission information, like day and time, select the UAV, add pilot name/licence and 
modify the operation area, if different from already defined. Next the plan is saved as a new mission and 
has SCHEDULED status 

5. User is redirected to specific Web Portal 2, where the 5G network configuration is defined. After that, the 
plan status is changed to SCHEDULED_2 

6. User logs to Trial Validator and requests the Operational Flight Plan Validation in UTM provided by FRQ 
(status changes to PROPOSED) 

7. UTM provider accepts the plan if no obstacles are preventing it – status is changed to APPROVED 
8. When the start time is due, LCM checks the plan status. If it’s APPROVED, starts preparation, asking 

different modules to react accordingly (this has been described in detail in the Trial Engine diagrams) 
The process is considered to be successful, if the IDLE status is reached in 2 min since the start time 

9. If IDLE status is reached, user can request take-off in Trial Validator (state changed to 
TAKEOFFREQUESTED) 

10. Take-off request is approved, if no obstacles identified by UTM algorithms which providing strategic 
deconfliction – status is changed to ACTIVATED 

11. When ACTIVATED status is reached, the experimenter should change the status to ACTIVE, what starts 
to label the measurements stored to KPI Component with label “ACTIVE” instead of “IDLE” 

12. The UAV can take-off when status is “ACTIVE”. 
13. UAV operator activates for 5G QoS measurement – Qosium probes in UAV`s on-board computer and 

the in the operator`s field computer  
14. An UAV take-off and during flight an UAV streams telemetry to Ground Control System C2 container 

which ran in EURECOM OpenShift server.  GSC Integration Plugin (CAFA GIP) broadcasts the UAV`s 
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EURECOM Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation Test Case #1 
telemetry to FRQ UTM system where the data is streamed to DRR UTM system also.  Qosium tool is 
measuring RSRP, RSRQ, SINR) 

15. An UAV carries INV tracker which broadcasts the drone position in real-time to INV server which 
broadcasts the UAV position to FRQ and DRR UTM systems  

16. During the flight UAV operator as safety pilot on site monitors the flight  
17. When the flight is landed, the UTM status should be changed to CLOSED  
18. After landing, the user should select “Stop operation” button. This will trigger LCM to request stop 

measurements and decommission the configuration in the 5G facility. Finally, the plan status should be 
changed to FINISHED. 

In case the result is NOK, and some components are not working as expected, the troubleshooting and logs 
review should be performed. Next, the test should be repeated from the beginning.  

Test variables 

Different plans with defined execution date and time. 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

It should be possible to successfully go through the full process of Operational Flight Plan preparation and 
execution, going through all defined status changes and reaching the FINISHED status. 

4.1.2.2 Measuring the 5G Link Performance Test Case #2 

EURECOM 5G Link Performance Measurements  
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj.2: Measurements of 5G link performance 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

C2 link performance 

Test Environment Field  

Test Deployment 
Setup 

The test setup: 

• UgCS application deployed in EUR Openshift server 

• CAF PX4 cellular drone with Quectel 5G modem and Qosium probe 

• EUR 5G SA network with uRLLC slice 

Network Setup 
Deployment Option described in 2.2.2.2 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

Low 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

The operational Flight Plan in APPROVED status, the LCM has prepared the 5G facility and set the plan status 
to IDLE, measurements collection started – plan status changed to ACTIVE. EUR measurements are sent to the 
KPI Component, UAV logs are collected, and Qosium logs are collected. 
UAV is controlled over the 5G radio link utilising uRLLC slice. 

Test scenario 

The UAV fully automated flight is executed according to the plan sent from UgCS to UAV controller, the pilot only 
oversees the flight and can react in case of unforeseen deviations. 
The parameters specified by each partner are collected and stored in the KPI Component: 

1. The parameters from EUR 5G gNB 
2. The parameters from the UAV controller 
3. The parameters from the Qosium probe running in the UAV 5G modem 

These parameters will be used to plot graphs and make an analysis of C2 link performance using the uRLLC 
slice. 

Test variables 

UAV at altitude 15m and 20m AGL 
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EURECOM 5G Link Performance Measurements  

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

The flight is carried out in fully automated manner, without intervention from the pilot side.  
The expectations regarding 5G performance are: 
1. 5G communication is uninterrupted throughout the flight 
2. Minimum 1 Mbps UL and DL speed 
The measurements are collected and stored in the KPI Component. 

4.1.2.3 Interoperability of INV Components with UTM Systems Test Case #3 

EURECOM Interoperability of INV Components with UTM Systems 
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj.3: Showcasing the interoperability of INV data from G-1090 receiver and LEMAN 
Remote ID tracker with FRQ and DRR UTM systems 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Situational awareness and safety 

Test Environment Field 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

• UgCS application deployed in EUR Openshift server 

• Drones: CAF PX4 cellular drone with Quectel 5G modem 

• INV G-1090 receiver 

• INV LEMAN Remote ID tracker attached to CAF drone 

• INV Central processing server exposing the APIs streams to FRQ UTM 

• FRQ UTM system forwarding INV stream further, to DRR UTM (service federation) 

Network Setup 
Deployment Option described in 2.2.2.2 

Test Configuration 
End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

Low 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

The operational Flight Plan is ACTIVE, the CAF drone is flying with the attached INV LEMAN tracker. The tracker 
broadcasts the Remote ID messages locally and sends them to INV central server. Remote ID messages contain 
the UAV 3D position and other flight parameters. The G-1090 receiver is operational, providing aircraft data to 
INV central server. Both data are processed and forwarded to FRQ UTM. FRQ UTM is forwarding it further to 
DRR UTM. 

Test scenario 

The test can be carried out in parallel with test case #2. 
The CAF PX4 cellular drone is flying 15m above the ground, according to the given flight path (straight line 
transversal to the transmitter antenna pattern), within the rectangle determining flight permit area. 
The LEMAN tracker is switched on, and has a GPS fix and internet connectivity. It is locally broadcasting the 
messages and sends them to INV central server. It should be visually confirmed that the actual CAF UAV position 
is visible on three platforms: involi.live, FRQ and DRR. The tracker data stream is stored in the KPI Component 
for further analysis. 
INV G-1090 receiver collects the transponder data from the aircraft around the test area and sends it to the INV 
central server. This data is visible in involi.live and through APIs also in FRQ and DRR UTM systems.  

Test variables 

Manned aviation tracks detected by G-1090, UAV flight plan, FRQ and DRR UTM environments. 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

The LEMAN tracker locally broadcasts the messages and sends them to the INV central server. The actual CAF 
UAV position is visible on three platforms: involi.live, FRQ and DRR. 
INV G-1090 receiver collects the transponder data from aircraft around the test area and sends it to INV central 
server. This data is visible in involi.live and through APIs in FRQ and DRR UTM systems. 
Both data streams should be refreshed at least every 4 seconds, which is a minimum requirement, but the 
expected is to receive new data every 2 seconds. 
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4.1.3 KPIs 

Table 19: Target KPIs of the UC1: SC1 trial 

Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

Service Deployment Time 
The time required to provide 
mobile data service via UAVs, 
measured from the receipt of 
a use-case start request from 
the experimenter 

<= 90 min =< 1.5 min 
The start time for this KPI is the time 
defined by the experimenter when he 
wants to start the experiment. When this 
time arrives, the LCM will start working. 
The end time is when LCM will change 
the plan status in the repository to IDLE, 
which means that everything is set up for 
take-off. 
The results should be verified against the 
real network deployment, where it’s 
expected that the deployment time can 
be longer. 

4.1.2.1 

Service Area 
Geographical area over 
which service is available 

>= 4 km2 = 0.01km2 
5G test network gNB service area is 
bigger than the revised area, but we are 
limited by the area for which permission 
to fly UAV was issued. 

4.1.2.2 

C2 Latency 
Latency between software 
pilot and UAV in sending 
control & command 
messages – this value has a 
hard limit of 10 ms (one-way) 
to ensure that software 
systems have sufficient time 
to compute and send an 
appropriate control input with 
enough regularity to avoid 
flight instability 

<= 10 ms No revision 4.1.2.2 

Video Streaming Data Rate 
for FPV 
Data exchange speeds for 
streaming video feeds from 
UAVs to experimenters 

>= 9 Mbps 
(HD) 
>=25 Mbps 
(4K)  

Video streaming was performed in 
UC2:SC1: Monitoring a wildfire, also 
performed in EUR facility and 
measurements are reported respectively. 
It has not been repeated in UC1:SC1 due 
to a lack of a technical solution to support 
First Person View (FPV) for CAF PX4 
cellular drone. 

4.4.2.2 

4.1.4 Data Flows & Metrics 

Table 20: UC1:SC1 Metrics Collection Flow 

Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post Processing 
Qosium probe in UAV  Log File Qosium logs, imported offline to 

KPI Component 
Graphs or tracks on the 
map 

Data stream for G-1090 
receiver 

Rest API Airplane tracks Tracks drawing on the 
map  

Data stream from LEMAN 
tracker 

Rest API Drone track, altitude, speed, 
etc. 

Track drawing on the map 
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Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post Processing 
5G Network parameters 
defined by EUR 

Rest API KPIs defined in table “Overview 
of Target Network Metrics” in 
chapter 4 

Graphs or tracks on the 
map 

Timestamps in Web Portal 1  Logs in 
Operation 
Flight Plan info 
view 

Timestamps for each status 
change are stored in the 
repository under specific trial ID 
and visible in the Web Portal 1 
detailed log. 

Table with timestamps 
sequence 

4.2 UC1:SC2 UAV Traffic Management:  3D Mapping and Supporting 
Visualisation/Analysis Software for UTM 

4.2.1 Trial Objectives 

UC1:SC2 shows benefits of visualisation as part of UTM and site survey. The combined recording of 
the 3D laser point cloud consists of depth and reflectivity measurements and 5G network 
measurements provided by Nemo Handy software. The setup is capable of comparing the performance 
and suitability of Wi-Fi and 5G networks. In this scenario objectives are to: 

Obj1. Test how suitable 5G and Wifi networks are for real-time streaming of spatial 3D lidar data to 
3D visualisation.   

4.2.2 Test Cases 

4.2.2.1 Visualisation of Coverage Measurements and Lidar Streaming Test Case #1 

University of 
Oulu – Parking 
lot area 

Visualisation of Coverage Measurements and Lidar Streaming 

Test Case 
Objective 

Obj1. Test how suitable 5G and Wifi networks are for real-time streaming of spatial 3D 
lidar data to 3D visualisation. 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

C2/LiDAR Streaming 

Test Environment field  

Test Deployment 
Setup 

• Application components employed: portable sensor system, Nemo 

• Drones used: Cable drone HV-2022 
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University of 
Oulu – Parking 
lot area 

Visualisation of Coverage Measurements and Lidar Streaming 

Figure 23: UC1:SC2 Test Case #1 Deployment Setup 

Network Setup Section 2.2.3.2 Oulu site. Parking lot, Deployment 1 

Test Configuration 
End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

7.5-
meter, 
5.9 
m/s 

Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

No 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

Appropriate anchoring points for cable drone’s cables. 5G Network for Nemo 

Test scenario 

1. The testing location is decided 
2. Set up the cables 
3. Set up computers in the mobile research unit  
4. Place the cable drone on the cables 
5. Cable drone operator establishes wireless connection to the drone with a laptop 
6. Cable drone operator sets up the endpoints for the cable drone’s path and driving parameters 
7. Streaming of the LiDAR data begins 
8. Cable drone operator sets the cable drone to automatic driving mode 
9. Cable drone drives to the endpoint set in step 6 
10. As cable drone reaches one endpoint it drives to another one 
11. Cable drone cycles this as long as the cable drone operator holds the dead man's switch 

Test variables 

Endpoints and driving parameters. Driving parameters include acceleration, deceleration and the desired power 
output level of the motor. 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

Setup time: Setting the cables should be done before the testing site is full of people 
LiDAR’s point clouds in visualisation: Visualizing one point cloud is sufficient to demonstrate if it matches the 
created 3D map 
Coverage measurements: Numerical values from Nemo Handy are to be plotted in the visualisation 

4.2.3 KPIs 

Table 21: Target KPIs of the UC1: SC2 trial  

New KPI 
Target  Description Related Test 

Case (s) 

Setup time 

1h Setting up the testing equipment, 
including cables, the cable drone and 
the mobile research unit. 
Cable drone’s cables ready: 10-30 min 
Testing setup not ready: 2 h   

 4.2.2.1 

LiDAR’s point clouds in 
visualisation 

1 point cloud LiDAR’s point clouds, shown 
simultaneously in visualisation software 
with 3D world map. 

4.2.2.1 

Coverage measurements GPS 
coordinates for 
each 
measurement 

Signal metrics are measured to 
visualise them in created 3D map. 

4.2.2.1 
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Table 22: UC1: SC2 Initially Specified KPIs to Be Verified in Other Use Cases 

Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs  

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

Throughput14  
3GPP consolidated KPIs for 
UAV considers an uplink data 
rate between 4 Mbps and 9 
Mbps for video streaming for 
the provision of HD video 
streaming. Considering the 
case of 4K video, the target 
value is increased further, 
reaching 30 Mbps (since 
3GPP recommends 120 
Mbps for a 4*4K surveillance 
system) 

>50 Mbps Throughput measurements were done in 
another use case (UC2:SC3) and as this 
use case considers streaming and 
visualizing point cloud data, it was 
decided not to repeat them in this use 
case. Capacity varies anyway while 
moving, and to be able to fulfil near real-
time streaming, data transmission of 
laser point clouds must be scaled a lot by 
adjusting framerate (number of full scans 
in a second) as well as, how much 
irrelevant points (like middle points on a 
plane) are removed from the cloud. This 
feature has been implemented in the 
streaming system. 

4.5.2.3 

Latency 
3GPP considers different 
target values for control 
latency based on the planned 
service. The proposed target 
value is 10 ms, which covers 
a great variety of services, 
considering that provides an 
accurate control environment 
for the UAV. 

<= 10 ms Latency measurements were done in 
another use case (UC2:SC3) and as this 
use case considers streaming and 
visualizing point cloud data, it was 
decided not to repeat them in this use 
case. Network delay (one-way delay of 
data stream downlink). Average latency 
depends highly on the size of the data 
packet and frame rate. As the system can 
scale point cloud size (see above) 
latency is used to fine-tune data filtering 
and comparison to gain desired frame 
rate and latency. 

4.5.2.3 

Service Creation Time 
The target KPI value 
proposed by 5G-PPP is the 
reduction of the average 
service creation time from 90 
days to 90 min. This allows 
the agile creation and 
deployment of services, 
making possible the fast 
response of the mobile 
network to the needs of the 
vertical industries. 

The proposed 
use case can 
be served and 
adapted to a 
great variety of 
services. 
Therefore, it is 
very important 
the service 
creation time to 
be low in order 
to be possible 
its fast match 
to different 
vertical 
industries 
 

The time required for deploying and 
configuring network services was 
measured in UC2:SC3. The new KPI 
“Setup time” considers the time required 
for setting up all equipment needed to 
use the cable drone and run the 
visualisation. 

4.5.2.2 

Video Streaming Data Rate 
to MEC server for 
processing 
Data exchange speeds for 
streaming video feeds from 
UAVs to MEC facility 

>= 9 Mbps 
(HD)  
>= 25 
Mbps(4K) 

Video streaming was done in another use 
case (UC3:SC1:SubSc2), thus the data 
rate was measured there. This scenario 
focuses on laser point cloud streaming. 

4.7.2.3 

 

14 Aligning the KPI definitions of D1.1 with 5GPP work (https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-ppp-white-paper-beyond-5g-6g-kpis-
and-target-values/), the term Throughput is used instead of Capacity as initially stated. 
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4.2.4 Data Flows & Metrics 

Table 23: UC1:SC2 Metrics Collection Flow 

Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post Processing 
Ouster OS0 Log File and 

streaming 
• depth 

• Intensity 

• Reflectivity 

• ambient IR dataTimestamp 

Adaptive reduction of 
points in the cloud for 
gaining a certain frame-
rate when bandwidth 
changes. 

Nemo handy Log File • Reference Signal Received 
Power (RSRP) 

• Signal to Interference plus 
Noise Ratio (SINR) 

• Position 

• Timestamp 

 

Conversion from ratio to 
values 0-100 

Xsens MTi-G-710  
GNSS/INS 

Log File and 
streaming 

• Position 

• Orientation 

• timestamp 

Conversion from 
WGS84 (lat+lon) to 
ETRS89 / TM35FIN 
(metric) 

4.3 UC1:SC3 UAV Traffic Management: UAV Logistics 

4.3.1 Trial Objectives 

The purpose of this scenario is to demonstrate how UAVs thanks to 5G network capabilities can provide 
logistics solutions. The scenario is a medicine delivery to a sick person by using a drone. A sick person 
who cannot go to a pharmacy can receive his/her medicine through a personal delivery by subscribing 
through CAFA Tech Field C2 system for Drone Logistics. A CAFA Tech PX4 cellular drone with a 
delivery attachment device conducts the delivery. When the drone reaches its destination, there are 
fictional inaccuracies with GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) signals. Therefore, the operator 
of the drone logistics company (actually the CAFA Tech operator) takes over the drone ’s control. The 
operator uses the video stream from the drone camera over a 5G network and the gamepad to conduct 
the landing of the drone to the Delivery Box. Video transmission and remote drone control take place 
over a 5G network.  
In this respect, the trial objectives are set as follows: 

Obj1. Validation of E2E Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution integration of the UAV 
C2 Ground Control Station into the UTM system (to show the location of the UAV to other 
airspace users in real-time). 

Obj2. Assess 5G suitability for communication between UAV and Ground Control Station for 
automated and tele-operated UAV flights 

4.3.2 Test Cases 

In order to evaluate the trial objectives, the respective test cases have been defined to be executed: 

• Test case #1: Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation 

• Test case #2: Measuring 5G link performance for communication between UAV and Ground 
Control Station for automated and tele-operated UAV flights 

• Test case #3  Measuring the usability and continuity of the 5G MEC or edge server provided 
by the 5G network operator for C2 application deployment to manage and control automated 
UAV flights.  
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4.3.2.1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation Test Case #1 

Aalto Flight Plan Preparation & Execution and UTM Integration Validation   
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj.1: Validation of E2E Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution integration of 
the UAV C2 Ground Control Station into the UTM system  

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution  

Test Environment Field 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

 
Figure 24: UC1:SC3 Test Case #1 Deployment Setup 

Network Setup 
Deployment Option specific for facility described in 2.2.4.2 (AU) 

Test Configuration 
End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

N/A 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

All components of Trial Engine are available, FRQ and DRR UTM are available, 5G test network is available.  

Test scenario 

Refer to the steps of execution, especially referring to any parameters that might be important for metrics-related 
values. The steps should be in a numbered sequence with details such as:  

1. User (UAV operator) is logging to Web Portal 1 interface 
2. User (UAV operator) is describing UAV model in Web Portal1 
3. UAV operator creates flight plan in Ground Control Software (GCS)  
4. User is selecting the earlier prepared template to shorten the time required for plan creation – he has to 

add only the specific mission information, like day and time, select the UAV, add pilot name/licence and 
modify the operation area, if different from already defined. Next the plan is saved as a new mission 

5. User is redirected to specific Web Portal 2, where the 5G network configuration is defined 
6. User logs to Trial Validator and requests the Operational Flight Plan Validation in UTM provided by FRQ 
7. UTM provider accepts the plan if no obstacles are preventing it – status is changed to APPROVED 
8. When the start time is due, LCM check the plan status. If it’s APPROVED, starts preparation, asking 

different modules to react accordingly (this has been described in detail in the Trial Engine diagrams). 
The process is considered to be successful, if the IDLE status is reached in 10 min since the start time 

9. If IDLE status is reached, user can request take-off in Trial Validator (state changed to 
TAKEOFFREQUESTED) 

10. Take-off request is approved, if no obstacles identified by UTM algorithms which providing strategic 
deconfliction – status is changed ACTIVATED 

11. When ACTIVATED status is reached, the experimenter should change the status to ACTIVE, what starts 
to label the measurements stored to KPI Component with label “ACTIVE” instead of “IDLE” 

12. The UAV can take-off when status is “ACTIVE”  
13. UAV operator activates for 5G QoS measurement – Qosium probes in UAV`s on-board computer and 

the in the operator`s field computer  
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Aalto Flight Plan Preparation & Execution and UTM Integration Validation   
14. An UAV take-off and during flight an UAV streams telemetry to Ground Control System C2 container 

which ran in Aalto server.  GSC Integration Plugin (CAFA GIP) broadcasts the UAV's telemetry to FRQ 
UTM system where the data is streamed to DRR UTM system also.  Qosium tool is measuring RSRP, 
RSRQ, SINR) 

15. An UAV carries one INV tracker which broadcasts the drone position in real-time to INV server which 
broadcasts the UAV position to FRQ and DRR UTM systems  

16. During the flight UAV operator as safety pilot on site monitors the flight  
17. When the flight is landed, the UTM status should be changed to CLOSED  
18. After landing, the user should select the “Stop operation” button. This will trigger LCM to request stop 

measurements and decommission the configuration in the 5G facility. Finally, the plan status should be 
changed to FINISHED 

In case the result is NOK, and some components are not working as expected, the troubleshooting and logs 
review should be performed. Next, the test should be repeated from the beginning. 

Test variables 

Different flight plans:  
1. Line  
2. Triangular 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

  It should be possible to successfully go through the full process of Operational Flight Plan preparation and 
execution, going through all defined status changes and reaching the “FINISHED” status. 

4.3.2.2 5G Link Performance for Communication between UAV and Ground Control Station 
Test Case #2 

 Aalto University 5G Link Performance for Communication between UAV and GCS  
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj.2 Assess 5G suitability for communication between UAV and Ground Control Station 
for automated and teleoperated UAV flights 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

C2 

Test Environment Field  

Test Deployment 
Setup 

• CAFA Tech PX4 cellular drone with Quectel RM500-GL 5G modem 

• CAFA Field system for ordering delivery  

• UgCS Ground Control Software  

• CAFA Tech GIP (Ground Control Software and UTM systems Integration Plugin)  

• Video streaming system from CAFA PX4 drone to server and from server to 
operator to enable drone control and teleoperation  

• Qosium Probe to measure 5G network QoS  
See Figure 12: UC1SC3 high-level architecture and interactions 

Network Setup 
5G SA network with fibre optic cable from 5G base station to the edge server 
2.2.4.2 Option #1 

Test Configuration 
End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

Low 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

The UAV C2 application container is installed on the edge server of the 5G operator (Aalto University). 
To control the UAV in tele-operated mode, a corresponding application is installed on the field laptop of the UAV 
operator. 
The video streaming system is installed and configured  
The 5G QoS measurement software Qosium is installed on board the UAV and on the field laptop of the UAV 
operator. 

Test scenario 

It is planned to measure the upload and download speed of the 5G network using Ookla Speedtest. Then 
measure the communication between the UAV and Ground Control Station for automated flight. Then measure 
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 Aalto University 5G Link Performance for Communication between UAV and GCS  
the 5G continuity during the UAV flight and check if the telemetry data is coming from the drone board to the 
GCS. Then measure the continuity of the video transmitted from the drone's camera. 
Steps of execution, especially referring to any parameters that might be important for metrics-related values.  
1. UAV operator measures 5G network Upload and download speed using the Ookla Speedtest 
2. UAV on-board computer is connected to 5G SA network via Quectel RM500-GL modem 
3. The UAV operator uses a field laptop connected to the 5G SA network 
4. The UAV operator enters the Edge server C2 application and creates a logistics flight plan for the UAV 
5. The C2 application, running on the edge server of the 5G operator (Aalto University), sends the specified 

flight plan to the on-board computer of the UAV 
6. The UAV performs an automatic flight mission and continuously sends UAV telemetry - it is measured 

whether the UAV is continuously visible on the map 
7. In the final part of the automatic flight mission, the UAV operator takes over control of the UAV in the 

teleoperation mode 
8. It is measured whether the video quality and latency are sufficient to control the UAV in teleoperation mode 

and whether the video stream from the UAV's on-board camera is uninterrupted 
To measure latency, timestamps are used in the GCS C2 server application and in the C2 application running 
on the UAV's on-board computer, both when sending telemetry and receiving C2 commands. 

Test variables 

Drone flight plans at altitude 10m AGL:  
3. Line  
4. Triangular 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

5G communication is guaranteed during the whole flight for C2 and video streaming with a minimum UL and DL 
speed of 5 Mbps. 

4.3.2.3 Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 Application Deployment Test Case #3 

Aalto University Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 Application Deployment 
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj 3. Assess the usability of the edge server provided by the 5G network operator for 
C2 application deployment to manage and control automated UAV flights  

Test Execution 
Date 

18/08/2022 

Test Executed By CAFA/Aalto 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

5G MEC/edge 

Test Environment Field  

Test Deployment 
Setup 

• UgCS application container deployed in Aalto edge server 

• CAF PX4 cellular drone with Quectel 5G modem 

• UgCS Ground Control Software  

• CAFA Tech GIP (Ground Control Software and UTM systems Integration Plugin)  

• Video streaming system from CAFA PX4 drone to server and from server to 
operator to enable drone control and teleoperation  

• FRQ UTM system  

• DRR UTM system  

Test deployment is described in Figure 12: UC1:SC3 high-level architecture and 
interactions.  

Network Setup 
5G SA network of 2.2.4.2 with fiber optic cable from 5G base station to the edge server 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

Low 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 
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Aalto University Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 Application Deployment 
The UAV C2 application Docker container is ready to install to 5G MEC or edge server of the 5G operator (Aalto 
University). 
The C2 application is installed on board the UAV and on the field laptop of the UAV operator. 

Test scenario 

It is planned to measure the time to deploy UAV C2 Docker container to 5G MEC or edge server.  
Then measure the continuity and reliability of the C2 application running on the 5G edge server. 
Steps of execution:  

1. The UAV operator gets access to the 5G MEC or edge server 
2. The UAV operator installs the Docker container (the time required to install Docker is measured) 
3. The UAV operator launches the GCS C2 application on the 5G MEC or edge server 
4. The UAV on-board computer is connected to the 5G SA network via the Quectel RM500-GL modem 
5. The UAV operator uses a field laptop connected to the 5G SA network 
6. The UAV operator enters the Edge server application and creates a logistics flight plan for the UAV 
7. The C2 application, running on the edge server of the 5G operator (Aalto University), sends the specified 

flight plan to the on-board computer of the UAV 
8. The UAV performs an automatic flight mission and continuously sends UAV telemetry - it is measured 

whether the UAV is continuously visible on the map 

It is checked whether, during the generation, uploading or execution of the UAV mission, there is a conflict with 
the 5G MEC or the C2 application running on the edge server.  

Test variables 

Drone flight plans at altitude 10m AGL:  

• Line  

• Triangular 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

We are expecting that:  
It is possible to install the C2 Docker container in the 5G MEC or edge server and make it ready for work in 
less than 15 minutes. 
In the 5G MEC or edge server, the C2 application runs continuously without interruptions, and the server's 
working power is sufficient for the C2 application to run smoothly. 

4.3.3 KPIs 

Table 24: Target KPIs of the UC1:SC3 trial 

Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

Throughput15  
3GPP consolidated KPIs for 
UAV considers an uplink data 
rate between 4 Mbps and 9 
Mbps for video streaming for 
the provision of HD video 
streaming. Considering the 
case of 4K video, the target 
value is increased further, 
reaching 30 Mbps. 

>30 Mbps Network Downlink Rate > 5 Mbps  4.3.2.2 

Network Uplink Rate >  5 Mbps 

Latency  
3GPP considers different 
target values for control 
latency based on the planned 
service. 

<= 10 ms Network downlink delay <= 30 ms  
The network downlink delay represents 
the last mile delay for all the traffic sent 
from the Aalto 5G edge server going by 
the 5G network core (data plane), fixed 
network, and RAN until the UAV on-

4.3.2.2 

 

15 Aligning the KPI definitions of D1.1 with 5GPP work (https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-ppp-white-paper-beyond-5g-6g-kpis-
and-target-values/), the term Throughput is used instead of Capacity as initially stated. 
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Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

board Quectel RM500 modem to UAV 
on-board computer.  The network delay 
does not consist of video frames 
packaging inside the UAV video camera 
or computer and on server inside the field 
laptop.  
The average delay measurement 
corresponds to the video streaming sent 
from the UAV-to-UAV operator.  

Deployment time <= 15 min.    The total time that it takes to install the 
C2 Docker container in the 5G MEC or 
edge server and make it ready for work. 

4.3.2.3 

5G MEC / edge server 
service availability 

>99%  In the 5G MEC or edge server, the UAV 
C2 application runs smoothly 
continuously without stops and 
interruptions. 

4.3.2.2. 

4.3.4 Data Flows & Metrics 

Table 25 below describes UC1:SC3 Metrics Collection Flow.  

Table 25: UC1:SC3 Metrics Collection Flow 

Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post Processing 
Ookla Speedtest Excel file • Uplink speed  No  

Ookla Speedtest Excel file • Downlink speed No 

CAFA C2 applications (server 
application+ drone on-board 
application)  

Excel file • Latency  Yes 

Deployment of C2 Docker 
container into the 5G MEC or 
edge server 

Excel file • Deployment time No  

C2 edge server container 
running smoothly without 
interruptions and stops 

Excel file • Deployment work log Yes 

4.4 UC2:SC1 Public safety/saving lives: Monitoring a wildfire  

4.4.1 Trial Objectives 

This trial targets an assessment of the usage of drones’ video and data acquisition to be shared in 
critical collaboration platform channel for a first responder community needing an aerial overview of a 
dangerous situation. We need to evaluate the following:  

Obj1. Time required to deploy a dedicated URLLC slice at the edge of the network  
Obj2. Real time communication performance reached (e.g., quality of the real-time streams in terms 

of resolution, framerate, bitrate, average throughput, maximum throughput, but also latency) 

4.4.2 Test Cases 

In order to evaluate the trial objectives, two test cases have been defined to be executed: 

• Mission Critical Services (MCS) Service Instant Creation  

• Mission Critical Services (MCS) Service KPI Measurements 
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4.4.2.1 Instant Service Creation Test Case #1 

EURECOM Instant Service Creation Test Case #1 
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj1 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Mission Critical Services 

Test Environment field  

Test Deployment 
Setup 

As depicted in Figure 13.  
The drone is a Commercial Of the Shelf (COTS) drone DJI Mavic Pro with no hardware 
modifications. An MCS client is embedded in the remote controller to ensure the interface 
to a secured collaboration platform.  

Network Setup 
Deployment Option 1 in 2.2.1.2 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

Low 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

• Docker images of the targeted applications present in the VNF Repository  

• At least two UEs (one per drone asset and one per filed user) running MCS clients  

• Drones or drones ground stations, or remote drone controllers must embed any streaming application 
compliant with MCS gateways (RTSP, RTMP, HLS, WebRTC) or more simply, an MCS client  

• MCS client installed on Field users UEs 

Test scenario 

1. Deployment of MCS application in a URLLC slice at the edge of the network through 5G!Drones Web 
Portal 2: Definition of the slice, corresponding Network Service Descriptor, selection of the type of slice, 
through guided slice creation of 5G!Drones Web Portal 2 

2. Measurement of time to create a slice. 
3. Check slice is up and running through Web Portal 2 report and seeing client's registrations and discovery 

completed at the application side.  

Test variables 

• Not applicable 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

• Aim at decreasing by at least one order of magnitude, compared to 4G. Depending on the deployment 
type, the service creation can last from 1.5 days to one week. 

• Clear improvement of the level of automation of service-related processes 

4.4.2.2 Real-time Metrics Test Case #2 

EURECOM Real-time metricsTest Case #2 

Test Case 
Objective 

Obj 2  

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Mission Critical Services 

Test Environment field  

Test Deployment 
Setup 

As depicted in Figure 12 
The drone is a COTS drone DJI Mavic Pro with no hardware modifications. An MCS 
client is embedded in the remote controller to ensure the interface to a secured 
collaboration platform. 

Network Setup 
Deployment Option 1 in 2.2.1.2 
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EURECOM Real-time metricsTest Case #2 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

Moderate 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

• Docker images of the targeted applications present in VNF Repository  

• At least two UEs (one per drone asset, and one per filed user) running MCS clients  

• Drones or drones ground stations, or drone remote controllers must embed any streaming application 
compliant with MCS gateways (RTSP, RTMP, HLS, WebRTC) or, more simply, an MCS client  

• MCS client installed on Field users UEs 

• MCS application in a URLLC slice deployed at the edge of the network 

Test scenario 

• Execute Real Time Communication between field users: MCPTT, MCVIDEO => Measure computing 
resources and radio connectivity performances (BER, SNR, uplink and downlink). Try diverse settings for 
video quality and check the application is working as expected, allowing users to share real-time video media 
and localisation. Measure MCS KPI through MCS KPI service (REST API)  

• Execute Real Time Communication between drone(s) - UE embedded on the drone or UE embedded in 
remote controller/Ground station- and field user(s): MCVIDEO => Same measures as above. 

Test variables 

• Distance from gNB  

• Number of parallel unicast video streams  

• Quality of Video streams (resolution, framerate, bitrate) 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

• Video quality minimum HD, 15 fps  

• Latency audio <300 ms, video <1s 

4.4.3 KPIs 

Table 26: Target KPIs of the UC2: SC1 trial 

Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

Throughput16   
3GPP consolidated KPIs for 
UAV considers an uplink data 
rate between 4 Mbps and 9 
Mbps for video streaming for 
the provision of HD video 
streaming. Considering the 
case of 4K video, the target 
value is increased further, 
since 3GPPP recommends 
120 Mbps for a 4*4K 
surveillance system). 

>50 Mbps > 20 Mbps  
The capacity measured allows sharing 
comfortably 25 frames per second high-
definition video stream captured by 
drone. For the scenario described in 
UC2:SC1, this result obtained on an 
experimental 5G network implementing 
advanced MEC and slicing mechanisms 
is quite satisfactory. Besides, it is 
important to note that this measure 
concerns only one video stream while 
other services run in parallel, consuming 
bandwidth. The video stream is 
transmitted using a TCP protocol for 
reliability purposes which is much more 
demanding than UDP. For different 
PPDR scenarios or for unusual specific 
circumstances preventing drones from 
approaching the crisis zone, this result 
could need to be enhanced.  

4.4.2.2 

 

16 Aligning the KPI definitions of D1.1 with 5GPP work (https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-ppp-white-paper-beyond-5g-6g-kpis-
and-target-values/), the term Throughput is used instead of Capacity as initially stated. 
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Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

Latency  
3GPP considers different 
target values for control 
latency based on the planned 
service. 

<= 10 ms <= 10 ms  
The MCS application is established in an 
Ultra Reliable Low Latency 
Communication slice and benefits by the 
MEC implemented in EUR infrastructure. 
The targeted KPI must be reached only 
for some activations, which means this is 
a minimum value, not a mean value. If 
we refer to the 3GPP specification, 
latency can be accepted until 300 ms, 
which does not fit with every use case. 

4.4.2.2 

Service Deployment Time 
The target KPI value 
proposed by 5G-PPP is the 
reduction of the average 
service creation time from 90 
days to 90 min. 

Aim at 
decreasing by at 
least one order 
of magnitude, 
compared to 
4G.  
Clear 
improvement of 
the level of 
automation of 
service-related 
processes (i.e., 
activating group 
communications 
in MCS, 
patrolling etc.) 

< 2 minutes. This is one key feature, 
especially for PPDR applications. First 
responders are facing a crisis situation 
where they need to instantiate services 
instantly in order to cope with the 
unplanned situation. Moreover, out of 5G 
core, the deployment of Mission Critical 
Services required many manual 
operations with no possible scaling 
making it inefficient in terms of time and 
evolution. Modern orchestrators’ 
mechanisms automate all of these 
operations. 

4.4.2.1 

E2E reliability 
Maximum tolerable packet 
loss rate at the application 
layer within the maximum 
tolerable E2E latency for that 
application 

< 3% This KPI is not relevant anymore at 
application level as all the media and 
signalisation streams are based on TCP 
sockets which imply a 100% reliability at 
the application level. 

4.4.2.2 

Security 
Public safety systems have 
high demands in security. 
Different aspects of security 
are privacy, confidentiality, 
integrity and authentication 

All security 
aspects are 
taken into 
account: True 
or false. 

We have ensured that the end-to-end 
security is compliant with the 
expectations. The data exchanges are 
secured at the application-level end to 
end, and especially from drones to field 
users. There is not any protocol gateway 
that may extend the attack level in the 
implemented architecture. Moreover, all 
the security mechanisms from 4G 
implementation without drone 
integration have been kept. A complete 
security assessment would be required 
to confirm that no new surface attack has 
been created, but this is out of the 
project’s scope. 

N/A 

4.4.4 Data Flows & Metrics 

The tests are conducted on the EURECOM platform. EURECOM’s 5G facility has been designed 
specifically to provide a high-level vertical system to run a trial on top of a 5G infrastructure and collect 
KPIs. It will be especially leveraged when evaluating the performance of VNF lifecycle management 
and validating instant service creation, which can be essential for this type of use case.   
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Besides, the application itself includes a service dedicated to KPI measures. Each real-time stream 
activation generates KPI data for monitoring latency, average throughput and maximum throughput. 
This data is tagged with other parameters measured at the time:   

• Geolocation of the 5G device (latitude, longitude, altitude)   

• Radio data that the device can access: asu_level, level, csi_rsrq, csi_rsrp, dBm, sci_sinr, 
radio_type – and this process is also adapted for 4G networks in order to be able to compare 
and show the added value of 5G over 4G for public safety scenarios  

• Data characteristic to the real-time stream generated: encoder bitrate, iframe_interval, 
video_protocol (MCS), image width, image height, and the number of viewers in order to 
evaluate the total load endured by the network.  

Table 27: UC2:SC1 Metrics Collection Flow 

Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post Processing 
MCS application Log File and 

Rest API 
The following metrics are collected 
on each media activation: 

•  AUDIO:  latency, timestamp, 
throughput, radio data  

•  VIDEO:  latency, timestamp, 
throughput, maximum 
throughput, radio data, video 
data (image width, image 
height, frames per second, 
bitrates, time between frames, 
number of viewers) 

 No Post Processing 

4.5 UC2:SC3 Public Safety/Saving lives: Police 

This use case demonstrates how remotely piloted UAV and video analytics can be used for police tasks. 
The police are preparing for a VIP visit. The police uses a drone that automatically flies and streams 
video to the CAFA VideoLyzer software at the edge server. The video analysing software, CAFA Tech 
VideoLyzer, installed on MEC, uses videos and photos provided by the drone. As a part of the VIP visit, 
a temporary No Fly Zone (NFZ) and restricted ground area are established. CAFA Tech VideoLyzer 
detects a suspicious activity (person or hostile drone on restricted area). The police operator observes 
the detected suspect on the CAFA VideoLyzer screen and initiate next actions.  

4.5.1 Trial Objectives 

In this respect, the trial objectives are set as following: 

Obj1. Validation of Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution and integration of the UAV 
C2 Ground Control System into the UTM system  

Obj2. Assessment of the usability of the 5G network and 5G MEC or edge server provided by the 
5G network operator for C2 and specific (Video analytics etc.) applications deployment 

Obj3. Assessment of the 5GTN baseline KPIs measurement during the drone flight and video 
streaming from the Nginx edge server to the UE on-board the drone 

4.5.2 Test Cases 

In order to evaluate the trial objectives, the following test cases have been defined to be executed. 

• Test case #1: Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM Integration Validation 

• Test case #2 : Measuring the usability of the 5G network and 5G MEC or edge server provided 
by the 5G network operator for C2 and specific (Video analytics etc.) applications deployment.  

• Test Case #3: Measuring the 5GTN baseline KPIs during the drone flight mission and video 
streaming from the Nginx edge server to the UE on-board the drone. 
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4.5.2.1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation Test Case #1 

Oulu Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation  
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj.1 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution  

Test Environment Field, Oulu University campus 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

 
Figure 25: UC2:SC3 Test Case #1 Deployment Setup 

Network Setup 
 Deployment option 1, depicted in section 2.2.3.2. 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

N/A 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

All components of Trial Engine are available, FRQ and DRR UTM are available, 5G test network is available. 
UAV operators GCS-s have integration to FRQ and/or DRR UTM system.  

Test scenario 

Refer to the steps of execution, especially referring to any parameters that might be important for metrics-related 
values. The steps should be in aa numbered sequence with details e.g.  

1. User (UAV operator) is logging to Web Portal 1 interface 
2. User (UAV operator) is describing UAV model in Web Portal1 
3. UAV operator creates flight plan in Ground Control Software (GCS)  
4. User is selecting the earlier prepared template to shorten the time required for plan creation – he has to 

add only the specific mission information, like day and time, select the UAV, add pilot name/licence, and 
modify the operation area, if different from already defined. Next the plan is saved as a new mission 

5. User is redirected to specific Web Portal 2, where the 5G network configuration is defined 
6. User logs to Trial Validator and requests the Operational Flight Plan Validation in UTM provided by FRQ 
7. UTM provider accepts the plan if no obstacles are preventing it – status is changed to APPROVED 
8. When the start time is due, LCM check the plan status. If it’s APPROVED, starts preparation, asking 

different modules to react accordingly (this has been described in detail in the Trial Engine diagrams). 
The process is considered to be successful, if the IDLE status is reached in 10 min since the start time 

9. If IDLE status is reached, user can request take-off in Trial Validator (state changed to 
TAKEOFFREQUESTED) 

10. Take-off request is approved, if no obstacles identified by UTM algorithms which providing strategic 
deconfliction – status is changed ACTIVATED 

11. When ACTIVATED status is reached, the experimenter should change the status to ACTIVE, what starts 
to label the measurements stored to KPI Component with label “ACTIVE” instead of “IDLE” 

12. The UAV can take-off when status is “ACTIVE”  
13. UAV operator activates for 5G QoS measurement – Qosium probes in UAV`s on-board computer and 

the in the operator`s field computer  
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Oulu Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation  
14. An UAV take-off and during flight, an UAV streams telemetry to the Ground Control System C2 container, 

which ran in the edge server at the 5GTN – University of Oulu. GSC Integration Plugin (CAFA GIP) 
broadcasts the UAV’s  telemetry to FRQ UTM system where the data is streamed to DRR UTM system. 
Meanwhile, the Qosium tool is measuring networks KPIs like RSRP, RSRQ, SINR 

15. An UAV carries INV tracker which broadcasts the drone position in real-time to INV server which 
broadcasts the UAV position to FRQ and DRR UTM systems 

16. During the flight UAV operator as safety pilot on site monitors the flight  
17. When the flight is landed, the UTM status should be changed to CLOSED  
18. After landing, the user should select “Stop operation” button. This will trigger LCM to request stop 

measurements and decommission the configuration in the 5GTN facility. Finally, the plan status should 
be changed to FINISHED. 

In case the result is not OK, and some components are not working as expected, the troubleshooting and logs 
review should be performed. Next, the test should be repeated from the beginning. 

Test variables 

Different plans by CAF and HEP with defined execution date and time. 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

It should be possible to successfully go through the full process of Operational Flight Plan preparation and 
execution, going through all defined status changes and reaching the “FINISHED” status. 

4.5.2.2 Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 and Applications Deployment Test Case 
#2 

Oulu  
Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 and Applications 
Deployment 

Test Case 
Objective 

Obj 2.  

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

5G MEC/edge 

Test Environment Field  

Test Deployment 
Setup 

• 5G SA network is up and running 

• 5G MEC or edge server access provided for UAV operator 

• UgCS application container deployed in Oulu University edge server 

• CAF PX4 cellular drone with Quectel RM510 5G modem 

• UgCS Ground Control Software  

• CAFA Tech GIP (Ground Control Software and UTM systems Integration Plugin)  

• Video streaming system from CAFA PX4 drone to edge server 

• CAFA VideoLyzer container running in Oulu University edge server  

• FRQ UTM system  

• DRR UTM system  
Test deployment is described in Figure 14 UC2:SC3 high-level architecture and 
interactions.  

Network Setup 
 Deployment option 1 depicted in section 2.2.3.2. 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

Low 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

• 5G SA network is up and running  

• The UAV C2 application Docker container is ready to install to the 5G MEC or edge server of the 5G 
operator (Oulu University). 

• CAFA Videolyzer Docker container is ready to install to 5G MEC or edge server of the 5G operator (Oulu 
University). 

• The C2 application is installed on board the UAV and on the field laptop of the UAV operator. 
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Oulu  
Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 and Applications 
Deployment 

• CAFA PX4 cellular drone has 4K camera and is ready for video streaming  

Test scenario 

It is planned to measure the time to deploy:  

• UAV C2 Docker container to 5G MEC or edge server.  

• Videolyzer Docker container to 5G MEC or edge server. 
Then measure the continuity and reliability of the C2 and VideoLyzer applications running on the 5G edge server. 
Steps of execution:  

1. The UAV operator gets access to the 5G MEC or edge server. 
2. The UAV operator installs the C2 and VideoLyzer Docker containers (the time required to install Docker 

container is measured). 
3. The UAV operator launches the GCS C2 and VideoLyzer applications on the 5G MEC or edge server. 
4. The UAV on-board computer is connected to the 5G SA network via the Quectel RM510 modem. 
5. The UAV operator uses a field laptop connected to the 5G SA network. 
6. The UAV operator enters the Edge server application and creates a flight plan for the UAV. 
7. The C2 application, running on the edge server of the 5G operator (Oulu University), sends the specified 

flight plan to the on-board computer of the UAV. 
8. The UAV performs an automatic flight mission and continuously sends UAV telemetry - it is measured 

whether the UAV is continuously visible on the map. 
9. During the flight, UAV sends an on-board camera video feed to VideoLyzer application. 
10. The UAV operator monitor VideoLyzer results on the laptop using the IP address of the edge server in 

Chrome or Edge browser 
It is checked whether, during the generation, uploading or execution of the UAV mission, there is a conflict with 
the 5G MEC or the C2 application running on the edge server.  

Test variables 

Drone flight plans at altitude 15m AGL:  

• Line  

• Triangular 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

We are expecting that:  

• It is possible to install the C2 Docker container in the 5G MEC or edge server and make it ready for work 
in less than 15 minutes.  

• It is possible to install the VideoLyzer container in the 5G MEC or edge server and make it ready for work 
in less than 15 minutes.  

• In the 5G MEC or edge server, the C2 and VideoLyzer application runs continuously without 
interruptions, and the server's working power is sufficient for the C2 application to run smoothly. 

4.5.2.3 5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement Test Case #3 

Oulu – Parking 
lot area 

5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 

Test Case 
Objective 

Obj.3 Assessment of the 5GTN baseline KPIs measurement during the drone flight and 
video streaming from the Nginx edge server to the UE on-board the drone 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

5G Test Network Performance 

Test 
Environment 

Field – Northwest parking lot P8 from the University of Oulu, 5GTN SA, UE (OnePlus 9 pro 
5G smartphone) on-boarded Drone (DJI M300)  

Test Deployment 
Setup 

• Nginx Edge Server (running the video server application) 

• Open5GS Core Network 

• Qosium Server (running Qosium Scope controller and Qosium Storage database) 

• Qosium Probe agents running in the Nginx and OnePlus 9 5G smartphone for 
measurements data collection 

• 5GTN Facility Adapter 

• 5GTN SA Network 

• DJI M300 Drone 
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Oulu – Parking 
lot area 

5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 

• UE – OnePlus 9 5G smartphone (running video client application) 

 
Figure 26: UC2:SC3 Test Case #4 Deployment Setup 

Network Setup Deployment option 1, detailed in section 2.2.3.2. 

Test 
Configuration End 

Device 
Density: 

2 (Low) 
Mobility 
Level: 

Altitude: 
25,6 
meters 
Speed: 
1 m/s 

Has 
Background 
Traffic 

No 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

1. Validate 5G base station turning up and setup tilting to 0 degrees for drones flying over 25 meters 
2. Validate Open5GS core network is working by enabling the subscribers’ connectivity 
3. Validate the operation of the Qosium tool (measurement controller: Qosium Scope, measurement 

database: Qosium Storage, measurement agents: Qosium Probes) 
4. Validate the trial creation from the Web Portal 
5. Validate drone flight plan and mission 
6. Validate the parking lot P8 area is fenced, reserved, and not crowded for drone flights 
7. Validate technical security matters in the Drone and control for the operator fly the drone manually if 

required 
8. Validate the network slice and measurement job are created in the 5GTN facility 
9. Validate the 5GTN SA network coverage in the parking lot area 
10. Check 5GTN SA connectivity of UE (OnePlus 9 pro 5G smartphone) using the 5GTN sim card 
11. Validate communication of UE (OnePlus 9 pro 5G smartphone) and 5GTN edge servers (e.g., Nginx)  
12. Validate clock synchronisation using the Precision Time Protocol daemon (PTP) service installed in the 

edge server in the 5GTN (as a master mode) and in the UE (OnePlus 9 pro smartphone) as a slave 
mode 

13. Validate configuration and measurements of the Qosium tool where the measurement points are the UE 
(OnePlus 9 pro smartphone) and Nginx edge server 

14. Validate the connection between measurement points using the Qosium tool 
15. Validate UE (OnePlus 9 pro 5G smartphone) is working on-board the drone 
16. Validate UAV batteries, ground control station, remote control, drone flight area, plan, and mission 
17. Validate the 5G KPIs measurements running between the Nginx at 5GTN edge server and UE (OnePlus 

9 pro 5G smartphone) 
18. Validate Nginx edge server is streaming a predefined HD video using Open Broadcaster Software (OBS) 

that the UE is accessing using Video Lan Client (VLC); meanwhile, it is on-boarded the drone flying the 
parking lot area covered by the 5GTN SA network   

19. Validate measurements collected using the Qosium tool between the UE (OnePlus 9 pro 5G smartphone) 
and Nginx edge server during the drone flight plan, mission, and tests time 

20. Validate the measurement jobs are collecting KPIs from the 5GTN facility adapter and sending to KPI 
monitoring 
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Oulu – Parking 
lot area 

5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 

21. Verify the trial time end and the network slice and measurement job are deleted at the 5GTN facility 

Test scenario 

The test scenario comprises running network measurements to get 5GTN KPIs like throughput, delay, jitter and 
radio signal metrics during the drone flight and video streaming sent from the Nginx edge server to the UE 

onboard the drone. For consistent data, three repetitions took place for all the areas detailed in Figure 27 and 

Figure 28 as part of the drone's mission which delayed around two and a half approximately to complete 

travelling all the squares of Figure 27 in the parking lot area P8 of the University of Oulu. According to Figure 
27, the flight plan and mission are 25,6 meters in altitude and 1 meter per second speed for each yellow square 

(i.e., 1, 2, 3, and 4). Despite all the mobility along the yellow squares, the drone and UE antenna constantly point 
towards the 5GTN SA base station. Meanwhile, the Nginx edge server is streaming an HD video that the UE 
(OnePlus nine pro 5G smartphone) onboard the drone is accessing, and the Qosium tool is collecting 5GTN SA 
network KPIs such as throughput, delay, jitter, RSRP, RSRQ, SINR, and RSSI. 

1. User creates the trial by the Web Portal 1 and 2 
2. Trial starts at the 5GTN facility by creating the network slice and measurement job 
3. The drone is positioned at the starting flight red cross point and the flight follow the lines of yellow squares 

in  Figure 27 and red squares in Figure 28 from the parking lot P8 of the University of Oulu 
4. The drone has 100% battery at the flight starting point with around 197 grams extra weight of the UE 

onboard (i.e., the OnePlus nine pro 5G smartphone)  
5. The drone operator starts the flight plan and mission that follow the features and squares depicted in 

Figure 27 and Figure 28 

6. The drone executes the flight plan at a constant height of 25,6 meters and a speed of 1 meter per second 
7. The Nginx edge server streams a predefined HD video using Open Broadcaster Software (OBS) that the 

UE is accessing using VLC application 
8. The network KPIs like throughput, delay, jitter, RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI, and SINR are collected every 

second by the Qosium tool from the Nginx edge server and UE onboard the drone 

9. The Qosium Scope controller shows the collected measurements in real-time, and Qosium Storage 
stores the network logs like throughput, delay and jitter every second in the local database server 

10. The drone returns to the start position after travelling the squares defined in the flight plan 
11. The drone takes around two minutes for each flight mission (i.e., travel all the red squares in the Figure 

28) 
12. The Qosium tool collects the 5G network KPIs (e.g., throughput, delay, jitter, RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI, SINR) 

from the Nginx edge server and UE (OnePlus 9 pro 5G smartphone) 
13. The 5GTN Facility Adapter sends in real-time (each second) the KPIs to the KPIC monitoring from 

Frequentis as part of the measurement job created in the step 2 
14. When the drone arrives at the end point of the flight plan, then returns by flying to the start point if there 

is enough battery, else lands to change batteries. 

All the above steps are repeated three times to get comparative values 

 
Figure 27: UC2:SC3 Test Case #4 3D Map – Drone Flight Mission 
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Oulu – Parking 
lot area 

5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 

 
Figure 28: UC2:SC3 Test Case #4 2D Map – Drone Flight Mission 

Test variables 

• Distance between the 5GTN SA base station and drone position during the flight mission 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

Expected Behavior: 
• The Nginx edge server streams an HD video accessed by the UE while it is connected to the 5GTN SA 
network and onboard the drone during the flight 
• The height above ground level is 25,6 meters during the drone flight mission 
• The 5GTN SA base station tilt setup in 0 degrees for the drone operations equal to or greater than 25m height 
• Three repetitions for all the squares in the flight area 
• The drone and UE pointing to the 5G base station along each flight square 
• The Qosium Probes measure and collect KPIs from the traffic between Nginx edge server and UE  
• The Qosium Probes send measurements per second to the Qosium Storage database placed at Qosium 
Server 
• The collected results are visually depicted in real-time to the Qosium Scope controller placed at Qosium 
Server 
• The 5GTN Facility Adapter sends the KPI data from the Qosium Storage database to the KPI Monitoring 
component hosted at Frequentis 
Proposed target values for the test case: 
• Throughput >= 6 Mbps 
• Delay <= 10 ms 
• Jitter <= 20 ms 
• -44 dBm > RSRP > -105 dBm 
• 0 dB > RSRQ > -14 dB 
• -50 dBm > RSSI > -80 dBm 
• 20 dB > SINR > 7dB  
 
5G Network KPIs and drone logs are collected each second during the tests by the Qosium tool. 
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4.5.3 KPIs 

Table 28: Initially Specified Target KPIs of the UC2: SC3 trial 

Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

Capacity  
3GPP consolidated KPIs for 
UAV considers an uplink data 
rate between 4 Mbps and 9 
Mbps for video streaming for 
the provision of HD video 
streaming. Considering the 
case of 4K video, the target 
value is increased further, 
reaching 30 Mbps. 

>30 Mbps > 6 Mbps 
The capacity measured allows 
transferring a high-definition video 
stream of 6 Mbps bit rate, 1280x720 
resolution and 60 fps from the Nginx 
edge server to the UE on-board the drone 
during the flight in the parking lot area. 
The video stream is transmitted using 
UDP and RTMP protocols. For the 
scenario described in UC2:SC3, this 
result obtained on the 5GTN facility using 
by default the SA network core setup, 
eMBB network slice, and edge network 
based on OSM setup demonstrates the 
proper operation of the 5G test network 
for UC2:SC3 tests. Moreover, it is 
noteworthy that this measurement test 
concerns only one video streaming from 
the Nginx edge server to the UE on-board 
the drone in the flight mission. 
After the test case scenario, we verified 
that 6 Mbps capacity is the minimum 
required to stream an HD video from the 
edge network to the UE on-board the 
drone during the flight mission. 

4.5.2.3 

Latency  
3GPP considers different 
target values for control 
latency based on the planned 
service. 

<= 10 ms Network delay target <= 10 ms (one-way 
time) 
One-way delay between the Nginx edge 
server and UE onboard the drone, 
measured in both directions.  
Comment: Selected measurement tool 
Qosium enables measuring one-way 
delay. 
The network delay represents the last 
mile delay for all the traffic sent from the 
Nginx edge server going by the 
Open5GS network core (data plane), 
fixed network, and RAN until the UE 
(OnePlus 9 pro 5G smartphone) on-
board the drone during the flight mission. 
Furthermore, a one-way delay less equal 
to 10 ms represents almost real-time 
streaming that is barely noticeable for the 
average user. 

4.5.2.3 

IoT device latency  
IoT device and base station 
latency is important for the 
package drop off 

<= 1 s It is not measured, considering the 
latency measured in the previous row 
represents the last-mile delay between 
the edge server and UE on the 5GTN SA 
network. So, this KPI is covered by the 
last row about latency N/A because IoT 
devices were not used in the UC2:SC3. 
So, this KPI was not measured. In 
addition, this KPI is covered by the 
latency KPI detailed above. 

N/A 
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Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

The total time taken to 
respond  
 

<= 15 min.    The total time that elapses from the 
moment a suspect enters the field of view 
of the drone camera until the VideoLyzer 
detects that the person matches the 
search parameters, and the result is 
displayed on the police officer's computer 
screen. 

4.5.2.2 

Table 29: New KPIs defined for UC2:SC3 

New KPI Target Value Description Test Case 
Network throughput 
Throughput is a KPI 
characterizing the capability 
of data transfer of a 
connectivity link under 
specific network conditions. 
It refers to data (payload) 
successfully transferred 
within a given time period 
from a data source to a 
data sink. This KPI is a 
factor of a vast number of 
parameters and conditions, 
including the System Under 
Test (SUT) and the use 
requirements. Especially for 
5G networks, it is a slice-
dependent performance 
indicator [13]. 

6 >= Mbps Network throughput – video streaming: 
Video is streamed in real-time during the 
flight mission. The bitrate needed for this 
is greater than or equal to 6 Mbps.  
Sufficient downlink bandwidth is needed 
to stream an HD video from the Nginx 
edge server to the UE onboard the drone 
during the flight. 
Comment: During the scenario 
preparation, it was identified to stream an 
HD video instead of a higher video quality, 
as this would allow for better automatic 
data analysis with existing infrastructure. 
Selected measurement tool Qosium 
enables measuring network throughput. 
Target: Send all the traffic, including HD 
video streaming, in real-time during the 
flight mission from the Nginx edge server 
to the UE onboard the drone. The 6.5 
Mbps average network throughput is 
needed for all the traffic sent, including 
mainly an HD video with a 6 Mbps bit rate, 
1280x720 resolution, and 60 fps. 

4.5.2.3 

Jitter 
The pure delay variation of 
receiving packets that 
measure the network 
connection stability. 

20 <= ms Network jitter target: <= 10 ms one-way 
time  
One-way jitter between the Nginx edge 
server and UE onboard the drone, 
measured in both directions.   
Comment: Selected measurement tool 
Qosium enables the one-way jitter 
measurement. 
The network jitter corresponds to all the 
traffic sent from the Nginx edge server 
going by the Open5GS network core 
(data plane), fixed network, and RAN until 
the UE (OnePlus 9 pro 5G smartphone) 
onboard the drone.  
Furthermore, a one-way jitter less equal 
to 10 ms represents the delay variation of 
the receiving packets from the video 
streaming. This metric is relevant to show 
the network connection stability. 

4.5.2.3 
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New KPI Target Value Description Test Case 
Coverage 
5G network coverage for 
the whole route to control 
the flight over 5G at height 
level up to 25 m AGL. 
It is feasible to use the 5G 
network to conduct drone 
flight [13]. 

Excellent: -44 
dBm > RSRP > 
-85 dBm 
Good: -85 dBm 
> RSRP > -105 
dBm 
Fair/Bad: -105 
dBm >= RSRP 
> -140 dBm 

Reference Signal Received Power 
(RSRP): RSRP average value of -67.09 
dBm obtained from the UE (OnePlus 9 
pro 5G smartphone) connected to the 
5GTN SA network during the flight plan 
for test case number 1 of UC2:SC3. 
Comments: Coverage KPIs have been 
collected by the Qosium tool from 25.6m 
height above ground level during the flight 
mission, an initial 50m and end distance 
of 150m from the gNB and 1m/s drone's 
constant speed. During the flight mission, 
coverage metrics were collected at 
several distances to the gNB from the 
drone position (e.g., from 50m initial 
distance to 150m end distance). 

4.5.2.3 
 

Excellent: 0 dB 
> RSRQ > -10 
dB 
Good: -10 dB 
>= RSRQ > -14 
dB 
Fair/Bad: -14 
dB >= RSRQ > -
40 dB 

Reference Signal Received Quality 
(RSRQ): RSRQ average value of –11 dB 
obtained from the UE (OnePlus 9 pro 5G 
smartphone) connected to the 5GTN SA 
network during the flight plan for test case 
number 1 of UC2:SC3. 

4.5.2.3 

Excellent: -50 
dBm > RSSI > -
70 dBm 
Good: -70 dBm 
> RSSI > -80 
dBm 
Fair/Bad: -80 
dBm >= RSSI > 
-100 dBm   

Received Signal Strength Indicator 
(RSSI): RSSI average value of -180 dBm 
obtained from the UE (OnePlus 9 pro 5G 
smartphone) connected to the 5GTN SA 
network during the flight plan for test case 
number 1 of UC2:SC3. 

4.5.2.3 

Excellent: 20 
dB > SINR > 
12dB 
Good: 12 dB >= 
SINR > 7 dB 
Fair/Bad: 7 dB 
>= SINR > 0 dB    

Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio 
(SINR): SINRt average value of 37.29 dB 
obtained from the UE (OnePlus 9 pro 5G 
smartphone) connected to the 5GTN SA 
network during the flight plan for test case 
number 1 of UC2:SC3. 

4.5.2.3 

Service Creation Time 
The target KPI value 
proposed by 5G-PPP is the 
reduction of the average 
service creation time from 
90 days to 90 min. 

The target KPI 
value proposed 
by 5G-PPP is 
the reduction of 
the average 
service creation 
time from 90 
days to 90 min. 
Aim at 
decreasing the 
service creation 
time by at least 
one order of 
magnitude, 
compared to 
4G. 

 < 2 minutes. This time is one essential 
aspect of the 5G!Drones applications. 
The vertical user must instantiate 
services as soon as possible to enable 
experimentation in the 5GTN facility for 
the drone’s mission and applications as 
part of the UC2:SC3. The 
experimentation at the application-level 
deployment in the 5GTN facility involves 
the trial creation, network slice 
deployment and measurement job 
initiation for this use case. All this process 
is abstracted by using several APIs at 
different levels of the facility network, like 
orchestration by using the OSM to create 
the network slice at the facility as a key 
aspect for the trial. 

4.5.2.3 
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New KPI Target Value Description Test Case 
Slice creation and instantiation from the 
Web Portal 1 at the University of Oulu 
platform takes 1 minute 22 seconds on 
average. Hence, the service creation time 
takes less than 2 minutes in 99.9% of 
cases at the 5GTN facility. 

Deployment time 
 

<= 15 min.    The total time taken to install the C2 
Docker container in the 5G MEC or edge 
server and make it ready for work 

4.5.2.2 

5G MEC / edge server 
service availability 
 

>99%  In the 5G MEC or edge server, the UAV 
C2 application runs smoothly 
continuously without stops and 
interruptions 

4.5.2.2. 

4.5.4 Data Flows & Metrics  

Table 30: UC2:SC3 Metrics Collection Flow 

Data Source Component  Data Log  Metric Collected  Post Processing  
Qosium tool (probes on UE 
on-board the drone, and 
Nginx edge server)   
Qosium Scope controller and 
Qosium Storage database on 
the Qosium Server at the 
5GTN facility centre.  

Qosium 
Storage 
database, CSV 
file and 
published to 
the KPI 
component 
monitoring  
 

• Throughput of Traffic Sent 
from Primary Probe  

• Throughput of Traffic 
Received by Primary Probe 

• Delay of Sent Traffic  

• Delay of Received Traffic  

• Jitter of Sent Traffic  

• Jitter of Received Traffic  

• RSSI of the Secondary Probe 
(UE)  

• RSRP of the Secondary 
Probe (UE)  

• RSRQ of the Secondary 
Probe (UE)  

• SINR of the Secondary Probe 
(UE)  

No  

In this case, the “Sent” term represents all the traffic 
sent from the Qosium Primary Probe (i.e., Nginx 
edge server) to the Qosium Secondary Probe (i.e., 
UE - OnePlus 9 pro 5G smartphone). The “Received” 
term applies for all traffic received by the Primary 
Probe from the Secondary Probe and the same for 
the vice versa case.  
The radio-related metrics (i.e., RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI, 
and SINR) are collected from only devices with a 
radio network interface, in this case, the UE 
(OnePlus 9 pro 5G smartphone).   

4.6 UC3:SC1:SubSc1 Situation awareness: 5G QoS measurements  

4.6.1 Trial Objectives 

In this sub-scenario the aim is to measure the coverage and QoS experienced by a UAV over a large 
area covered by several base stations, as well as, the impact of the UAV altitude on signal quality, 
throughput and latency metrics, considering that the base stations antennas are tilted down, which is 
compensated by line-of-sight signal propagation. In particular, the latency/jitter may be impacted by the 
number of hand-over increased in altitude due to the Line-of-Sight radio propagation conditions. In 
summary, one main objective is perceived for this scenario: 
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Obj1. To measure the performance of UAV long path flights over a real scale 5G network 

This shall be achieved through RTT latency and Throughput Performance Measurements from a UAV 
connected to the Orange commercial network along a path (e.g., 1 km), generating link quality variation 
and Handovers (between mobile sites and even between 4G and 5G). 

4.6.2 Test Cases 

The test case is executed over Orange’s commercial network in an area dedicated to drones at 
Bretigny-sur-Orge. The purpose is to run the trial over a large area: flight missions longer than 1 km, 
cell edge conditions (connectivity at several Km from a base station), the area covered by at least three 
base stations, 4G and 5G connectivity.  

4.6.2.1 5G QoS Measurement over Long Paths Test Case #1 

The test case measurements are based on two components of the Morinant enabler:  

• An application running on a smartphone attached to the UAV and  

• A visualisation tool running on a PC.  

The application is installed on a Xiaomi MI 10T smartphone fixed on the top of a UAV (HAWKER Q800X 
from AERaccess), keeping it always in line of sight of nearby base stations and enabling GNSS. Enabler 
Morinant generated traffic to assess network KPIs, such as two-way latency (RTT), data rate, 5G flag 
connectivity, and the number of alternative cells. 

These data get transmitted in real-time to the visualisation tool, running on a server within Orange 
Cloud. This tool enables the displaying of results in real-time and post-flight analysis. The drone is to 
fly 1 km away from the starting point in a straight line. As the drone moves away, the distance from the 
base station increases up to locations where Handovers occur. The altitude of the UAV flights is 50m 
or 120m (without variation during the flight). 

Bretigny  5G QoS Measurement over Long Paths 
Test Case 
Objective 

To measure the performance of UAV long path flights over a real scale 5G network 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

C2-like/Video Streaming/MCS 

Test Environment 
Test field in a real environment: Drone Center at Bretigny-sur-Orges covered by the 
Orange 4G/5G commercial network and a visualisation tool running on Orange cloud 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

Morinant enabler running on a Xiaomi MI 10T on-board of HAWKER Q800X UAV from 
AERaccess 

Network Setup 

Orange commercial network (5G NSA), 5G bands (3.4-3.7GHz; 100MHz) & 4G bands 
(800, 1800, 2100, 2600) 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Single 
UAV 

Mobility 
Level: 

Medium 
(~25ms/s) 

Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

Low (5Mb/s) 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

A drone embeds a smartphone running the enabler Morinant application for transmitting simulated traffic and 
network measurements in real-time on a server that displays the results in real-time and logs them for post 
analysis. 

Test scenario 

A 5G NSA smartphone (Xiaomi MI 10T) is embedded in a drone. The smartphone is fixed on the top of the drone, 
keeping it always in line of sight of nearby base stations. Enabler Morinant is installed on the smartphone. It 
generates traffic to assess the max TCP bandwidth and collects the signal and network KPI.  These data are 
transmitted in real-time to the Orange Cloud. The drone is moving 1 km away from the starting point in a straight 
line. As the drone goes south, the distance between the UE and the base station increases up to locations where 
Handovers occur. The tool Morinant is also assessed in real-case scenarios. 

Test variables 
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Bretigny  5G QoS Measurement over Long Paths 
UAV Altitude: 50m and 120m, distance from gNodeB: between 2000m and 5000m, max throughput is assessed. 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

 Handovers are expected to not impact performances. Overall, the Morinant tool is assessed. It is expected to 
give relevant measurements and to show reliable behaviour. 

4.6.3 KPIs 

Table 31: Initially Specified Target KPIs of the UC3:SC1:SubSc1 trial 

Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

Throughput17 
3GPP consolidated KPIs for 
UAV considers an uplink data 
rate between 4 Mbps and 9 
Mbps for video streaming for 
the provision of HD video 
streaming. Considering the 
case of 4K video, the target 
value is increased further, 
reaching 30 Mbps 

>30 Mbps > 4 Mbps 
Revisited target for long distance flights 
over several cell coverage in order to 
ensure minimal data rate at any time 

4.6.2.1 

Latency  
important for the accurate 
control of the UAV in the case 
controlling it over the 5G 
network 

<= 10 ms <= 20 ms 
The updated definition refers to 
Application level end-to-end Latency 
(RTT) for long-distance flights and target 
value for enabling control of a UAV in the 
case of controlling it over the 5G 
network, taking into consideration hand-
overs 

4.6.2.1 

Also new KPIs were put in the scope, as described in  

Table 32: New KPIs defined for UC3:SC1:SubSc1 trial 

New KPI Target Value Description Test Case 
Service Area  
Geographical area over 
which service is available 

> 4 km² Service continuity over an area > 4 km 4.6.2.1 

Coverage 
Minimal level of RSSI for 
continuity of connectivity over 
long distance UAV flights, 
including cell edge condition 
and Handovers between 
network cells, and even 
between 5G and 4G 
technologies 

> -128 dBm Comparison at several altitudes (e.g., 50 
m, 120 m) 

4.6.2.1 

4.6.4 Data Flows & Metrics 

Data collection and visualisation for the Bretigny trial were based on the Morinant enabler described in 
D3.4 deliverable [13].  

 

17 Aligning the KPI definitions of D1.1 with 5GPP work (https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-ppp-white-paper-beyond-5g-6g-kpis-
and-target-values/), the term Throughput is used instead of Capacity as initially stated. 
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Table 33: UC3:SC1:subSC4- Bretigny Metrics Collection Flow 

Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post 
Processing 

Morinant source Data stored on 
the server 
hosted in 
Orange Cloud 
can be 
accessed by 
Rest API 

RSSI, Data Rate, latency (RTT), number 
of bands available of all the locations all 
along the UAV path 

 

4.7 UC3:SC1:SubSc2  Long Range Power Line Inspection  

4.7.1 Trial Objectives 

In this sub-scenario, we assess the suitability of using 5G cellular service as the primary means of 
transferring C2 and payload data in a power line inspection setting, as described in detail in section 
2.3.7. We evaluate the effect of changing position and attitude of the UAV to the measured network 
metrics and assess if the service is suitable for long-range power line inspection needs. 
The objectives of this scenario are:  

Obj1. to evaluate the suitability of UAV and mission-specific apps developed for this scenario for 
power line inspection 

Obj2. to evaluate the proper functioning of HEP and FLA software components to run the trial using 
all relevant parts of the 5G!Drones architecture. 

Obj3. to evaluate the suitability of 5G cellular services in a power line inspection setting. The service 
is considered adequate if values in the KPI list in 4.7.3 are met 

4.7.2 Test Cases 

In order to evaluate these objectives, the following test cases are defined. 

4.7.2.1 UAV and Mission Specific Applications Verification Test Case #1 

This test case is designed to be conducted in the botanical garden of University of Oulu and the 
University’s parking lot. The UAV and the field laptops controlling and monitoring the UAV are 
connected to the 5GTN network via 2 smartphones – one for the ground laptops and one for the on-
board computers. The test case verifies that the UAV and mission-specific apps like “Sensor data 
streaming”, “Data processing”, “Data cloud” and “Hepta's GCS” are functioning as intended with the 
network setup in the trial, and that they are suitable for use in power line inspection works.  

Oulu UAV and Mission Specific Applications Verification 

Test Case 
Objective 

Obj1: suitability of UAV and mission specific apps developed for this scenario for power 
line inspection. 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

C2, Apps 

Test Environment Field 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

• Field laptops with ROS, RVIZ, web browser, payload C2 application 

• Flaperon MX8 drone 
o Sony a6000 camera, on board camera control computer with camera control 

software 
o Velodyne VLP-16 lidar, on board computer with ROS, mapping software and 

lidar control software 

• uBird infrastructure inspection software on AWS 
o dedicated project for the trial ready 
o Smartphones as 5G modems and Wi-Fi hotspots, connected to 5GTN  
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Oulu UAV and Mission Specific Applications Verification 

 
Figure 29: UC1:SC1:SubSc2 Test Case #1 High level architecture 

Network Setup Refer to the Deployment Option #4 of 5GTN the respective platform in Section 2.2.3.2 

Test 
Configuration 

End Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

N/A 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

No 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

UAV’s smartphone and ground station’s smartphone connected to 5GTN. 

Test scenario 

1. Drone and field laptops are located at the test site – botanical garden and parking lot. The first is location 
is 380m and the latter is 130m from the base station. See Figure 30 

2. Connect the phones to 5GTN 
3. Power up the drone, verify on-board computers have internet connection 
4. Start camera processes via GCS GUI, verify camera shooting and images uploading to uBird cloud 

platform with correct geotags. 
5. Start lidar processes via GCS GUI, verify mapped point cloud is visualised ok and updating on field 

laptop. 
6. Stop camera and lidar processes, verify stopped. 
7. Start ML processing in uBird, verify results obtained. 

 
Figure 30: Trial site Botanical Garden – take-off spot and flight area 

Test variables 

None 
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Oulu UAV and Mission Specific Applications Verification 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

Camera processes are controllable via GUI, ml processing on taken photos yields results, lidar processes are 
controllable via GUI, point cloud is streamed to field laptop and usable for visual identification of surrounding 
terrain. 

4.7.2.2 5G!Drones UTM and Measurements Test Case #2 

This test case is designed to be conducted in the botanical garden of the University of Oulu and the 
University’s parking lot. The UAV and the field laptops controlling and monitoring the UAV are 
connected to the 5GTN network via 2 smartphones – one for the ground laptops and one for the onboard 
computers. This test verifies that measurements can be taken as intended and that they can be stored 
in KPIC. This test case also verifies that the enabler “interface with autopilot” is functioning correctly, 
and telemetry data reaches UTM and is correctly displayed on the map.  

Oulu 5G!Drones UTM and Measurements Test Case #2 

Test Case 
Objective 

Obj2: functioning of HEP and FLA software components to run the trial using all relevant 
parts of the 5G!Drones architecture 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Integration 

Test 
Environment 

Field 

Test 
Deployment 
Setup 

• Field laptops with web browser, Qosium probes, Qosium Scope 

• Interface to autopilot application on AWS as depicted in Figure 31 

• Flaperon MX8 drone 
o Companion computer with Mavproxy, Qosium probe 
o Camera computer with Qosium probe 
o Lidar computer with Qosium probe 

• Smartphones as 5G modems and wifi hotspots 
o Connected to 5GTN (deployment 2 and 4 from 2.2.3.2) 
o Qosium probe 

• 5G!Drones trial controller, 5GTN components as depicted in Figure 25 in 4.5.2.1 

• Measurement forwarding setup is depicted in Figure 32, test location on Figure 33 

 
Figure 31: UC3:SC1:SubSC2 Test Case #2 Telemetry flow to UTM 

 
Figure 32: UC3:SC1:SubSC2 Test Case #2 Measurements flow to KPIC 
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Oulu 5G!Drones UTM and Measurements Test Case #2 

 
Figure 33: UC3:SC1:SubSC2 Test Case #2 Test location Parking lot 

Network Setup Refer to the Deployment Option of the respective platform in Section 2.2.3.2: 

Test 
Configuration 

End Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

N/A 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

No 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

UAV’s smartphone and ground station’s smartphone connected to 5GTN. 

Test scenario 

1. Prepare the trial in Web Portal 1 and Web Portal 2 as outlined in 4.5.2.1 
2. Start up the drone 
3. Validate and approve the trial plan in Trial Validator and UTM system as outlined in 4.5.2.1 
4. Activate measurements in Web Portal 1 as outlined in 4.5.2.1, verify state “ACTIVE” reached 
5. Start sending telemetry to UTM via GUI, verify telemetry reaching UTM and displaying on map UI 
6. Activate 5G QoS measurements – Qosium probes in UAV`s on-board computer, smartphone and in the 

operator’s field computer.  
7. Verify measurements reaching UO’s server, verify measurements are reaching the KPIC 

Test variables 

None 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

Telemetry reaching UTM and displaying on map UI.  Measurements reaching KPIC. Trial reaching active status 
for the flight. 

4.7.2.3 Quality of Service for Power Line Inspection Test Case #3 

This test case is designed to be conducted in the botanical garden of the University of Oulu and 
University’s parking lot. The UAV and the field laptops controlling and monitoring the UAV are 
connected to the 5GTN network via 2 smartphones – one for the ground laptops and one for the on-
board computers. This test verifies if a delay for command and telemetry messages is acceptable for 
the scenario, if all images will be uploaded before the drone’s normal power-off after landing, if lidar 
data is streaming sufficiently well to provide a smooth experience to the operator and that the C2 link 
will not drop during the flight.  

Oulu  Quality of service for power line inspection 

Test Case 
Objective 

Obj3: The suitability of 5G cellular services in a power line inspection setting. The service 
is considered adequate if values in KPI list in 4.7.3 are met 
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Oulu  Quality of service for power line inspection 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

KPI measurements 

Test Environment Field 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

The measurement probes setup is depicted graphically on Figure 34, trial locations are 
shown on Figure 35 

• Field laptops with web browser, Qosium probes, Qosium Scope, ROS, RVIZ,  

• Flaperon MX8 drone 
o Companion computer with Mavproxy, Qosium probe, payload C2 

application 
o Camera computer with Qosium probe, camera control software 
o Lidar computer with Qosium probe, ROS, mapping software, lidar 

control software 
o Velodyne VLP-16 lidar 
o Sony a6000 camera 

• Smartphones as 5G modems and wifi hotspots 
o Connected to 5GTN (deployment 2 and 4 from 2.2.3.2) 

o Qosium probe 

• uBird infrastructure inspection software on AWS 
o dedicated project for the trial ready 

 
Figure 34: UC3:SC1:SubSC2 Test Case #5 High level architecture with location of 

Qosium Probes 
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Oulu  Quality of service for power line inspection 

 
Figure 35: UC3:SC1:SubSC2 Test Case #5 Trial map – operational areas in the 

Botanical Garden and Parking lot, starting positions in both areas and the base 
station with distances between them 

Network Setup Refer to the Deployment Option of the respective platform in Section 2.2.3.2: 

Test Configuration 

End Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

3 m/s  
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

No 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

UAV’s smartphone and ground station’s smartphone connected to 5GTN. 1 eMBB slice available on 5G 
deployment option 2 described in section 2.3.1.2. 

Test scenario 

1. Start up the drone 
2. Start Qosium measurements 
3. Start forwarding telemetry to UTM 
4.  Flaperon MX8 drone takes off 
5. Start camera and lidar processes, gain lidar mapping lock 
6. Fly around the power line pole taking photos and lidar-mapping surroundings while yawing 360 degrees 

at 7m height 
7. Repeat step 6 at 14m height 
8.  Flaperon MX8 drone lands 
9. Stop lidar, camera, telemetry forwarding, and Qosium measurements 

Test variables 

Deployment options – 2 and 4 as described in section 2.2.3.2, position; 
Additionally, UAV altitude, yaw angle, for deployment option 4 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

Network performance is sufficient for the power line inspection use case 

• Upload throughput is sufficient to upload captured photos and point cloud in real-time 

• Network delay is low enough to enable the seamless operation of the UAV and its payload 

• The network is stable enough to enable seamless operation of the UAV and its payload 

• Desired KPI targets reached 
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4.7.3 KPIs 

Table 34: Initially SpecifiedTarget KPIs of the UC3:SC1:SC2 trial 

Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

C2 Latency 
Latency between operator 
and UAV in sending control 
& command messages – this 
value has a hard limit of 10 
ms (one-way) to ensure that 
software systems have 
sufficient time to compute 
and send an appropriate 
control input with enough 
regularity to avoid flight 
instability 

<= 10 ms Network delay Target: <= 50 ms one-
way 95% of the time 
One-way delay between the ground 
control station computer and UAV’s on-
board computer, measured in both 
directions. 
Comment: Selected measurement tool 
Qosium enables measuring one-way 
delay. After refining the scenario, it was 
decided that active real-time control over 
a cellular network is very rarely needed 
while flying this type of a mission. 
Furthermore, due to there being no need 
to actively control the stability of the 
drone over a cellular connection and the 
high-level control usually used, a 1-way 
delay of 50 ms produces a lag between 
input and feedback that is barely 
noticeable for the average person. 

4.7.2.3 

Collision Avoidance LIDAR 
Data rate and latency  
The collision avoidance 
LIDAR is an essential data 
stream the operator. Latency 
and Data rate from the UAV 
to operator. 

<= 10 ms 
>= 120 Mbps 

Network stability Target: the C2 link 
does not drop during the trial 
The network connection remains stable 
and does not drop even when the drone 
is manoeuvring 
Comment: During the project, HEP 
stopped drone development due to a 
business decision and the drone initially 
intended for the trial was unavailable. 
The new drone provided by FLA does 
not have a collision avoidance lidar, so 
this original KPI has been dropped 
entirely.  

4.7.2.3 

Payload Video Streaming 
Data Rate 
Data exchange speeds for 
streaming video feeds from 2 
cameras from UAV to 
operator 

>= 100 Mbps Network throughput – photos Target: 
Images are being uploaded in real-time 
with none left not uploaded when 
powering off the drone. The minimum 
calculated upload speed needed for this 
is 440 kbps with reduced photo quality 
from the camera. 
 
Sufficient upload bandwidth is needed to 
upload all photos taken during the flight 
when they are taken with a reasonable 
interval (8s) before the end of the flight. 
 
Comment: During the scenario’s 
evolution, it was decided to take photos 
instead of video as this would allow for 
better automatic data analysis with 
existing infrastructure. 

4.7.2.3 

Payload LIDAR streaming 
Data rate 
Data exchange speed for 
streaming LIDAR laser 

>= 120 Mbps Network throughput – point cloud 
Target: Measured LiDAR points are 
sent/streamed consistently without 
major interruptions and are being 

4.7.2.3 
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Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

mapping from UAV to 
operator 

displayed smoothly on the operator’s 
screen. The minimum calculated upload 
speed needed for this is only 81 kbps 
thanks to on-board mapping which 
reduces data throughput needs by 
almost 2 orders of magnitude. 
 

Comment: During the scenario’s 
evolution,  among other changes, lidar 
sensor was also swapped against 
another model, which reduced upload 
bandwidth requirements further. 

During the analysis of this use case scenario, new KPIs have also been put in focus as shown in Table 
35.  

Table 35: New KPIs defined for UC3:SC1:SubSc2 trials 

New KPI Target Value Description Test Case 
Coverage 
RSRP 
RSRQ 

RSRP > -120 
dBm 
RSRQ > -12 dB 

Downlink signal quality assessment 4.7.2.3 
 

Network delay 50 ms one-way 
95% of the time 

One-way delay between ground control 
station computer and UAV’s on-board 
computer, measured in both directions. 

4.7.2.3 
 

Network stability the C2 link does 
not drop during 
the trial 

Network connection remains stable and 
does not drop even when the drone is 
manoeuvring 

4.7.2.3 
 

Network throughput – 
photos 

440 kbps 
All images 
uploaded before 
powering off the 
drone 
  

Sufficient for uploading reduced quality 
photos at a rate of 1 photo per 8 seconds 

4.7.2.3 
 

Network throughput – point 
cloud 

81 kbps 
No major 
interruptions in 
point cloud 
display for the 
operator 

Sufficient for smooth display of point 
cloud for the operator 

4.7.2.3 
 

4.7.4 Data Flows & Metrics 

Table 36:  UC3:SC1:SC2 Metrics Collection Flow 

Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post Processing 
QGroundControl in field 
laptop 

Log File • UAV GPS latitude 

• UAV GPS longitude 

• UAV GPS altitude 

• Converted to json, 
sent to KPI 
Component 

• Lat, long 
coordinates 
converted to 
geo_point format 
with runtime 
scripted field within 
Kibana 
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Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post Processing 
Qosium (probes on UAV, 
Phone, and field laptop) 

Log entries in 
KPIC 

• Upload throughput 

• Download throughput 

• Send delay 

• Receive delay 

• Send jitter 

• Receive jitter 

• Packet loss 

• RSRP, RSRQ 

• Latitude 

• Longitude 

• Altitude 
 

• Converted to json, 
sent to KPI 
Component 

• Lat, long 
coordinates 
converted to 
geo_point format 
with runtime 
scripted field within 
Kibana 

UAV Log file  Latitude 

 Longitude 

 Altitude 

 Yaw 

Converted to json, sent 
to KPI Component 

4.8 UC3:SC1:SubSc3 SAR scenario 

4.8.1 Trial Objectives 

In this scenario, we assess whether 5G connectivity can extend the range of UAV operations described 
in section 2.3.8. We thus evaluate the quality of the network connection against the various UAV states 
during the operation. A defining feature of this scenario is the extended operation environment covering 
both aerial and surface water domains using an amphibious UAV. 

The objectives of this scenario are listed below: 
Obj1. Real-time bathymetric chart of a body of water. Achieving this objective would mean the 

overall success of the operation from a business perspective. 
Obj2. Real-time upload of telemetry data to the UTM system. 
Obj3. Real-time video stream up to 4K. 

4.8.2 Test Cases 

This scenario's trial execution requires a body of water, meaning that the actual run could only be 
performed in Oulu's botanical garden. This resulted in using the University of Oulu's deployment #4, as 
only 4G was covering the botanical garden. 
In order to evaluate UC3:SC1:SubSc3, three tests cases have been designed and conducted. 

• Test Case #1 measures coverage both from network and operational points of view. It 
encompasses operating results and pertains to Obj1 and 2. 

• Test Case #2 is a baseline for TC3: Alerion has developed a video streaming software whose 
performance measurements are not publicly available. TC3 assesses real-time video stream on 
Oulu's infrastructure, and TC2 baseline is needed to evaluate which part of the results is 
attributable to network performances. 

• Test Case #3 relates to Obj3 by reporting video stream results on Oulu’s network infrastructure. 

4.8.2.1 Network Coverage of the Pond Test Case #1 

Oulu Network Coverage of the Pond 
Test Case 
Objective 

All 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Sensor Streaming and Processing 

Test Environment Field  
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Oulu Network Coverage of the Pond 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

Following components were involved: 

• ALE’s Hydradrone (D3.2, section 4.15) 

• ALE’s Sensor Data Streaming (D3.2, section 4.13) 

• ALE’s Data Processing (D3.2, section 4.12) 

• ALE’s GCS on Field Laptop (D3.2, section 4.14) 

 

Figure 36: UC1:SC3 Test Case #1 Deployment Setup 

Network Setup 
Oulu’s Deployment #4 in section 2.2.3.2 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

2-10 
Mobility 
Level: 

0-5 
m/s 

Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

None to low 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

UO’s 4G network up 
ALE’s containers deployed and running on the edge server from the 5GTN facility 

Test scenario 

➢ Drone is located on the pond 
➢ Bathymetric probe is running 
➢ Bathymetry processor is running in the edge 
➢ Bathymetric charting is running on field laptop 
➢ Drone criss-crosses the pond, readings are reported on the bathymetric chart as long as there is a connection  

Test variables 

UAV latitude and longitude 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

Bathymetric readings should be reported for a large part of the pond. 
This would mean that network coverage is sufficient for the completion of the trial.  
To explain this “end-to-end" coverage, network coverage from UAV perspective must also be reported and 
assessed: 

Excellent -44 dBm > RSRP > -85 dBm  0 dB > RSRQ > -10 dB 

Good -85 dBm > RSRP > -105 dBm -10 dB >= RSRQ > -14 dB 

Fair/Bad -105 dBm >= RSRP > -140 dBm -14 dB >= RSRQ > -40 dB 
 

4.8.2.2 Baseline Video Streaming Test Case #2 

This test case acts as a comparison baseline for test case 4.8.2.3, as video streaming is Alerion’s 
custom software. It runs on commercial 4G with a public cloud. 

Nancy (FR) Baseline Video Streaming 
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj3 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Video streaming 
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Nancy (FR) Baseline Video Streaming 

Test Environment Laboratory 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

The video streaming system is a proprietary software suite to stream video from one 
camera to many clients. It features online measurement of stream quality (see 4.8.4). The 
following components were involved: 

• ALE’s Hydradrone (D3.2, section 4.15) running its video stream 

• ALE’s Video Relay on the public cloud to dispatch the video stream 

• ALE’s Video Receive running on Field Laptop to display the video and measure 
video-related performances 

 

 

Figure 37: UC3:SC1:SubSc3 Test Case #2 Deployment Setup 

Runs on commercial 4G 

• cloud container (video relay) located in Paris (France) 

• UAV and Field Laptop in Nancy (France) 

Network Setup 
Commercial 4G 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: High 

Mobility 
Level: 

0 m/s 

Has 
Background 
Traffic: High 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

ALE’s containers deployed and running in the cloud 

Test scenario 

Video stream from hydradrone at 720p 60 fps 

Test variables 

Video’s frame time, jitter and latency  

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

Mean frame time < 20ms (sufficient frame time for 60 fps stream) 
Latency < 400 ms (sufficient latency to have an insight of the UAV surroundings in our scenario) 

4.8.2.3 Video Streaming Test Case #3 

OULU’s 
botanical garden 

Video Streaming 

Test Case 
Objective 

Obj3 

Test Execution 
Date 

23/8/22 

Test Executed By ALE 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Video streaming 

Test Environment Field 
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OULU’s 
botanical garden 

Video Streaming 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

The video streaming system is a proprietary software suite to stream video from one 
camera to many clients. It features online measurement of stream quality (see 4.8.4). The 
following components were involved: 

- ALE’s Hydradrone (D3.2, section 4.15) running its video stream 
- ALE’s Video Relay on the public cloud to dispatch the video stream 

- ALE’s Video Receive running on Field Laptop to display the video and measure 
video-related performances 

 

 
Figure 38: UC3:SC1:SubSc3 Test Case #2 Deployment Setup 

Network Setup 
Oulu’s Deployment #4 (4G) in section 2.3.1.2. 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

2-10 
Mobility 
Level: 

0-5 
m/s 

Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

None to low 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

- UO’s 4G network up 

- ALE’s containers deployed and running on  the edge server from the 5GTN facility 

Test scenario 

Performing the whole scenario. Video stream from hydradrone at 720p 60 fps, and 1Mbps bitrate. 
The scenario’s operation is as follows: 

1. Take-off from the bank 
2. Fly to the center of the pond 
3. Land on the pond 
4. Switch to aquatic mode 
5. Criss-cross the pond 
6. Switch to aerial mode 
7. Take-off from the pond 
8. Fly to the bank 
9. Land 

The operation is performed manually. 
During the whole flight, video is streamed from the UAV to the Field Laptop following the diagram presented in 
Figure 38. 

Test variables 

Video’s frame time, jitter, and latency  

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

Mean frame time < 20 ms (sufficient frame time for 60 fps stream) 
Latency < 400 ms (sufficient latency to have an insight of the UAV surroundings in our scenario) 
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4.8.3 KPIs 

Table 37: Target KPIs of the UC3:SC1:SC3 trial 

Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

Service Deployment Time  
The time required to start 
performing the mission, 
measured from the receipt of 
a use-case start request 
from the experimenter 

<= 60 min This KPI has been discarded as services 
deployed or deployment procedure 
evolved: 

• Pre-deployment of containers at the 
edge 

• Pre-configuration of the network (no 
slicing) 

• Variability in device attachment time 
to the network due to operational 
conditions (edge of network) 

This KPI is replaced by a KPI pertaining 
to availability that is described below 
(mission completion). 

N/A 

C2 Latency 
Latency between software 
pilot and UAV in sending 
control & command 
messages – this value has a 
hard limit of 10 ms (one-way) 
to ensure that software 
systems have sufficient time 
to compute and send an 
appropriate control input with 
enough regularity to avoid 
flight instability 

<= 10 ms This KPI has been discarded as C2 is 
supported by a usual radio link. 
This change has been made due to the 
expected insufficient network QoS in the 
area where the trials would be run. 

N/A 

Sensor Data Rate 
Data exchange speed for 
sending sensor data from 
UAV to data processing 
application on edge server. 

>= 50 Mbps As the C2 link over 5G has been 
discarded and flights were performed in 
Visual Line Of Sight, the constraints on 
the video stream resolution (which was 
the main contributor to the network load) 
have been revised. This resulted in 
changing bitrate KPI to frame time and 
frame latency. 
Target value for frame time depends on 
frame rate of the video. (< 20ms for 60 
fps)  
Target value for frame latency is less 
than 400 ms for insight of the 
surroundings, less than 150 ms to 
consider real-time reaction based on 
video. 

4.8.2.24.8.2.3 

Hourly inspected area 
The maximum area that can 
be inspected in one hour of 
time from the beginning on 
the mission to the reception 
of the results. 

>= 50 000 m² / 
hour 

This metric is tightly linked to the Service 
Deployment Time KPI that could not be 
relevantly measured. It has been 
replaced by another KPI that pertains to 
availability of the solution, mission 
completion. It is a qualitative 
assessment on how much of the 
intended surface of water could be 
inspected. 
Target value is to inspect most of the 
pond, leaving less than a fifth of the pond 
not inspected. 

4.8.2.1 
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4.8.4 Data Flows & Metrics 

Table 38: UC3:SC1:SC3 Metrics Collection Flow 

Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post Processing 
Video stream (field laptop) Log File • Frame Jitter (average on 

64 samples) 

• Frame Time (average on 
64 samples) 

• Latency 

Removing spurious 
values due to connection 
loss 

Qosium (probes on UAV, 
Phone, and edge server) 

Log File • UAV RSRP 

• UAV RSRQ 

 

UAV (through edge server) KPI 
Database 

• Global position 

• Velocity 

• attitude 

None 

4.9 UC3:SC2 Situation Awareness: UAV-based IoT Data Collection  

4.9.1 Trial Objectives 

The trial targets the assessment of the use case scenario UC3:SC2 (UAV-based IoT data collection), 
where a drone is equipped with a set of sensors to collect measurements from the sky (while the drone 
is flying). In accordance with the initial objective of the scenario established in D1.1 [2], the objective of 
this trial is to: 

Obj1. Evaluate the real-time creation of services for the scenario UC3:SC2 (pre-operation 
evaluation), 

Obj2. Evaluate the communication performance of the scenario UC3:SC2 (in-operation evaluation). 

4.9.2 Test Cases 

Two test cases have been defined to this trial in order to achieve the target objectives: 

• Test case #1: Service creation for the scenario UAV-based IoT data collection, 

• Test case #2: In-operation KPI measurements for the scenario UAV-based IoT data collection. 

4.9.2.1 Service Creation for UAV-based IoT Data Collection Test Case #1 

Aalto University Service Creation for UAV-based IoT Data Collection 

Test Case Objective Obj1 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

 C2 and IoT application 

Test Environment Edge server of AU  

Test Deployment 
Setup 

• The test environment is the edge server of AU.  

• The application to be deployed is composed of several services (i.e., frontend 
service, backend service, authentication service, rabbitmq broker, the drone 
controller, in addition to other supporting services). 

• Drone & 5G connectivity is not required at this stage, as the aim is to measure 
the service creation time. 

• See Figure 18 for UC3:SC2 High-level architecture  

Network Setup 
Deployment Option 1 described in Section 2.2.4 
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Aalto University Service Creation for UAV-based IoT Data Collection 

Test Configuration 
End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

Low  
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

• The facility parser is registered to the abstraction layer  

• Docker images of the application are available in the local hub of the edge server 

• The X-frame drone is connected to the network 

• The drone runs the C2 and IoT application 

• The drone is equipped with 5G phone  

• The drone runs the script for collecting network measurements from the phone 

Test scenario 

• The parser of the facility receives a request (from the abstraction layer) to deploy the application. 

•  The request is then redirected to the facility orchestrator. 

• Once the application is deployed, the orchestrator computes the creation time (from receiving the request 
to the creation). 

Test variables 

Affected by server load. 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

The application is deployed in reasonable time (less than 90 minutes)  

4.9.2.2 UAV-based IOT Data Collection KPI Measurements Test Case #2 

Aalto University UAV-based IOT Data Collection KPI Measurements 

Test Case 
Objective 

Obj2 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

C2 and IoT application (of the UC3:SC2) 

Test Environment Field  

Test Deployment 
Setup 

The test environment is the parking spot of the university. 

• The used drone is an X-frame equipped with IoT sensors and getting 5G 
connectivity via a phone (Nokia XR20), as detailed in section 2.3.9. 

• A laptop is used to control the drone. The laptop gets the 5G connectivity via a 
5G phone (Nokia X20), as detailed in section 2.3.9. 

• See Figure 18 for UC2:SC3 High-level architecture 

Network Setup Deployment Option 1 described in Section 2.2.4 

Test Configuration 
End 
Device 
Density: 

Low  
Mobility 
Level: 

5m/s  
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

• The facility parser is registered to the abstraction layer 

• Docker images of the application are available in the local hub of the edge server 

• The X-frame drone is connected to the network 

• The drone runs the C2 and IoT application 

• The drone is equipped with 5G phone  

• The drone runs the script for collecting network measurements from the phone 

Test scenario 

• The operator's logs-in into the application (via the front-end using the browser). 
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Aalto University UAV-based IOT Data Collection KPI Measurements 

• The operator plans a mission (via the front-end using the browser). The trajectory is around the parking 
spot as shown in the below Figure 39, with increasing altitude. 

• The operator requests the drone to run the mission (by changing the flight mode) and monitors the status 
of the flight and real-time KPIs. 

 
Figure 39: Operation area in Aalto university parking lot 

Test variables 

• Distance from gNB  

• UAV Altitude 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

• The drone performs the planned mission.  

• Telemetry and IoT data are collected and displayed to the operator in real-time (visualised via the front-
end using the web browser). 

• KPIs are collected and displayed to the operator in real-time (visualised via the front-end using the web 
browser)  

• In terms of KPIs, this is translated into reduced latency (less than 10 ms)  

4.9.3 KPIs 

Table 39: Target KPIs of the UC3:SC2 trial 

Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

Capacity  
Data exchange speed for 
streaming data 

>50 Mbps > 5 Mbps (on uplink) 
The drone is equipped with IoT sensors 
sending small size data. It has been 
evaluated that 5 Mbps is enough as a 
target. 

4.9.2.2 

C2 Latency 
Latency for UAV command 
and control (from UAS 
system to UAV). 

<= 10 ms <= 20 ms 

The measurement tools use RTT. 
4.9.2.2 

Service Creation Time  
The time required for 
deploying and configuring 
network services. 

<= 90 min  4.9.2.1 
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4.9.4 Data Flows & Metrics 

Table 40: UC3:SC2 Metrics Collection Flow 

Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post 

Processing 

Edge cloud Live stream to ELK 
stack 

• CPU usage 

• RAM usage 

• Data transmit/receive 

None 

Drone (from the phone) Live stream to ELK 
stack 

• Upload speed 

• Download speed 

• RSRP 

• RSRQ 

 None 

4.10 UC3:SC3 Situation Awareness: Location of UE in non-GPS 

Environments  

4.10.1 Trial Objectives 

In this scenario, the location of UAV and how to find it in a situation where the Global Navigation Satellite 
System (GNSS) is compromised are objects of interest. Ever since drones started to become popular 
in the 2010s, the GPS sensor has been one of the most common location sensors and it has enabled 
autonomous navigation outdoors. Indoor navigation is a prime example where UAVs don’t have reliable 
GPS signal available all the time. Drones have been traditionally used mainly outdoors, but there are 
new use cases where indoor navigation is needed. Example would be packet delivery drone taking 
medicine delivery further indoors instead of the roof of the building. Other important use case would be 
operating in tunnels or similar locations where human access is restricted due to safety reasons. GPS 
signal can also have interference outdoors, such as in high density populated area with tall buildings. 
Making sure that drone operator has the whereabouts of the UAV all the time even in these above listed 
situations is extremely crucial in the situation awareness use case. 

Objective of this trial is to evaluate how 5G signal could be used to estimate UAV location using post-
processing methods. 

Obj1. Collect 5G coverage and GPS measurement data for post-processing purposes 

The objective and the test case has evolved a lot since the initial description. In the beginning the trials 
were planned to be conducted indoors using smaller drone with camera but that had to be discarded in 
the later phase of the project. Some of the technologies listed in the original KPIs were also changed 
due to this. But those were covered then in other test cases as referred in the Section 4.10.3. The 
objective assumes that the drone is operated VLOS and the distance from the gNB is relatively close.  

4.10.2 Test Cases 

4.10.2.1 5G Coverage and GPS Measurement Test Case #1 

Oulu 5G coverage and GPS measurement 

Test Case 
Objective 

Obj1. Collect 5G coverage and GPS measurement data for post-processing purposes 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Mission critical services 

Test 
Environment 

Field 
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Oulu 5G coverage and GPS measurement 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

 

Figure 40: Example Flight Route from the Oulu Trials for Coverage Measurement in 
UC3:SC3 

Network Setup Deployment option 1 in Section 2.2.3.2 

Test 
Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

Moderate 
(1-3 m/s) 

Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

Ready sim card which connects to the 5G network. APN must match trial site configuration. 
Confirm corresponding IP address for the sim card and confirm remote connection work using the IP address. 

Test scenario 

1. Drone takes off to the starting altitude.  
2. Drone moves to the first measurement point 
3. Drone arrives to the first measurement point and measurement is started 
4. Drone moves along the circle area maintaining constant height. 
5. Drone stops at the end point and measurement is stopped. Drone starts moving up. 
6. Drone stops at a certain altitude and measurement starts. 
7. Above is repeated with 2 more altitudes and drone then returns to start position 

Test variables 

Distance from gNB: 150m and 200m,  
UAV Altitude: 30m, 40m and 50m 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

5G coverage and GPS measurement is considered sufficient when coverage KPIs and enough accurate GPS 
positions are collected from the whole target measurement route and there are no missing values. Due to short 
distances to the gNB the RSRP values have to be at least the level described in the 4.10.3 KPI list. When going 
away from the radio 5G signal strength naturally decreases. 
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4.10.3 KPIs 

Table 41: Target KPIs of the UC3:SC3 trial 

New KPI Target Description Related Test 
Case (s) 

Coverage 
Reference Signal Received 
Power (RSRP): Indicates the 
average power received from 
a single Reference signal 

< -128 dBm 
 

Collected from 150m and 200m 
distances at 30m, 40m and 50m 
altitudes 

4.10.2.14.10.2.1 

Table 42: Initially Specified KPIs to Be Verified in Other Use Cases 

Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs  

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

Throughput18 
3GPP consolidated KPIs for 
UAV considers an uplink data 
rate between 4 Mbps and 9 
Mbps for video streaming for 
the provision of HD video 
streaming. Considering the 
case of 4K video, the target 
value is increased further, 
reaching 30 Mbps (since 
3GPP recommends 120Mbps 
for a 4*4K surveillance 
system) 

>50 Mbps Use case evolved and initial plans that 
trials will be done inside the University of 
Oulu premises were changed due to 
difficulties during the COVID-19 
restrictions. Previously used drone had 
camera for the indoor navigation, but the 
new setup doesn’t include camera, so 
this KPI was not collected in the originally 
planned way, but it was collected in 
another test case.  

4.5.2.3 

Latency 
3GPP considers different 
target values for control 
latency based on the planned 
service. The proposed target 
value is 10 ms, which covers 
a great variety of services, 
considering that provides an 
accurate control environment 
for the UAV. 

<= 10 ms There were no 5G services used to 
control the measurement or send the 
data. As data is collected offline there 
was no way to collect the latency, so this 
KPI was not collected in 4.10.2 test case 
but instead in other test case during Oulu 
final trials.  

4.5.2.3 

Service Creation Time 
The target KPI value 
proposed by 5G-PPP is the 
reduction of the average 
service creation time from 90 
days to 90 min. This allows 
the agile creation and 
deployment of services, 
making possible the fast 
response of the mobile 
network to the needs of the 
vertical industries. 

The proposed 
use case can 
serve and be 
adapted to a 
great variety of 
services. 
Therefore, it is 
very important 
that the service 
creation time is 
as  low as 
possible to  
match different 
vertical 
industries 

5G services were not included like those 
were originally planned but this was 
successfully measured in the other test 
case.   

4.5.2.3 

Video Streaming Data Rate 
to MEC server for 
processing 

>= 9 Mbps 
(HD)  

Similarly, as in the Capacity KPI, there 
was no camera in the last version of the 

4.7.2.3 

 

18 Aligning the KPI definitions of D1.1 with 5GPP work (https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-ppp-white-paper-beyond-5g-6g-kpis-
and-target-values/), the term Throughput is used instead of Capacity as initially stated. 
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Data exchange speeds for 
streaming video feeds from 
UAVs to MEC facility 

>= 25 
Mbps(4K) 

use case, so this KPI was instead 
measured in other test case.  

In addition to coverage, the only other collected parameter was position data from the external GPS 
antenna. GPS position consists of latitude, longitude, and altitude information. 

4.10.4 Data Flows & Metrics 

Table 43: UC3:SC3 Metrics Collection Flow 

Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post Processing 
Drone Payload 
Nemo Outdoor 

Log File  RSRP Decrypt & format to .csv 

Drone payload 
External GPS antenna 

Log File  Lat, long, alt Decrypt & format to .csv 

Both Nemo Outdoor and external GPS antenna data are collected in the same log file. The file is 
encrypted due to Nemo Outdoor license. Currently there is no online support meaning that 
measurements need to be collected locally and then post processed. Measurement results are 
decrypted by using another application called Nemo Analyser for decrypting and formatting the results 
to wanted format such as .csv format. 

4.11 UC4:SC1 Connectivity during crowded events: Connectivity 
extension and offloading 

4.11.1 Trial Objectives 

The purpose of this scenario is to demonstrate how UAVs exploiting 5G network capabilities can 
improve connectivity services in a highly crowded environment, e.g., during large events, and expand 
the 5G coverage to a hotspot area, such as a stadium, thus enabling the realisation of additional 
services that require enhanced capabilities. The capabilities of the solution include automated flight 
planning and navigation and utilisation of 5G User Equipment (UE) to provide extended connectivity in 
an ad-hoc manner. In this respect, the trial objectives set are as following: 

Obj1. Evaluate automated UAV flight controlled over 5G and using a C2 container running in the 
edge server. 

Obj2. Evaluate the 5G!Drones platform for automated experimentation of UAV flights 
Obj3. Evaluate the 5G network suitability for UAV command and control 
Obj4. Evaluate the ad-hoc connectivity extension offered by UAVs 
Obj5. Validation of partial Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution  

4.11.2 Test Cases 

The test cases of the UC4:SC1 have been designed to be executed in two iterations and at different 
locations, namely the COS campus, the NCSRD campus (1st round) and at Egaleo Stadium (2nd round). 
This was related to the capabilities required per case, and has been reflected in the definition of the test 
cases. Each test case within this scenario focuses on a different objective, highlighting the advances 
that are realised by complementing the 5GENESIS experimentation platform with 5G!Drones 
components: 

• Test Case #1: C2 over 5G utilizing the 5GENESIS automated experimentation environment for 
speed test measurements (Web portal, Opentap, Remote Iperf Agents). This test case is 
targeting the evaluation of Obj.2. 

• Test Case #2: Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation, targeting the evaluation of Obj. 
5.  

• Test Case #3: CAFA PX4 cellular drone automated flight through predefined flight plan over the 
5G!Drones platform. This test case contributes to Obj.1 by preparing a network quality heat-
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map, in order to evaluate the coverage of the network towards an automated flight over 5G and 
utilisation of web portal 1. 

• Test Case #4: 5G!Drones Athens Platform Baseline Network Performance Measurements: This 
test case contributes to Obj.2 and Obj. 4 by triggering the experimentation and a variety of 
probes, through web portal 2 and at the same time utilising 5G network in order to provide 
connectivity extension by a UAV. 

• Test Case #5: Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights at the Egaleo Stadium 
directly related to Obj.3. 

• Test Case #6: UAV C2 application measurements in relation to Obj.3 ( 

• Test Case #7: Ad-hoc hotspot (Wifi 6) connectivity over 5G. This test case is directly targeting 
Obj. 4 

4.11.2.1 C2 over 5G and Automated Experimentation from 5GENESIS Test Case #1 

The specific test case describes the automated experimentation on top of the Athens platform. The pilot 
controlled the drone over the 5G network. Simultaneously, experiment execution utilizing the 
5GENESIS platform and network performance measurements such as latency and throughput was 
triggered from the 5GENESIS portal (Web Portal 2). The different experiment steps were controlled 
exclusively by the 5GENESIS Automation Framework, including the Lifecycle Manager, the OpenTap 
sequencer and the relative probes for the purpose of the experiment. . A VM has been setup in the 
MEC infrastructure of COSMOTE, hosting the iperf3 server (probe) to collect measurements from the 
mobile application attached on the UE on-boarded to the drone (client). 

OTE Academy C2 over 5G and Automated Experimentation from 5GENESIS 

Test Case 
Objective 

Evaluate Obj2 by executing TCP throughput measurements utilizing the 5GENESIS 
experimentation environment (Web portal, Opentap, Remote Iperf Agents) during an 
actual flight 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

C2 over 5G and automated process for taking measurements 

Test Environment OTE Academy 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

 

Figure 41: UC4:SC1 Test Case #1 Deployment Setup 

Network Setup Deployment option 1 as presented in Section 2.2.1.2 

Test Configuration 
End 
Device 
Density: 

n/a 
Mobility 
Level: 

Low 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

Yes 
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OTE Academy C2 over 5G and Automated Experimentation from 5GENESIS 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

• OPEN5GENESIS Suite initiation 

• Nokia Airscale gNB 

• MEC setup 

• Network Agents for taking measurement data 

• Drone (Holybro X500) configurations  

• QGroundControl application and flight plan definition 

Test scenario 

• Automated experimentation with 5GENESIS: The Pilot controls the Drone over the 5G network by 
utilizing a Ground Control Software connected to MEC. 

• TCP throughput Measurements are triggered during flight from the 5GENESIS platform and more 
specifically from Web portal 2. Three stages of measurements are performed: 

o TCP Download Throughput test with the drone and the on-board UE resting on ground at the 
flight field, located at a lower level than the Antenna level.  

o TCP Download Throughput test with the drone and the on-board UE hovering at 3 meters altitude 
at the flight field, at a height level equal to the Antenna height  

o TCP Throughput test with the drone and the on-board UE hovering at 5 meters altitude at the 
flight field, at a height level equal to the Antenna height 

• The automation framework is utilizing OpenTap for the sequential execution of commands and two 
Remote Iperf agents which are the prerequisite endpoints (iperf client/server) installed for the speed-
tests needs. https://github.com/5genesis/Remote_iPerf_agent 

Test variables  

TCP (Mbps), ground-level, altitude (3m, 5m) 

Expected behaviour/Target Values  

Iperf results logs both from server and client were successfully stored to InfluxDB provided by 5GENESIS 

4.11.2.2 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation Test Case #2 

NCSRD Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation 
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj. 5 Validation of partial Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution in NCSRD  

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution  

Test Environment Field 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

 

Figure 42: UC4:SC1 Test Case #2 Deployment Setup 

https://github.com/5genesis/Remote_iPerf_agent
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NCSRD Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation 

Network Setup Deployment #2 as described in 2.2.1.2 (NCSRD) 

Test 
Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

N/A 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

All components of Trial Engine are available, FRQ and DRR UTM are available, 5G test network is available.  

Test scenario 

1. User (UAV operator) is logging to Web Portal 1 interface 
2. User (UAV operator) is describing UAV model in Web Portal1 
3. UAV operator creates flight plan in Ground Control Software (GCS)  
4. User is selecting the earlier prepared template to shorten the time required for plan creation – he has to 

add only the specific mission information, like day and time, select the UAV, add pilot name/licence and 
modify the operation area, if different from already defined. Next the plan is saved as a new mission and 
has SCHEDULED status 

5. UTM provider accepts the plan if no obstacles are preventing it – status is changed to APPROVED 
6. NCSRD staff requests the 5G network configuration through their Web Portal 2 and confirms that the 

network is ready for the test 
7. Take-off request is approved, if no obstacles identified by UTM algorithms which provide strategic 

deconfliction – status is changed ACTIVATED 
8. The UAV can take-off when status is “ACTIVE”  
9. During the flight UAV operator as safety pilot on site monitors the flight  
10. When the flight is landed, the UTM status should be changed to CLOSED.  

Test variables 

Different plans with defined execution date and time. 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

It should be possible to successfully go through the part of process of Operational Flight Plan preparation and 
execution, excluding SCHEDULED status, until reaching APPROVED status. In the moment of plan execution 
LCM will fail and it will update the status to FAILED. Experimenter should anyway manually request take-off and 
activation status in UTM system – status should change to ACTIVATED. At the end of the flight status is changed 
to CLOSED. 
NCSRD is the exception, where experimenter and LCM don’t have the access to configure the 5G network, but 
it is done by the facility staff. 

4.11.2.3 CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone Automated Flight Test Case #3 

Egaleo Stadium CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone Automated Flight 

Test Case 
Objective Obj.1 through collection of signal strength measurements 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

QOS 3D Map 

Test Environment Field –Stavros Mavrothalassitis Stadium 
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Egaleo Stadium CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone Automated Flight 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

 

Figure 43: UC4:SC1 CAFA 5G QoS Mapping Flight Deployment Setup 

Network Setup Deployment #2 section 2.2.1.2  

Test 
Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Low 
Mobility 
Level: 

3 m/s 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

N/A 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

• Base-station setup 

• Initiation of 5G Core Services (Amarisoft) 

• Install C2 container to the NCSRD 5G network edge server 

• Initiation of UgCS C2 container 

• Initiation of Qosium tool onboard the CAFA drone and drone operator field laptop 

Test scenario 

1. Instantiation of 5G Services 
2. Check QUECTEL 5G RM500 modem connects successfully over 5G, and UAV operator can control drone 

over 5G and has access to drone on-board computer  
3. The UAV operator creates flight plan in Ground Control Software (GCS)  
4. UAV operator activates for 5G QoS measurement – Qosium probes in UAV`s onboard computer and the 

in the operator’s field computer  
5. An UAV take-off and during flight a UAV streams telemetry to Ground Control System C2 container which 

ran in the edge server    
6. Qosium tool is measuring RSRP, RSRQ, SINR) and results recorded in the UAV operator laptop. Qosium 

measurements were transferred to 3D Analyzer application  
7. During the flight UAV operator as safety pilot on site monitors the flight  
8. When the drone was landed the GCS shows the drone landed on the field operator laptop`s screen. 

Test variables 

UAV latitude, longitude, altitude (6m, 10m, 12m, 15m) 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

• QUECTEL modem was able to remain connected over 5G and provide signal measurements (per second) 

• Drones controlled over 5G SA and C2 container worked on 5G network provider Linux edge computer.  
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4.11.2.4 5G!Drones Athens Platform Baseline Network Performance Measurements Test Case 
#4 

This test case describes the experiment execution in an automated approach with the 5G!Drones 
platform which enables network performance measurements such as RTT and throughput automatically 
triggered from the Web Portal 2/5GENESIS portal.  The specific test case is divided into two sub test 
cases, namely the network measurements on top of the 5GENESIS probes and the measurements by 
adding in the equation the use of a drone carrying a 5G CPE, in order to test and evaluate the network’s 
coverage extension. 

Egaleo Stadium Athens Platform Baseline Network Performance Measurements 
Test Case 
Objective 

Evaluate Obj2 through testing the automated network performance measurements 
/throughput, RTT, of the 5G!Drones platform with and without connectivity extension 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Network coverage extension 

Test Environment Field –Stavros Mavrothalassitis Stadium 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

• OPEN5GENESIS SUITE 

• Amarisoft 5G 

• EDGE Cloud 

• UEs 

• CPE 
Network Agents for taking measurement data 

 
Figure 44: UC4:SC1 Test Case #4 Deployment Setup 

Network Setup Deployment #2 section 2.2.1.2  

Test 
Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

3 
Mobility 
Level: 

Low 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

No 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

• OPEN5GENESIS Suite initiation 

• Amarisoft 5G SA services up and running  

• EDGE Cloud initiation 

• UE (SIM8200EA-M2 5G HAT) configuration 

• 5G CPE Wireless router configuration 

• Network Agents for taking measurement data 

• Drone (Holybro X500) configurations 

• QGroundControl application and flight plan definition 

Test scenario 
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Egaleo Stadium Athens Platform Baseline Network Performance Measurements 
Automated experimentation with UE ((SIM8200EA-M2 5G HAT) 

1. User initiates experiment through web-portal-2 
2. LCM triggers the slice deployment 
3. LCM initiates automation script 
4. End-user agents perform the Throughput measurements test 
5. Results are stored to a time-series database 
6. LCM releases all the resources, and the experiment terminates 

 
Figure 45: Initial Position of the UE from the gNB 

Flight with UAV  (Holybro X500) carrying 5G CPE 
1. CPE configuration 
2. CPE attachment to the drone  
3. Drone configurations before the flight 
4. The flight takes place at 6m with a vertical take-off of the UAV 
5. User initiates experiment through web-portal-2 
6. LCM triggers the slice deployment 
7. LCM initiates automation script 
8. End-user agents perform the Throughput measurements test 
9. Results are stored to a time-series database 
10. LCM releases all the resources and the experiment terminates 
11. Repetition of Steps 5-10 for 10 and 12 m respectively 

 
Figure 46: Flight with UAV Carrying 5G CPE, Extending the Coverage of the 5G network 

Test variables 

18 meters initial distance of the UE from gNB , 30m distance of the UE from the gNB while using the CPE, 
altitude (6m), Throughput (Mbps), RTT (msec), slice creation time (ms) 
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Egaleo Stadium Athens Platform Baseline Network Performance Measurements 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

• Steps 4,5,6 are sending back proper successful logs 

• Results are visually plotted to a Grafana dashboard which takes data from the time-series database 

4.11.2.5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights Test Case #5 

Egaleo Stadium Commercial 5G Network Performance for UAV flights 

Test Case 

Objective 

Obj.3, through the collection of signal strength, latency, download rate and upload rate 

measurements considering a commercial optimised (“5G Booster” mobile gNB) and non-

optimised 5G network. 

Test Case 

Application 

Category 

3D QoS Map 

Test Environment Field –Stavros Mavrothalassitis Stadium 

Test Deployment 

Setup 

As depicted in Figure 47, the components used in this scenario include: 

• Drone DJI M300 RKT of Hepta Airborne on-boarding Samsung S20, controlled 

using UMS on-board computer 

• Samsung S20 Android Smartphone equipped with COSMOtools 2G/3G/4G/5G 

network measurement/performance tool 

• Mobile COSMOTE 5G gNB (5G Van), under the site name “drones-mob” deployed 

in close proximity (see Figure 48) as the dominant base station (“5G booster”) 

• Neighboring LTE or 5G NSA COSMOTE base stations providing coverage in the 

stadium area 

• mmWave backhaul link to COSMOTE Core Network 

• 5G NSA core at Renti (distance < 5 Km from the field) 

• COSMOtools Android App is configured for collecting performance-related data 

every second, utilizing an iperf3 server residing at COSMOTE’s core data center for 

all types of measurements (latency, UDP downlink bitrate and UDP uplink bitrate)  

 
Figure 47: UC4:SC1 Test Case #4 Deployment Setup 
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Egaleo Stadium Commercial 5G Network Performance for UAV flights 

 
Figure 48: COSMOTE 5G gNB Deployment in Egaleo 

Network Setup Deployment Option #3 of 2.2.1.2 

Test 

Configuration 

End Device 

Density: 

3 UEs 

used 

Mobility 

Level: 
2 m/s 

Has 

Background 

Traffic: 

Yes -all COSMOTE 

subscribers in the 

nearby area served 

by the gNB 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

• (COSMOTE) SIM cards with unlimited data usage 

• 5G mobile base station located in proximity to the trials is active 

• COSMOtools App on Android UE on-boarded on Drone 

• COSMOtools InfluxDB for automated collection of measurements 

• Iperf3 server in COSMOTE Data Center and OOKLA speedtest towards public server in Greece 

Test scenario 

1. Drone is positioned at the start line at one corner of the authorised flight volume, with enough battery 

for at least 10 min of flight time. 

2. After clearing the checklist, the drone starts the execution of the flight with a human operator on 5G 

C2. 

3. Drone executes the grid-pattern flight plan of Figure 49 at constant height at 15m for collecting signal 

strength measurements. 

4. Drone returns to the start position and land. 

5. Above [1-4] steps are repeated with drone executing the shorter s-pattern flight of Figure 50 to collect 

downlink measurements. 

6. Above [1-4] steps are repeated with drone executing the shorter s-pattern flight of Figure 50 to collect 

uplink measurements 

7. Above [1-6] steps are repeated with the mobile base station switched-off, to repeat measurements in a 

commercial un-optimised network 
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Egaleo Stadium Commercial 5G Network Performance for UAV flights 

 
Figure 49: Default Grid Flight Plan 

 
Figure 50: Shorter S-pattern Flight Plan 

 

Test variables 

• Distance between the Drone and gNB 

• Height of the Drone Flight 

• Number of Base Stations serving the Flight and respective RAT (Radio Access Type 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

Based on the 5G network planning, it is expected that through the 5G Booster the network KPIs to be 

reached are:  

• Latency 10-40 ms, average < 30 ms  

• Uplink bandwidth (UDP)  > 90 Mbps 

• Bandwidth Speedtest of > 1 Gbps 

Performance degradation and handovers are expected in the case of unoptimised 5G network, comparison 

is expected to reveal the performance gains of optimizing 

4.11.2.6 UAV C2 Application Measurements over 5G Test Case #6 

This test case involves the utilisation of a commercial 5G mobile station (VAN) to provide extended 5G 
capabilities. Network metrics related to UMS C2 and drone operation were collected with and without 
the 5G VAN.  

Egaleo Stadium UAV C2 Application Measurements 
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj.3  

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

C2 

Test Environment Field –Stavros Mavrothalassitis Stadium 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

• Drone DJI M300 RKT of Hepta Airborne 
– FLYSAFE-M300 Flight termination system 

• UMS on-board computer mounted on the drone 
– Running UL-ACE component 
– Connected to the drone using DJI OSDK expansion board 
– Using Quectel RM500Q-AE modem with 4x Taoglas TG.55.8113 antennas 

to get 5G connectivity 

• UMS C2 (Command & Control) laptop 
– Using Zyxel NR2101 modem to get 5G connectivity (connected through 

Ethernet to the modem) 
– Running UL-CCP (control and command), UL-UTM (UTM client) and UL-

WEB (GUI interface) components 

• Drones and laptop peered through Husarnet VPN with encrypted tunnels 
(IPv6/UDP) See Figure 51 for more details on the packet path. 
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Figure 51: UC4:SC1 Test Case #5 Deployment Setup 

Network Setup Deployment Option #3 in 2.2.1.2 

Test 
Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

3 
Mobility 
Level: 

2 m/s 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

Yes - all COSMOTE 
subscribers in the 
nearby area served by 
the gNB 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

• SIM cards from COSMOTE for both the drone and laptop modems 

• 5G van active 

• 5G van inactive to get comparison results 

• Flight plan and flight permissions granted 

• Safety pilot being ready to switch to manual flight if necessary and keeping eye contact  

Test scenario 

1. Drone is positioned at the start line at one corner of the authorised flight volume, with enough battery for 
at least 10 min of flight time 

2.  Flight plan is filed in anticipation in Web Portal 1: A template is used to shorten the time required for plan 
creation – it is only necessary to add the specific mission information, like day and time, select the UAV, 
add pilot name/license and modify the operation area, if different form already defined. Next the plan is 
saved as a new mission and has SCHEDULED status  

3. User logs to Trial Validator and requests the Operational Flight Plan Validation in UTM provided by FRQ 
(status changes to PROPOSED)  

4. UTM provider accepts the plan if no obstacles are preventing it – status is changed to APPROVED  
5. User can request take-off in Trial Validator (state changed to TAKEOFFREQUESTED) 
6. Take-off request is approved, if no obstacles identified by UTM algorithms which provide strategic 

deconfliction – status is changed to ACTIVATED  
7. When ACTIVATED status is reached, the experimenter should change the status to ACTIVE, what starts 

to label the measurements stored to KPI Component with label “ACTIVE” instead of “IDLE”  
8. The UAV can take-off when status is “ACTIVE”   
9. Unmanned Life UTM client (UL-UTM) starts sending the telemetry of the UAV to FRQ UTM system using 

the flight plan ID 
10. After clearing the checklist, the drone starts the execution of the flight with a human operator on 5G C2 

to start, monitor and call the drone back home or trigger an emergency landing 
11. Drone executes the grid-pattern flight plan (Figure 52) at constant height at 15m 
12. Metrics about latency and additional antenna information are collected every 3 seconds during the flight 

plan 
13. On every waypoint, the drone stops and collect a metric on the delay needed to receive the new 

command from the C2 laptop 
14. Drone returns to the start position and land 
15. Above is repeated but without the 5G van to get a comparison values 
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16. All of the above is repeated but measuring uplink bandwidth from the drone to the C2 laptop instead of 
latency and using a short S-pattern (Figure 53) for a shorter flight and avoid triggering the 5G network 
safety 

17. When the UAV is landed, the UTM flight plan status is changed to CLOSED 

 
Figure 52: Default Grid Flight Plan 

 
Figure 53: Shorter S-pattern Flight Plan 

 

Test variables 

• Position of the drone 

• Presence or absence of the 5G antenna van 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

• Latency, <100ms 
o Latency is measured from the drone to the C2 laptop. It is therefore including latency from drone 

to the core and latency from core to C2 laptop. See UMS network setup Figure 51 for more 
details on the routing of the packets. 

o Low latency criticality is dependent on the application. The drone is robust to relatively high 
latency because of its obstacle avoidance feature and on-board position controller, but low 
latency ensures better performances. 

• Delay at waypoint, <1s 
o Low C2 command delay criticality is dependent on the application. The drone is robust to 

relatively high delay (up to 1s) because of its obstacle avoidance feature and on-board position 
controller. 

• Uplink bandwidth from drone to C2 laptop, >3Mbps 
o Bandwidth is measured from the drone to the C2 laptop. It is therefore including uplink from 

drone to the network and downlink from network to C2 laptop as seen in Figure 51 
o Bandwidth is not pure pipe capacity but considered from the point of view of the application. 

Therefore, it is a single-threaded TCP bandwidth test. 

4.11.2.7 Ad-hoc Hotspot Connectivity over 5G Test Case #7 

Egaleo 
Stadium Ad-hoc Hotspot Connectivity over 5G 
Test Case 
Objective 

Obj.4 to evaluate the ad-hoc connectivity extension offered by UAVs 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

Ad hoc connectivity 

Test 
Environment 

Field –Stavros Mavrothalassitis Stadium 
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Egaleo 
Stadium Ad-hoc Hotspot Connectivity over 5G 

Test Deployment 
Setup 

• Drone DJI M300 RKT of Hepta Airborne 
– FLYSAFE-M300 Flight termination system 

• UMS on-board computer mounted on the drone 
– Running UL-ACE component 
– Connected to the drone using DJI OSDK expansion board 
– Using Quectel RM500Q-AE modem with 4x Taoglas TG.55.8113 antennas 

to get 5G connectivity    

• UMS C2 (Command & Control) laptop 
– Using Zyxel NR2101 modem to get 5G connectivity (connected through 

Ethernet to the modem) 
– Running UL-CCP (control and command), UL-UTM (UTM client) and UL-

WEB (GUI interface) components 

• Drones and laptop peered through Husarnet VPN with encrypted tunnels (IPv6/UDP). 
See Figure 54 below for more details on the packet path. 

 

Figure 54: UC4:SC1 Test Case #7 Deployment Setup 

Network Setup Deployment Option 3  in 2.2.1.2 

Test 
Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

High – 
through the 
WIFI CPE 

Mobility 
Level: 

2 m/s 
Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

Yes -all COSMOTE 
subscribers in the 
nearby area served 
by the gNB 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

• SIM cards from COSMOTE for the drone the laptop modems and the CPE 

• 5G van active 

• Flight plan and flight permissions granted 

• Safety pilot being ready to switch to manual flight if necessary and keeping eye contact  

5G CPE configurations 

Test scenario 

1. Drone is positioned at the start line at one corner of the authorised flight volume, with enough battery for 
at least 10 min of flight time. 

2. Flight plan is filed in anticipation in Web Portal 1: A template is used to shorten the time required for plan 
creation – it is only necessary to add the specific mission information, like day and time, select the UAV, 
add pilot name/license and modify the operation area, if different form already defined. Next the plan is 
saved as a new mission and has SCHEDULED status  

3. User logs to Trial Validator and requests the Operational Flight Plan Validation in UTM provided by FRQ 
(status changes to PROPOSED)  
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Egaleo 
Stadium Ad-hoc Hotspot Connectivity over 5G 

4. UTM provider accepts the plan if no obstacles are preventing it – status is changed to APPROVED  
5. User can request take-off in Trial Validator (state changed to TAKEOFFREQUESTED) 
6. Take-off request is approved, if no obstacles identified by UTM algorithms which provide strategic 

deconfliction – status is changed to ACTIVATED  
7. When ACTIVATED status is reached, the experimenter should change the status to ACTIVE, what starts 

to label the measurements stored to KPI Component with label “ACTIVE” instead of “IDLE”  
8. The UAV can take-off when status is “ACTIVE”   
9. Unmanned Life UTM client (UL-UTM) starts sending the telemetry of the UAV to FRQ UTM system using 

the flight plan ID 
10. After clearing the checklist, the drone starts the execution of the flight with a human operator on 5G C2 

to start, monitor and call the drone back home or trigger an emergency landing 
11. Drone executes the grid-pattern flight plan at constant height at 15m 
12. Metrics about latency and additional antenna information are collected every 3 seconds during the flight 

plan 
13. On every waypoint, the drone stops and collects a metric on the delay needed to receive the new 

command from C2 laptop 
14. Drone returns to the start position and land 
15. When the UAV is landed, the UTM flight plan status is changed to CLOSED 

.  

Figure 55: Default Grid Flight Plan 
 

Test variables 

• Position of the drone 

• User load on the Wi-Fi CPE 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

• Latency, <100ms 
o Latency is measured from the drone to the C2 laptop. It is therefore including latency from drone 

to the core and latency from core to C2 laptop as shown in Figure 54. 
o Low latency criticality is dependent on the application. The drone is robust to relatively high 

latency because of its obstacle avoidance feature and on-board position controller, but low 
latency ensures better performances. 

• Delay at waypoint, <1s 

• Low C2 command delay criticality is dependent on the application. The drone is robust to relatively high 
delay (up to 1s) because of its obstacle avoidance feature and on-board position controller. 
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4.11.3 KPIs 

Table 44: Target KPIs of the UC4:SC1 trial 

Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

Throughput19   
3GPP consolidated KPIs for 
UAV considers an uplink 
data rate between 4 Mbps 
and 9 Mbps for video 
streaming for the provision of 
HD video streaming. 
Considering the case of 4K 
video, the target value is 
increased further since 
3GPPP recommends 120 
Mbps for a 4*4K surveillance 
system 

>50 Mbps Network Downlink Rate > 1 Gbps  
From the network perspective, target 
downlink rates are set by the nominal 
characteristics of the equipment 
(RAN/Transport) employed and the TDD 
pattern used to share the bandwidth 
between uplink and downlink 
transmissions. 

(for this target) 
4.11.2.5  
(for other 
targets) 
4.11.2.4  
4.11.2.1, 
4.11.2.2 

Network Uplink Rate > 60 Mbps 
From the network perspective, target 
downlink rates are set by the nominal 
characteristics of the equipment 
(RAN/Transport) employed and the TDD 
pattern used to share the bandwidth 
between uplink and downlink 
transmissions. 
It is noteworthy that the 3GPP TS 22.186 
version 16.2.0 Release 16 sets the 
upload limits for video sharing between 
a UE supporting V2X application and a 
V2X application server to 10Mbps and 
can be considered a reference value for 
minimum uplink rate requirements. 

4.11.2.5, 
4.11.2.5 

UAV Uplink Bandwidth > 3 Mbps 
The target is set specifically for the UMS 
Control System and video quality 
demands taking into consideration the 
performance constraints from the 
necessary VPN tunnels to ensure 
security. 

4.11.2.6, 

Latency 
3GPP considers different 
target values for control 
latency based on the planned 
service. The proposed target 
value is 10 ms, which covers 
a great variety of services, 
considering that it provides 
an accurate control 
environment for the UAV. 

<= 10 ms Network Latency <=40 ms 
The initial target value set for latency (10 
ms) is relevant to the radio access part, 
which cannot be explicitly measured in 
the Athens trials due to the lack of 
specialised over-the-air measurement 
tools. Instead, the end-to-end 
measurement including RAN, backhaul, 
core network has been measured, and 
the revised target is reflecting the 
addition of these elements. 

4.11.2.5 

UAV to C2 latency < 200 ms 
Apart from the network latency, the 
latency between the drone and the C2 
station needs to be measured. Due to 
the way drones are controlled, as 
expected in the deployment setups of 
the test cases and the expected 
behaviour, network is less critical 

4.11.2.6, 
4.11.2.7 

 

19 Aligning the KPI definitions of D1.1 with 5GPP work (https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-ppp-white-paper-beyond-5g-6g-kpis-
and-target-values/), the term Throughput is used instead of Capacity as initially stated. 
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Initially Specified KPIs (D1.1) 
Revised KPIs 

Related Test 
Case (s) Name Target 

UAV C2 command delay < 1 sec 
Delay needed to acknowledge success 
of current command and receive new 
command from the C2 station has been 
revised based on the deployment setup 
of the test cases. 

0, 4.11.2.7 

Service Creation Time  
The target KPI value 
proposed by 5G-PPP is the 
reduction of the average 
service creation time from 90 
days to 90 min. 

Aim at 
decreasing the 
service creation 
time by at least 
one order of 
magnitude, 
compared to 
4G. 

Slice creation, and instantiation of other 
probes of the 5Genesis service like iPerf 
server for throughput measurements, or 
Ping server tool for Round Trip Time or 
delay (RTT) measurements as part of 
the Network Services required for the 
experiment’s execution <30s 

4.11.2.1 

4.11.4 Data Flows & Metrics 

Table 45: UC4:SC1 Metrics Collection Flow 

Data Source Component Data Log Metric Collected Post Processing 
COSMOTE Tools Influx DB Log File offline 

loaded to KPI 
component 

Coverage, Throughput, E2E 
Round Trip Time 

Synchronise start 
timestamps between 
network and application 
measurements.  
Formatting from log file to 
JSON for upload to Elastic 
Kibana 

UMS on-board computer Log file Latency to C2 laptop with 
position (latitude, longitude, 
height). 

Formatting from log file to 
JSON for upload to Elastic 
Kibana 

UMS on-board computer Log file C2 command delay with 
position (latitude, longitude, 
height). 

Formatting from log file to 
JSON for upload to Elastic 
Kibana 

UMS on-board computer Log file Uplink bandwidth to C2 
laptop. 

Formatting from log file to 
JSON for upload to Elastic 
Kibana 

UMS on-board computer Log file Modem info (RAT, band, 
signal strength, SINR, cell 
ID). 

Formatting from log file to 
JSON for upload to Elastic 
Kibana 

5Genesis Iperf agents  Log File offline 
loaded to KPI 
component 

Throughput, E2E Round Trip 
Time 

Formatting from log file to 
JSON for upload to Elastic 
Kibana 
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5 Trial Process  
This section summarises the planning and execution of the final trials that have taken place as part of 
the Task 4.2 Preparation and execution of trials. 

5.1 Technical Tests and Final Trials 2021-2022   

During the Task 4.2 Trials, the D4.3 document Trials plan was prepared, which was submitted on July 
31, 2021 (Ref: D4.3). Feasibility tests results and Trials plan up to 31.06.2021 are described in 
document D4.3 [13]. Considering that these are technically complex trials, the activities were planned 
in an iterative process as follows: 

• Technical tests 1st round     2021 July-December  
• Technical tests 2nd round    2022 January-July  
• Final trials         2022 August-September  

5.1.1 Technical Tests 1st round 2021 July-December 

In the second half of 2021, technical tests began on all 5G platforms and were carried out as follows: 

• Athens (5GENESIS) Platform     01.07.2021 
• University of Oulu (5GTN) Platform  24.-27.08.2021 
• University of Aalto Platform     19.-20.08.2021 

• EURECOM (5G-EVE) Platform    17.-18.12.2021 

The goals of the 2021 technical tests were: 

1. Test the results of Integration Release 1 compiled during Task 4.1 with practical flights 
2. To test the enablers developed during WP2 and WP3 of the 5G!Drones project 
3. Check drone flight documentation and scenarios for compliance with national regulations and 

local CAA (Civil Aviation Authority) practices. 

To fulfil the first objective, test cases were prepared, which were tested in practice, and the results were 
taken into account in the implementation of the next Integration Releases. Web Portal 1 and 2 enablers 
as well as technologies and additional applications developed by all partners were used to fulfil the 2nd 
objective. In order to fulfil the third objective, proper drone flights were made in each location and the 
corresponding drone and radio communication permits were requested. Since in 2021 there was still a 
transition period in the EU countries regarding EC directive 947/2019, drone operators were still 
operating in the field of national regulations in Finland, Greece and France.The 5G!Drones Emergency 
Response Plan (ERP) was used and adapted, which describes Flight Operation Coordination under 
Normal, Abnormal and Emergency conditions. 

Figure 56, Figure 57 below show the 5G!Drones teams that conducted Round#1 Technical tests at the 
Athens OTE Academy testbed and University of Oulu in August 2021. 

 
Figure 56: 5G!Drones Partners Finalised Technical Tests round #1 at OTE Academy Athens testbed 
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Figure 57: 5G!Drones Partners Finalised Technical Tests round #1 at the University of Oulu  

5.1.2 Technical Tests 2nd round 2022 January-July 

Based on the results of the Technical tests 1st round conducted in 2021, the main focus was on 
ensuring the stable operation of 5G SA base stations and ensuring connectivity between the 5G SA 
network and the modems on board the drones. CAF and ALE used Quectel RM500 and RM510 series 
modems, and other partners used 5G smartphones. 

All four 5G facilities have 5G SA networks intended for research, which were introduced from 2021, so 
their configuration and testing were time-consuming. At the same time, the connectivity of various 5G 
commercial smartphones and 5G modems to 5G SA networks was limited, because 5G SA networks 
had not yet been introduced by mobile operators in the world. Only a few smartphone models were 
suitable for use, and the configuration of 5G modems also required special settings and configuration. 
It is important to note that all four facilities exchanged information and, if necessary, helped each other 
configure their 5G smartphones. 

In June 2022, CAFA conducted drone tests in Aalto, EURECOM and Oulu as part of the technical tests 
2nd round. During the drone tests, the connectivity of the 5G modem of the CAFA PX4 cellular drone 
to 5G SA networks was tested. A Quectel modem for the CAFA cellular drone was sent to NCSRD, with 
connectivity and setup performed by the NCSRD team in July 2022. 

HEP, FLAP, ALE, NOK also conducted connectivity tests and made necessary technical developments. 

WP4 bi-weekly meetings and special Preparations meetings were used for preparation and 
coordination, which usually started 4 weeks before the technical tests. 

The main conclusion of Technical tests Round #2 was that since it was 5G research networks, 
bandwidth and coverage were limited, so the execution of the scenarios had to be adjusted. 

Considering the experience and recommendations of the University of Oulu, other project partners also 
decided to use Kaitotek Qosium software for 5G QoS measurements. To minimize the risks during the 
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final trials, the UAV partners developed a backup plan (spare drone, spare parts, software backups, 
etc.) so that the final trials could be carried out on the planned dates.  

Owners of 5G platforms tested their equipment and prepared backup plans so that the final trials could 
be carried out on the planned dates. 

By the end of July 2022, the goal of the 2nd round Technical tests had been achieved: a 5G SA network 
had been deployed and configured in all four 5G facilities, and its connectivity with 5G modems and 5G 
smartphones had been tested. 

Facility owners had also carried out measurements to identify which locations have sufficient 5G SA 
coverage to pass the final tests. 

5.1.3 Final Trials 2022 

Final trials were conducted on the dates of August-September 2022, as presented in Table 46 below. 
All 5G!Drones partners participated in the final trials, most of them physically on site and some also 
remotely. 

Table 46: Dates of the 5G!Drones Final Trials 

Trials round ORA Aalto Oulu Athens EURECOM 
Final trials 2022 JUNE 17, 23 AUG 15, 18 AUG 20-26 SEP 05-08 SEP 16-17 

5.1.3.1 Final Trials at Aalto University Platform  

Configurations and changes were carried out on the Aalto University platform on August 15, and final 
trials were carried out on August 18 in the following scenarios: 

• UC1:SC1 C2 UAV traffic management (CAF)   

• UC1:SC1 Logistics (CAF)  

• UC3:SC2 UAV-based IoT data collection (AU)  

Figure 58 shows 5G!Drones partners conducting final trials at Aalto University. 

 

Figure 58: 5G!Drones Partners Conducting Final Trials at Aalto University 18.08.2022 

5.1.3.2 Final Trials at University of Oulu (5GTN) Platform 

On August 20-21, configurations and settings and the last measurements of the 5G SA coverage area 
were carried out on the Oulu University platform. UO provided a 5G SA network as well as a 5G NSA 
and 4G network and edge servers for conducting various tests. From August 22-26, final trials were 
conducted in Oulu in the following scenarios: 

• UC1:SC1 C2 UAV traffic management (CAF)   
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• UC1:SC2 3D mapping and supporting visualisation/analysis software for UTM (UO)  

• UC2:SC3 Public safety/saving lives: Police, incl. counter-UAS (CAF)  

• UC3:SC1:SubSc1 5G QoS measurements (CAF)  

• UC3:SC1:SubSc2 Long range power line inspection (HEP, FLA)  

• UC3:SC1:SubSc3 Search and Rescue drone flight (ALE)  

• UC3:SC3 Location of UE in non-GPS environments (NOK, UO) 

Figure 59 presents 5G!Drones partners after final trials at Oulu University on 26.08.2022. 

 

Figure 59: 5G!Drones Partners after Final trials at Oulu University on 26.08.2022  

5.1.3.3 Final Trials at Athens (5GENESIS) Platform 

In Athens, the final trials were held on September 5-8, 2022 at the MoE Stadium. 
NCSRD provided a 5G SA network and an edge server, which was used to conduct drone tests on 
September 5-6. On September 7-8, the COS commercial 5G network was also used to conduct tests. 
The tests were performed for the following scenario: 

• UC4:SC1 Connectivity extension and offloading (NCSRD, CAF, COS, FLA, HEP, MoE, UMS, 
FRQ, DRR).  

Figure 60 below presents 5G!Drones partners after final trials at the MoE stadium 06.09.2022. 
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Figure 60: 5G!Drones Partners after Final Trials at the MoE stadium 06.09.2022  

On September 8, 2022, a 5G!Drones project showcasing event was held at the MoE Stadium in Athens, 
using the COSMOTE 5G field Base station on top of the COS van (on the background). Figure 61 below 
presents 5G!Drones partners after this showcasing event. 

 

Figure 61: 5G!Drones Partners after 5G!Drones Showcasing at MoE Stadium 08.09.2022 

5.1.3.4 Final Trials at EURECOM (5G-EVE) Platform   

Using the EURECOM platform, final trials were conducted on September 16-17, 2022 in the following 
scenarios: 

•  UC1:SC1 C2 UAV traffic management (INV, CAF)   

•  UC2:SC1 Public safety/saving lives: Monitoring a wildfire (AIR) 

EUR-I provided a 5G SA network and servers on the OpenShift platform, in which application containers 
could be deployed. CAFA deployed a C2 container with a UTM interface application to control the CAFA 
drone and share telemetry to the UTM system. AIR deployed an MCS container. The Leman tracker 
receiver was built by INV. Figure 62 below presents 5G!Drones partners after EURECOM final trials on 
17.09.2022.   
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Figure 62: 5G!Drones Partners after EURECOM Final Trials on 17.09.2022.   

5.1.3.5 Final Trials at ORA Commercial 5G platform 

Measurements and drone flights of UC3:SC1:SubSc1 Situation awareness: 5G QoS measurements 
were performed by ORA and a local drone partner on June 17 and 23, 2022 in the Bretigny region of 
France. Drone flights and 5G coverage measurements were performed at heights of 50m AGL and 
120m AGL. 
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6 Evaluation Process 
This section presents the results of the trials, using quantitative analysis with the help of the visualisation 
and KPI analytics components developed within the project. A structured approach has been preferred 
to achieve a condensed yet complete and harmonised presentation of results, based on Annex E – Test 
Case Template.  

Consequently, the section is structured per use case, and reports individually results per each test case 
defined. A final key takeaway note per use case, cumulative from the assessment of all test cases 
results is also provided. 

6.1 UC1:SC1 UAV traffic management: UTM command and control 
application 

6.1.1 Presentation of Test Cases Results 

6.1.1.1 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation Test Case #1  

Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation  

Test Execution 
Date 

16-17/09/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

CAF/EUR/FRQ/DRR/INV 

Number of 
repetitions 

1 

Test's 
comments 

Tests were performed during the physical tests in EUR on 17.09.2022 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 Login to Web Portal 1 

ID #2 UAV creation in Web Portal 1 

ID #3 Using template for new plan creation 

ID #4 Redirection to Web Portal 2 and configuration of 5G in Web Portal 2 

ID #5 Redirection to Trial Validator, asking for plan approval – OK – status changed to PROPOSED 

ID #6 Plan approval in UTM (FRQ SmartSIS) 

ID #7 On time for execution LCM starts to work and changes the plan statuses accordingly 

ID #8 After verification of the UAV readiness, UAV pilot requests take-off in Trial Validator 

ID #9 UTM is approving the flight in SmartSIS application 

ID #10 
After approval from UTM, pilot changes the plan in Web Portal 1 status to ACTIVE by pressing 
“Activate Measurements” 

ID #11 Flight phase – status is ACTIVE, UAV is visible in the UTM system, shared with other UTMs 

ID #12 When UAV is landed, pilot terminates the flight in SmartSIS by pressing the “Close” button 

ID #13 Pilot stops operation in Web Portal 1, press “Stop Operation button” 

ID #14 The plan is accessible in Web Portal 1, in details view 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Tests were performed during the sessions for UC1SC1 (CAF and INV). 
Measure of success was successful walkthrough the entire process of Operational Flight 
planning and execution phase. At the end the plan should be in FINISHED state (CLOSED 
is also possible).  

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 1 Figure 64 Pass 
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Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation  

ID #2 1 
Figure 65 shows the UAV definition. This UAV was used for the tests 
in EUR. Pass 

ID #3 1 

Figure 66 shows the planned area of operation, where the permit for 
UAV operation was valid. It is limited by the access roads to the EUR 
building, it spans over the terraces of EUR building and parking lot. 
Figure 67 shows that the plan is created and status is changed to 
SCHEDULED.  Pass 

ID #4 1 Figure 68 Configuration done; status changed to SCHEDULED2 Pass 

ID #5 1 
Figure 69 Asking for plan approval in Trial Validator – status changed 
to PROPOSED Pass 

ID #6 1 
Figure 70 OK – It was possible to approve the plan and status 
changed to APPROVED Pass 

ID #7 1 NOK – LCM did not return any status after the time of the test arrived Not Passed 

ID #8 1 
Figure 71 OK – pilot asked for take-off, status changed to 
TAKEOFFREQUESTED Pass 

ID #9 1 
Figure 72 OK – plan was visible and approved, status changed to 
ACTIVATED Pass 

ID #10 1 

NOK – Not possible after the LCM failure to set ACTIVE status, but 
the flight was performed as planned and visible in the INV, FRQ and 
DRR web portals. Not Passed 

ID #11 1 

Figure 73 UAV performs the mission according to the plan, FRQ UTM 
is updated with UAV position, DRR UTM is receiving the same info 
from FRQ UTM Pass 

ID #12 1 NOK – not possible after LCM sent the FAIL status Not passed 

ID #13 1 LCM was not working Not passed 

ID #14 1 
Figure 73, Figure 74, OK - it’s possible to see the plan details and the 
log with status changes, with the timestamps Pass 

Result Diagrams 

Explanation to checkpoints is presented in Figure 63 that builds upon Figure 22 and shows the checkpoints for 
the test case #1, representing the entire process of Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution. Values 
in pink corresponds to the checkpoints and were placed in the respective modules under test.  

 

Figure 63: Checkpoints relation to the specific module under test 
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Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation  

 

Figure 64: Logging interface to Web Portal 1 

 

Figure 65: UAV defined in Web Portal 1 – section UAV description 
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Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation  

 

Figure 66: Area of operation for plan “20220917_EUR_tests” 

Figure 67 to Figure 73 show the statuses and timestamps changes during the test. They are stored in repository 
database and pushed to Web Portal 1 following the form of the table for detailed plan view. 

 

Figure 67: Status SCHEDULED 

 

Figure 68: Status SCHEDULED_2 

 

Figure 69: Status PROPOSED 

 

Figure 70: Status APPROVED 

 

Figure 71: Status TAKEOFFREQUESTED 

 

Figure 72: Status ACTIVATED 

 

Figure 73: Status CLOSED 

 

The plan is accessible after the test is finished and the log is existing (see Figure 67 below). All the screenshots 
above were done after the end of the test. 
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Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation  

 

Figure 74: Plan details accessible after the trial 

Comments to failed checkpoints #7, #10, #12, #13: 
In EUR the process of Operation Flight Plan preparation and execution was tested by partners running the 
UC1:SC1: CAF, EUR and INV. Certain checkpoints failed due to the reasons mentioned below. After consultation 
with all partners, it was decided, by Cafa leading the test as responsible for the flight operation, that the test will 
be continued. 
#7 - The LCM module was not running and thus not returning any status. It was not possible immediately to 
check the reason, because the tests were performed on Saturday and not all responsible partners were available 
for troubleshooting. We decided to proceed further with test, by triggering EUR 5G network configuration 
manually. 
#10 - The flight was approved and executed, despite of problem with LCM. The UAV position and status were 
visible in involi.live, FRQ and DRR UTMs. All measurements were collected. 
#12 – Due to the problem with LCM, it was not possible to terminate the flight in a usual way, because the control 
buttons in Web Portal 1 are activated based on the actual statuses. 
# 13 – The button “Stop Operation” was not accessible after LCM failure – it was not possible to terminate the 
process as usual. Hence instead of FINISHED status from LCM, at the end we have CLOSED status from FRQ 
UTM system. 

6.1.1.2 Measuring the 5G Link Performance Test Case #2 

Test Case #2 5G link performance measurements 
Test Execution 
Date 

16-17/09/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

CAF/EUR/INV 

Number of 
repetitions 

3 

Test's 
comments 

Tests were performed during the physical tests in EUR on 17.09.2022 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 End-to-end latency < 20 ms 

ID #2 Power headroom > 0  

ID #3  bler < 0.01 for 95% of the samples 
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Test Case #2 5G link performance measurements 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 
1 

Figure 75 depicts the latency of sending a batch of 
packets, 1000 Bytes each, at 100ms time intervals, 
from the UE to the Edge server. Pass 

ID #2 

1 

Figure 76 depicts the PHR variation over time during 
the execution of UC1:SC1 for two UEs (a Drone 
(Uplink UE) and a Ground Station (Downlink UE)) 
 Fail 

ID #3 
1 

Figure 77 depicts the variation of the 1st transmission 
round BLER over time during the execution of 
UC1:SC1 for the two UEs.   Pass 

Result Diagrams 

Figure 75 depicts the latency between the UE and the Edge with payloads of size 1KB (which emulates sending 
telemetry data). We notice that more than 90% of the samples are below 12 ms. 

 

Figure 75: Latency between UE and the Edge 

 

Figure 76: Power Headroom 
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Test Case #2 5G link performance measurements 
Figure 76 depicts the power headroom measured by UEs. The Uplink UE (i.e., the UE sending the telemetry) 
experienced negative PHR which means that the UE is using more than its maximum power capacity. This is 
due to the location of the trials which has been chosen because of the good GPS lock but it has a bad coverage 
(a building between the gNodeB and the UEs). 

 

Figure 77: BLER Measured for uRLLC Slice 

Figure 77 depicts the variation of Bler for the 1st transmission round over time during the execution of UC1:SC1 
for the two UEs (Drone and ground station). We notice that more than 95% of the samples are lower than 10%. 
However, we used 4 transmission rounds and RLC AM (Acknowledge Mode) to enhance the transmission 
reliability. As a result, the loss rate at the final round was 0, which is suitable for uRLLC use case. 

 
Figure 78: EURECOM 5G SA network SINR Values Measured by CAFA PX4 Drone 17.09.2022 
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Test Case #2 5G link performance measurements 
Figure 78 above describes EURECOM 5G SA network SINR values measured by CAFA PX4 drone with Qosium 
Probe software at altitude 15m AGL on 17th September 2022 

Table 47 depicts RSRP, and SINR of EURECOM 5G SA network captured by CAFA Pix4 drone and Qosium 
Probe software during three flights at altitude 15m AGL.    

Table 47: RSRP, RSRQ, SINR of EURECOM 5G SA Network Captured by CAFA Pix4 drone and Qosium 

  RSRP [dBm] RSRQ [dB] SINR [dB] 

AVERAGE -69 -11 17 

MAX -54 -11 18 

MIN -74 -11 17 
 

6.1.1.3 Interoperability of INV components with UTM systems Test Case #3 

Test Case #3 Interoperability of INV components with UTM systems 
Number of 
repetitions 

1 

Test Execution 
Date 

16-17/09/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

CAF/EUR/FRQ/DRR/INV 

Test's 
comments 

 Test performed on 17.09.2022 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 Traffic from G-1090 ADS-B/Flarm receiver is visible in involi.live web portal 

ID #2 LEMAN tracker is visible in involi.live web portal 

ID #3   Traffic from G-1090 ADS-B/Flarm receiver is visible in FRQ UTM web portal (SmartSIS) 

ID #4 LEMAN tracker is visible in FRQ UTM web portal (SmartSIS) 

ID #5 LEMAN tracker is visible in DRR UTM web portal 

ID #6 
LEMAN tracker is visible through local broadcast mechanism in OpenDroneID application on 
a mobile phone (Samsung S10) 

ID #7 Tracks were collected in KPI Component for reporting and logging purposes. 

ID #8 The update periodicity of the airplane track messages should be at least every 4 sec (0.25Hz). 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

  

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 1 Figure 79, Figure 80 Pass 

ID #2 1 Figure 81 Pass 

ID #3 1 Figure 82  Pass 

ID #4 1 Figure 83 Pass 

ID #5 1 Figure 84 Pass 

ID #6  1 

 

Figure 85 Pass 

ID #7  1 - 4 Figure 86, Figure 87, Figure 88 Pass 

ID #8 1 - 4 Figure 89 Pass 
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Test Case #3 Interoperability of INV components with UTM systems 

Result Diagrams 

Figure 79 below shows the actual traffic visible in involi.live interface. The G-1090 receiver (Figure 80) was 
installed on the terace of the EURECOM building, with no obstructions towards south and south-east. North-west 
direction was partially obstructed by the building and the terrain, which is climbing up. The detection of the ADS-
B transmitters depends on their power, and for the 200W, it can reach up to 450km. 

 

Figure 79: involi.live Interface with Drone and Actual Traffic Around 

 

Figure 80: G-1090 Receiver Installed in EUR Campus 

Figure 81 shows the involi.live web interface and visible Remote ID tracker, and the aerial traffic situation around 
the trial area. This gives good situational awareness to the pilot. 
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Test Case #3 Interoperability of INV components with UTM systems 

 

Figure 81: involi.live Interface with Drone and Actual Traffic Around 

Figure 82 shows the aerial traffic situation around EURECOM in FRQ UTM system (SmartSIS). FRQ subscribed 
to the INV data stream and receives data from INV cenral server. 

 

Figure 82: FRQ SmartSIS UTM interface 

Figure 83 shows FRQ portal with drones – one drone icon represents drone position reported by drone telemetry 
and the second by INV remote ID tracker. 
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Test Case #3 Interoperability of INV components with UTM systems 

 

Figure 83: FRQ SmartSIS with Drone Position 

Figure 84 shows the tracker visible in the DRR UTM system. ID = 867648044456703 marked below in the red 
rectangle belongs to INV LEMAN tracker. 

 

Figure 84: DRR UTM Interface 

The LEMAN Remote ID tracker was sending the broadcast messages visible around the flight location.  

Figure 85 below shows the OpenDroneID application, which is able to capture and decode the messages 

broadcasted by Remote ID tracker and display it for any user being in the close distance from the operating 
drone. Unfortunately, not every smartphone is compatible with the application – only devices supporting Wi-Fi 
Aware (Neighbourhood Aware Networking - NAN) mode are capable of decoding the messages. In our case we 
were using Samsung Galaxy S10 device. 
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Test Case #3 Interoperability of INV components with UTM systems 

 
Figure 85: An Example of the Information Visible in Open Drone ID Application 

Figure 86 and Figure 87 (zoom to the EUR area) shows the cumulative airplane tracks for all performed tests. 
They can be used for further analysis or investigation, in case of violation of the rules, loss of the drone control 
or accident. 

 

Figure 86: Overall View of the Captured Airplane Tracks during Tests 
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Test Case #3 Interoperability of INV components with UTM systems 

 

Figure 87: Airplane Tracks Registered during Tests – Zoom to EUR area 

Figure 88 below shows the LEMAN Remote ID tracker position collected during the tests in KIP Component. It 
corresponds well to the path, which was flown by UAS. 

 

Figure 88: LEMAN Remote ID tracks collected during the test 
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Test Case #3 Interoperability of INV components with UTM systems 
Figure 89 shows the airplane tracks update performance, for the messages sent by INV central server to the 
subscribed clients. The airplane average update rate is around 1.8 sec, which is well below 4 sec required for Air 
Traffic Control systems. 

 

Figure 89: Frequency of the Airplane Tracks Updates vs Required Minimum 

6.1.2 Key takeaways 

UC1:SC1 tests were completed by the number of flights. The G-1090 receiver was feeding the airplane 
traffic to INV server, and from there to the FRQ UTM system, which subscribed to the service. The 
Remote ID tracker was as well visible in involi.live and in FRQ and DRR UTM systems, through the 
subscription. The streams were stable and well above the minimum refresh frequency requirement. 
This test demonstrated the capability of deployed components to provide the live data to UAS Operator, 
thus increasing his situational awareness. The same data streams can be fed to ATM, assuring that all 
parties are working on the same data set and can make the decisions according to the actual situation. 
The integration of drone C2 systems with FRQ and DRR UTM systems enables real-time sharing of 
drone location and flight plan submission, which are prerequisites for different drones to use the same 
airspace at the same time. 

Due to the flight permit restrictions, it was not possible to verify the C2 link performance in the different 
radio conditions – signal was steady in the area, where the drone was allowed to fly. It’ is recommended 
to validate the results in the commercial networks of several operators, to study the impact of the 
network parametrisation, which is different from one implementation to another. Another limitation is 
only one gNB, which excludes the possibility to see the impact of the handovers and serving MEC de-
placement. 

UC1:SC1 tests showed that using cloud native containers for C2 and UTM integration plugin is a reliable 
and effective solution. CAFA conducted fully automated drone flights controlled by a C2 container. 5G 
SA communication was uninterrupted, which is an important value that cellular (5G) networks offer 
compared to radio remote controllers. Generating a 5G SA slice using WebPortal2 is an important value 
for drone operators, because this way operators can be sure of guaranteed slice usage in mission-
critical service. Once the drone is in the air, maintaining communication with it is mission critical, as it 
must be possible to always contact the drone. The deployment of C2 and other application containers 
on a server in a 5G network provides additional reliability and cyber security. The OpenShift server 
enabled the deployment of Docker containers in less than 15 minutes, which meets the expectations of 
the drone industry.  

Finally, the LCM unavailability revealed the necessity of the system health monitoring and reacting to 
the failures that were not implemented in this prototype. Fortunately, the Web Portal 1 and whole Trial 
Engine usability were successfully tested during earlier sessions in Oulu and Aalto. 
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6.2 UC1:SC2 UAV traffic management: 3D mapping and supporting 
visualisation/analysis software for UTM 

6.2.1 Presentation of Test Cases Results 

Data visualisation was done in real-time, and measured data was also logged into on-board computer’s 
memory to be used later. In real-time visualisation the LiDAR’s 3D point cloud data were streamed via 
Wi-Fi to 5G to visualisation computer. Reflectivity and range were used to plot the point cloud data 
shown in Figure 90.  

5G network was not available for two days of the test period due to maintenance issues. Real-time 
Nemo streaming was not available due to license issues. However, successful measurement with Nemo 
handy was made and plotted offline. As an example of the issues faced, used modem sent wrong APN 
name, network configuration required fixed IP address (which was not known by user) etc. 

Due non-livestream mode of available Nemo license during trial, data from Nemo was postprocessed 
and later plotted to the 3D visualisation software. Nemo gives values in specific location for 
synchronisation signal reference signal received power (SS-RSRP), synchronisation signal signal-to-
noise and interference ratio (SS-SINR). The measured SS-RSRP ranges from -117,6 dBm to -78,6 dBm 
and the average was -105,0 dBm. The measured SS-SINR values range from -14,8 dB to 35,4 dB and 
the average was -8,1 dB. SS-RSRP values are plotted as orange bars and SS-SINR values are plotted 
as yellow bars which are shown in Figure 90 and Figure 91. SS-RSRP is scaled so that when the value 
is –120 dBm, the bar is 0 meters high and when the signal is –60 dBm the bar is 30 meters high. SS-
SINR is scaled so that when the value is –14,9 dB, the bar is 0 meters high and when the signal is 35,5 
dB the bar is 30 meters high. Also, WGS84 (lat+lon) latitude-longitude coordinates for converted to 
metric coordinates ETRS89 / TM35FIN.  

First setup of the cable drone and the visualisation took approximately two hours. Later when the cable 
drone’s cables were already installed, and new measurements or changes to the payload had to be 
made, the setup time was between 10 to 30 minutes. Additionally, a DJI mini 2 drone was used to 
collect aerial image from the testing location as part of the first setup. Data was then processed to be 
used in 3D visualisation shown in Figure 90, Figure 91 and Figure 92. 

6.2.1.1 Visualisation of Coverage Measurements and Lidar streaming Test Case #1 

Test Case #1 Visualisation of Coverage Measurements and Lidar streaming 
Test Execution 
Date 

22-26/08/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

UO 

Number of 
repetitions 

1, Nemo: 42 minutes, 3DLidar: 42 minutes 

Test's 
comments 

22-26/08/2022 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 
Position of the plotted bars representing the signal metrics data have to follow the position 
measured with Xsens MTi-G-710 GNSS/INS in the visualisation 

ID #2 Height of the plotted bars have to vary according to the signal metrics data 

ID #3 Ground has to be recognisable from the point cloud 

ID #4 3D point clouds have to match the visualisation’s world 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

 

Test results 
Test 
run  

Diagrams Result 

ID #1 1 Figure 90: Oblique presentation of visualisation  Pass 

ID #2 1 Figure 91: Side view presentation of visualisation  Pass 

ID #3 1 Figure 92: A screenshot of 3D point cloud data from LiDAR. Pass 
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Test Case #1 Visualisation of Coverage Measurements and Lidar streaming 
ID #4 1 Figure 93: 3D point cloud data from LiDAR in visualisation Pass 

Result Diagrams 

 

Figure 90: Oblique Presentation of Visualisation 

In Figure 90 the bars are plotted to the measured GPS coordinates from the Nemo. Position follows the cable 
with good accuracy. UTM requires the path of the cable drone which is shown as a red line. The red line is plotted 
with location data from Xsens MTi-G-710 GNSS/INS. 

 

Figure 91: Side View Presentation of Visualisation 

Height of the bars visualise the measured values of SS-RSRP and SS-SINR are shown in Figure 91.  Higher 
bars represent higher values. This makes it easier to compare these signal parameters in measured locations. 

 

Figure 92: A screenshot of 3D Point Cloud Data from LiDAR. 
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Test Case #1 Visualisation of Coverage Measurements and Lidar streaming 
Figure 92 shows the point cloud data which was streamed in real-time and logged to the computer. Car park line 
markings reflect the laser and are visual in the point cloud data. 

 

Figure 93: 3D Point Cloud Data from LiDAR in Visualisation 

Figure 93 shows the point cloud data which was streamed visualisation and prior 3d map from photogrammetry 
is compared to real-time streamed point cloud. 

6.2.2 Key Takeaways 

Cable drone served well as a drone replacement platform for testing various instruments that would be 
otherwise hard to test with traditionally flying drone. In addition to high payload capacity (~20 kg), a 
major advantage was also ease of permission procedure, which only required permission from the park 
lot supervisor. Even heavier payloads can be equipped as well as radio equipment which needs 
complex permission procedure, an attractive feature especially on prototype-kind of equipment. As 
cable drone can operated automatically, without pilot, it can make more measurements periodically 
without requiring human operator on the site. 

Combining photogrammetry data and real-time visualised data from drone lidars requires complex 
coordinate alignment, even when high precision GNSS equipment is used.  

6.3 UC1:SC3 UAV traffic management: UAV logistics 

6.3.1 Presentation of Test Cases Results 

The purpose of the test cases was to test how UAVs thanks to 5G network capabilities can provide 
logistics solutions. To evaluate the trial objectives, the following test cases were defined to be executed. 

• Test case #1  Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation 

• Test case #2  Measuring 5G link performance for communication between UAV and Ground 
Control Station for automated and teleoperated UAV flights 

• Test case #3  Measuring the usability and continuity of the 5G MEC or edge server provided 
by the 5G network operator for C2 application deployment to manage and control automated 
UAV flights.  

6.3.1.1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation Test Case #1 

Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation 
Test Execution 
Date 

18/08/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

CAF/AU/FRQ/DRR 

Number of 
repetitions 

2  
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Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation 
Test's 
comments 

 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 
Drone C2 container works and drone operator has access to C2 container application to 
create and monitor flight plan 

ID #2 
Drone is visible in UTM system. Validation: to log into FRQ UTM system and check if the 
drone is visible in UTM system.  

ID #3 Drone performs medicine delivery flight as planned 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Field tests with local 5G network and with Internet connection to check UTM side  

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 
1-2 

Figure 94 depicts CAFA C2 system containerised application user 
interface for drone operator  Pass 

ID #2 
1-2 

Figure 95 presents FRQ UTM system showing CAFA drone in 
Aalto University Otaniemi campus  Pass 

ID #3 
1-2 

Figure 96: CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone after Finishing Medicine 

Delivery Flight Pass 

Result Diagrams 

 
Figure 94: CAFA C2 System Containerised Application User Interface for Drone Operator 
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Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation 

 
Figure 95: FRQ UTM System Showing CAFA Drone at Aalto University Otaniemi Campus 

 
Figure 96: CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone after Finishing Medicine Delivery Flight  

6.3.1.2 5G Link Performance for Communication between UAV and GCS Test Case #2 

Test Case #2 5G Link Performance for Communication between UAV and GCS 
Test Execution 
Date 

18/08/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

CAF/AU 

Number of 
repetitions 

2 

Test's 
comments 

CAFA drone had Qosium Probe in the on-board computer to measure 5G SA QoS 
parameters.  

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 
5G SA network QoS measurements using Qosium Probe application installed to CAFA Px4 
drone. The drone had Quectel RM500-GL modem which connected to 5G SA base station.  

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Aalto 5G SA network is up and running 
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Test Case #2 5G Link Performance for Communication between UAV and GCS 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 1 

Table 48, Figure 97, Figure 98 prove that performance of 5G SA link 
ensures communication between UAV and GCS and teleoperation 
pilot.   Pass 

Result Diagrams 

Figure 97 below shows Aalto University 5G SA network SINR values measured by CAFA PX4 drone with Qosium 
Probe software at altitude 10m AGL on 18th August 2022. 

 

Figure 97: Aalto University 5G SA network SINR values Measured by CAFA PX4 drone 18.08.2022 

 
Figure 98: Qosium Scope User Interface Screenshot 
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Test Case #2 5G Link Performance for Communication between UAV and GCS 
Figure 98 above is screenshot from Qosium Scope application that describes 5G measurements done by CAF 
at Aalto University Otaniemi campus on 18th AUG 2022 at 13:58 – 14:00 when CAFA PX4 drone conducted flight 
mission at altitude 10m AGL:  

Table 48 below describes performance of Aalto University 5G SA captured by CAFA PX4 cellular drone with 
Quectel RM500 modem and Qosium Probe software.  

Table 48: Values of RSRP, RSRQ and SINR measured 

  RSRP [dBm] RSRQ [dB] SINR [dB] 

MAX -66 -11 30 

MIN -80 -11 21 

MEDIAN -74 -11 26 
 

6.3.1.3 Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 Application Deployment Test Case #3 

Test Case #3 Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 Application Deployment 
Test Execution 
Date 

18/08/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

CAF/AU 

Number of 
repetitions 

2 

Test’s 
comments 

 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 
Deployment of C2 container to Aalto University edge server finished successfully maximum 
15 minutes and C2 container is accessible for UAV operator 

ID #2 
In the Aalto University edge server, the UAV C2 application runs smoothly continuously 
without stops and interruptions 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 

1 

C2 container deployment took place on 18th AUG 2022 at 12:30 to 
12:40 successfully. Deployment time was 11 minutes the first time 
and 10 minutes the second time. No figures about deployment 
because it reflects specific server access data and which could not be 
published for cyber security reasons.  Pass 

ID #2 
2 

During flights 18th AUG 2022 from 12:40-15:40 C2 container worked 
smoothly.  Pass 

Result Diagrams 

N/A 

6.3.2 Key Takeaways 

UC1:SC3 tests showed that using cloud native containers for C2 and UTM integration plugin is a reliable 
and effective solution. CAFA conducted fully automated drone flights controlled by a C2 container run 
at the Aalto University edge server.  5G SA communication was uninterrupted, which is an important 
value that cellular (5G) networks offer compared to radio remote controllers.  

As a rule, drone logistics flights take place in cities where the use of drones with a cellular connection 
is extremely important to ensure communication with the drones and, if necessary, take over control in 
teleoperation mode. Teleoperation needs a good video image and low latency, which 5G can provide.  

The Aalto University edge server enabled the deployment of Docker containers in less than 15 minutes, 
which meets the expectations of drone companies. 
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The integration of drone C2 systems with FRQ and DRR UTM systems enables real-time sharing of 
drone location and flight plan submission, which are prerequisites for different drones to use the same 
airspace at the same time.  

6.4 UC2:SC1 Public safety/saving lives: Monitoring a wildfire 

6.4.1 Presentation of Test Cases Results 

Two test cases have been achieved focusing on main expectations from Public Safety end users. 

• Test Case 1 is about Service creation and assesses time required to instantiate and deploy the 
secured communication platform enhanced by drone's asset.  

• Test case 2 consists in evaluating the performances of the platform for conveying real-time 
workload. 

6.4.1.1 Service Creation Test Case #1 

Test Case #1 Instant Service Creation 
Test Execution 
Date 

September 17th 2022 

Test Executed 
By 

AIR/CAF/EUR 

Number of 
repetitions 

5 

Test's 
comments 

This test consists in the deployment of Mission Critical Services application in an URLLC 
slice at the edge of the network and measuring the time needed to create the slice. The 
establishment of a secured communication service instance is especially interesting for 
PPDR end users facing unforeseen event crisis. This is in fact twofold: instantiation of 
service from scratch when a crisis happens on a site where you have to deploy everything 
after a disaster or scaling up already existing services creating new instances when a crisis 
gets amplified.  

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 Registrar service up and running 

ID #2 Situation and data service up and running 

ID #3 Audio signalisation and media services up and running 

ID #4 Video signalisation and media services up and running 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

The initial prerequisites for the test: 

• Docker images of the targeted applications present in VNF Repository  

• At least two UEs (one per drone asset, and one per filed user) running MCS clients  

• Drones or drones ground station or drone remote controller must embed any streaming 
application compliant with MCS gateways (RTSP, RTMP, HLS, WebRTC) or more 
simply a MCS client  

• MCS client installed on Field users UEs 

It is important to note that in our implementation we did not use any gateways as we 
successfully managed to implement an end-to-end solution guaranteeing the end-to-end 
encryption of media and signalisation streams. 
The registrar service is the only service which is mandatory to be started before it is possible 
to validate the test case as it authenticates the client and allows them to use all the other 
services. After service creation order is completed on 5G!Drones Web Portal 2, we wait for 
one minute, and then we are testing the services one by one. If one of the services is not 
running, we consider that the slice is not completely established, and we make a new test 
30 seconds later: 

- Once the registrar is established, the registered clients are distributed among their 
pairs. 

- Once the situation and data services are running, the registered clients appear on 
the common operational picture 
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Test Case #1 Instant Service Creation 
- Once the audio services are running, the group audio communication can be 

activated, and audio exchanges are possible 

- Once the video services are up and running, clients can exchange video 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 to # 4 1 - 5 Figure 99 shows that 2 minutes are enough to have the services 
up and running with basic manipulations under 5G!Drones portal. 
Once we checked all the services are up and running (as 
explained above) we capture time KPI.  

Pass 

Result Diagrams 

 

Figure 99: Slice creation time diagram 

The measure of this KPI has been explained in the test validation conditions above. It is coarse grained, which 
is quite sufficient with regards to our expectations. 5G has introduced a breakthrough in virtual network function 
management. Cloud native cores and orchestrators ensures a level of instantiation, creation and automation 
never seen before, in 4G. 

6.4.1.2 Real-time Metrics Test Case #2 

Test Case #2 Real-time Metrics 
Test Execution 
Date 

September 17th, 2022 

Test Executed 
By 

AIR/CAF/EUR 

Number of 
repetitions 

200 

Test's comments This test focuses on assessing the usage of drone through 5G for PPDR end users. In 
addition to perceived quality of services, this test will be based upon KPI detailed below and 
especially interesting when dealing with sharing video streams captured by the drone. 
Tuning different video parameters (image resolution, frames per seconds, frames gap, 
encoder bitrates). It is also important to note that this test is run on the EUR infrastructure 
on which a 20MHz bandwidth is available.  

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 Low latency drone 5G Real time stream activation 

ID #2 High-definition drone video streams shared through communication platform 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Here are the initial prerequisites for the test: 

• Same conditions as the test case UC2:SC1 Instant service creation, plus: 
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Test Case #2 Real-time Metrics 
• MCS application running in an URLLC slice at the edge of the network deployed at the 

edge of the network 

The critical collaboration platform has been enhanced during the 5G!Drones project with 
testing probes allowing to capture all the useful KPI that have been defined during the course 
of the project. This data is available and can be retrieved through logs file and Rest API. 
Besides, it implements a message broker interface to share the data to a centralised solution 
in case it would be useful for parallel tests of several applications and KPI collection.  
Real time streams are activated (audio or video) and a special focus is done on latency. For 
audio streams the throughput is not a hurdle, but for video streams throughput and maximum 
throughput are especially monitored.  

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

Checkpoint ID #1 
1 - 
200 

5G KPI latency at application level for real-time stream. Figure 100 
shows that measured latencies vary between 6 and 28ms at 
application level which is in conformance with expected results. Pass 

Checkpoint ID #2 
1 - 
200 

KPI average and maximum throughput measured at application 
level. From Figure 102 to Figure 105 shows the results obtained for 
average and maximum throughput for diverse real-time video 
quality. Pass 

Result Diagrams 

 

Figure 100: 5G KPI Latency at Application Level for Real Time Stream 

The secured collaboration platform benefits from its evolved architecture to 5G paradigm to exploit MEC feature. 
Deployed in a URLLC slice, even on an experimental network powered by Open Air Interface, the results are 
quite satisfactory for the targeted use case. The latency varies between 6ms and 28ms with a mean value around 
18.6ms. Our target was e below 10ms latency. This frontier has been reached only for some test execution, which 
could be a problem for other public safety use cases, which lead us to carry out a second test campaign to 
compare 4G and 5G. 
During a second-round validation, limiting the traffic and load to the single application and 2 UEs we have 
compared latency obtained exploiting 5G features to results obtained in 4G: 
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Test Case #2 Real-time Metrics 

 

Figure 101: KPI Latency Comparison between 4G and 5G 

These tests clearly show the increase of performance in 5G compared to 4G. Nonetheless it is important to keep 
in mind that 4G results are already quite good regarding the firefighter use case we are dealing with here. 
Secondly compared to the first test wave, these results are obtained in some quite favourable conditions. The 
aim here is to compare 4G and 5G under the same conditions and validate 5G interest when dealing with life-
saving application usage.  

 

Figure 102: KPI Average and Maximum Throughput Measured at Application Level for SD video stream 
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Test Case #2 Real-time Metrics 
Figure 103: KPI Average and Maximum Throughput Measured at Application Level for HD video stream 

 

Figure 104: KPI Average and Maximum Throughput Measured at Application level for FHD video stream 

 

Figure 105: KPI  Average and Maximum Throughput Measured at Application Level for 4K video stream 

Another important KPI for real-time stream is the throughput. This KPI has been measured for different quality of 
video streams from SD to 4K real-time streams. From the quality of experience point of view, we have realised 
that, due to the fact that we are testing the application on an experimental 5G network, users shall limit themselves 
to high-definition streams. Having said that, once some fine tunings have been established to increase network 
capacity on the uplink, the measured throughputs are compliant with the expectations, with a recorded peak 
throughput reaching 19Mb/s at application level. 

From the facility perspective, Figure 106 depicts the real-time throughput, computed at the PDCP layer of the 
base station, during the whole period of test. The uplink plot is measured from the UE sending the video and/or 
audio stream while the downlink plot is measured from the UE receiving the video/audio stream. 
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Test Case #2 Real-time Metrics 

 

Figure 106: Real-time Throughput at the RAN level (PDCP) for both UL and DL directions using a 50 
MHz bandwidth 

Figure 107 depicts the power headroom measured by UEs. We notice that for both UEs, the PHR is positive, 
which means that the UE is not using its maximum transmission power, which decreases the probability of the 
disconnection from the network. 

 

Figure 107: Real-time Power Headroom (Phr) for both UL and DL directions. 

6.4.2 Key Takeaways 

The results obtained in this use case are quite encouraging and demonstrate the interest of 5G for 
secured communication platforms interfacing with drone's asset. Further work is needed to validate 
these results under real conditions. In particular, the experimentation network limits the tests to the 
usage of two user equipment’s which is not sufficient as this use case is targeting a multiplicity of field 
users sharing real-time data through their secured communication platform. As we also said, the KPI is 
obtained here is quite compliant with the wildfire monitoring use case, but better performance could be 
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expected for other public safety use cases, especially in the context of police operation for example. 
Regarding the service creation, the 5G!Drones approach relying on 5G automation powered by modern 
orchestrators reveals a real breakthrough for PPDR application with performance and resilience never 
seen before in 4G. 

6.5 UC2:SC3 Public safety/saving lives: Police  

6.5.1 Presentation of Test Cases Results 

The purpose of the test cases was to test how UAVs thanks to the 5GTN network capabilities from the 
University of Oulu can support the public safety/saving lives use case. To evaluate the trial objectives, 
the following test cases were executed: 

• Test case #1:  Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM Integration Validation 

• Test case #2:  Measuring the usability of the 5G network and 5G MEC or edge server provided 
by the 5G network operator for C2 and specific (Video analytics etc.) applications deployment. 

• Test Case #3: Measuring the 5GTN baseline KPIs during the drone flight mission and video 
streaming from the Nginx edge server to the UE on-board the drone. 

6.5.1.1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM Integration Validation Test Case #1 

Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation 

Test Execution 
Date 

22-26/08/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

CAF/HEP/NOK/UO/FRQ/DRR/INV 

Number of 
repetitions 

4 

Test's 
comments 

Tests were performed during the physical tests in UO on 23-26.08.2022 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint 

ID #1 Logging to Web Portal 1 

ID #2 UAV creation in Web Portal 1 

ID #3 Using template for new plan creation 

ID #4 Redirection to Web Portal 2 and configuration of 5G in Web Portal 2 

ID #5 
Redirection to Trial Validator, asking for plan approval – OK – status changed to 
PROPOSED 

ID #6 Plan approval in UTM (FRQ SmartSIS) 

ID #7 On time for execution LCM starts to work and changes the plan statuses accordingly 

ID #8 After verification of the UAV readiness, UAV pilot requests take-off in Trial Validator 

ID #9 UTM is approving the flight in SmartSIS application 

ID #10 
After approval from UTM, pilot changes the plan in Web Portal 1 status to ACTIVE by 
pressing “Activate Measurements” 

ID #11 Flight phase – status is ACTIVE, UAV is visible in the UTM system, shared with other UTMs 

ID #12 When UAV is landed, pilot terminates the flight in SmartSIS by pressing the “Close” button 

ID #13 Pilot stops operation in Web Portal 1, press “Stop Operation button” 

ID #14 The plan is accessible in Web Portal 1, in details view 

ID #15 The service creation time is calculated based on the timestamps in the log 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Tests were performed during the sessions for UC2:SC3 (CAF) 
Measure of success was successful walkthrough the entire process of Operational Flight 
planning and execution phase. At the end the plan should be in FINISHED state (CLOSED 
is also possible). 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 1 Figure 108 Pass 

ID #2 1 Figure 109 Pass 
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Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation 

ID #3 1 Figure 110 & Figure 111 Pass 

ID #4 1 Figure 112 Pass 

ID #5 1 Figure 113 Pass 

ID #6 1 Figure 114  Pass 

ID #7 1 Figure 115, Figure 116 & Figure 117 Pass 

ID #8 1 Figure 118 Pass 

ID #9 1 Figure 119 Pass 

ID #10 1 Figure 120 Pass 

ID #11 1 Figure 124 Pass 

ID #12 1 Figure 121 Pass 

ID #13 1 Figure 122 Pass 

ID #14 1 Figure 123 Pass 

ID #15 1,2,3,4 Figure 125 & Table 49 The service creation time is less than 90 sec Pass 

Result Diagrams 

The process of Operation Flight Plan preparation and execution were tested by the partners' CAF, UO and INV 
running the UC2:SC3. 
To login to the Web Portal 1, the user needs to give the assigned login and password as shown in Figure 108. 

 

Figure 108: Web Portal 1 – Logging interface 

 

Figure 109: UAV Defined in Web Portal 1 – 
Section UAV description 

 
Figure 110 shows the planned area of operation, where the permit for UAV operation was valid. It is covering the 
part of the parking lot for UO employees. 
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Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation 

 

Figure 110: Area of operation at UO for CAFA tests – Web Portal 1 map 
Figure 111 to Figure 123 show the statuses and timestamps changes during the test. They are stored in 
repository database and fetched to Web Portal 1 in form of the table for detailed plan view. 

The statues below show the full, successful Operational Flight Plan path, from the plan creation until flight 
termination and facility resources release. 

 

Figure 111: Status SCHEDULED 

 

Figure 112: Status SCHEDULED_2 

 

Figure 113: Status PROPOSED 

 

Figure 114: Status APPROVED 

 

Figure 115: StatusACTIVATING_1 

 

Figure 116: Status ACTIVATING_2 

 

Figure 117: Status IDLE 

 

Figure 118: Status TAKEOFFREQUESTED 
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Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation 

 

Figure 119: Status ACTIVATED 

 

Figure 120: Status ACTIVE 

 

Figure 121: Status CLOSED 

 

Figure 122: Status STOPPING 

 

Figure 123: Status FINISHED 

 

Figure 124 below shows the FRQ UTM SmartSIS view with two drones: in botanical garden (HEP 
UC3:SC1:SubSc2) and in the parking lot (CAF UC2:SC3). Green polygon for HEP, indicates ongoing test, yellow 
polygon is CAF, which has flight status PROPOSED. 

 

Figure 124: SmartSIS view for drones from CAF (n yellow area) and HEP (in green area) 

The plan is accessible after the test was finished and the log is existing. All the screenshots above were done 
after the end of the test. 

The service creation time is calculated based on the collected timestamps for several plans executed in UO. The 
Figure 125Error! Reference source not found. below presents the details of how the measurement is performed. 
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Test Case #1 Flight Plan Preparation and Execution and UTM integration Validation 

 

Figure 125: Time measurement for service creation 

Table 49 below presents the results for three runs. It’s possible to see the scheduled plan start time and LCM 
intermediate steps timestamps, until reaching the “IDLE” status, when all preparation operations are considered 
as successful. The average of the LCM service creation time is 8 sec. 

Table 49: Execution Results 

 

The time measured in our tests is much below the planned values. The explanation for that is, that the VNF 
application download, and installation time is not included in this test. The VNF application was already installed 
and running. The additional time for this operation will have a strong impact on the service deployment time. It 
will depend on the location of the repository with VNF application and internet connection speed between the 
repository and Edge server. 

6.5.1.2 Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 and Applications Deployment Test Case 
#2  

Test Case #2 Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 and Applications Deployment 
Test Execution 
Date 

23-26/08/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

CAF/UO 

Number of 
repetitions 

2 

Test's 
comments 

 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 
Deployment of C2 and VideoLyzer containers to Oulu University edge server finished 
successfully in no more than 15 minutes and C2 and VideoLyzer containers are accessible 
for UAV operators 

ID #2 
In the Oulu University edge server, the UAV C2 and VideoLyzer applications runs smoothly 
continuously without stops and interruptions 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 

 

C2 container deployment took place on 23rd and 24th AUG 2022 
successfully. During the three deployment tests, the deployment time 
was 12, 11 and 10.5 minutes, respectively. No figures about container 
deployment because these figures would show specific server access 
data which could not be published, but verdict of proper operation is 
seen in Figure 126, Pass 
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Test Case #2 Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 and Applications Deployment 

ID #2 
 

During flights 23-26 AUG 2022 C2 and Videolyzer containers worked 
smoothly as depicted below in Figure 127 and Figure 128.  Pass 

Result Diagrams 

Figure 126 below describes CAFA PX4 cellular drone C2 (Command and Control) software UGCS user interface 
for drone operator. The drone flight plan is created by the drone operator using this user interface. When the 
flight plan is uploaded to the C2 container and the drone is armed, the flight plan implementation is controlled by 
the C2 container application. 

 
Figure 126: CAFA C2 System Containerised Application User Interface for Drone Operator 

Figure 127 below describes how CAFA VideoLyzer containerised application works. According to the scenario, 
the Police received information that the suspect was wearing a blue hat. The drone operator then set the search 
color in the CAFA VideoLyzer to blue tones and a range of 100 to 115. The VideoLyer application then 
automatically analyzed the incoming video stream to identify the blue object. 

 
Figure 127: Parameters Definition for CAFA VideoLyzer 
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Test Case #2 Usability of the 5G Edge Server Solution for C2 and Applications Deployment 
Figure 128 below describes how the VideoLyzer user interface works for the drone operator. When implementing 
the test case, CAFA streamed the PX4 cellular drone video to the VideoLyzer containerised application, which 
automatically analyzed the received drone video and detected a blue object, the figure shows a person wearing 
a blue helmet. A square has been made around the detected object. 

 
Figure 128: CAFA VideoLyzer shows Identified Object 

6.5.1.3 5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement Test Case #3 

During the measurements conducted over the 5GTN test network at the University of Oulu, the network 
KPIs were collected in real-time by the Qosium tool, visualised in the Qosium Scope controller, and 
stored in the Qosium Storage database. Qosium measured, collected, showed and stored the 
throughput, delay and jitter of the video streaming sent from the Nginx edge server to UE onboard the 
drone during the flight. Qosium also performed a similar process to the previous one to gather radio 
coverage metrics such as RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI, and SINR from the UE onboard the drone and 
connected to the 5GTN SA network. 

Test Case  #3 5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 
Test Execution 
Date 

20-22/August/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

UO 

Number of 
repetitions  

3  

Test's 
comments  

The test case aims to measure the 5GTN baseline KPIs using the Qosium tool during the 
flight mission and video streaming sent from the Nginx edge server to UE (OnePlus 9 pro 5G 
smartphone) onboard the drone (DJI M300) in the parking lot area.   
The KPI measurements are collected each second in real-time and stored at the Qosium 
Storage database, visualised in the Qosium Scope controller and also sent to the KPI 
Monitoring hosted at Frequentis. 
The service creation time at the 5GTN facility is computed by measuring the difference 
between the arrival time of the creation request and the time when the slice is created and in 
running state. 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID  Description of Validation Criteria to checkpoint   

ID #1  
Network throughput of video streaming sent from Nginx edge server to the UE onboard the 
drone during the flight. The drone's flight mission plan comprises a 25,6m flight altitude, 1m/s 
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Test Case  #3 5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 
speed, 200 m2 total flight area in the parking lot, and 50m of initial and 110m of end distances 
to the base station of the 5GTN SA network from the drone position. 

ID #2  

Network throughput of control traffic received by Nginx edge server from the UE onboard the 
drone. The drone's flight mission plan comprises a 25,6m flight altitude, 1m/s speed, 200 m2 
total flight area in the parking lot, and 50m of initial and 110m of end distances to the base 
station of the 5GTN SA network from the drone position. 

ID #3  

Network delay of video streaming sent from Nginx edge server to the UE onboard the drone. 
The drone's flight mission plan comprises a 25,6m flight altitude, 1m/s speed, 200 m2 total 
flight area in the parking lot, and 50m of initial and 110m of end distances to the base station 
of the 5GTN SA network from the drone position. 

ID #4 

Network delay of control traffic received by Nginx edge server from the UE onboard the drone. 
The drone's flight mission plan comprises a 25,6m flight altitude, 1m/s speed, 200 m2 total 
flight area in the parking lot, and 50m of initial and 110m of end distances to the base station 
of the 5GTN SA network from the drone position. 

ID #5 

Network jitter of video streaming sent from Nginx edge server to UE onboard the drone. The 
drone's flight mission plan comprises a 25,6m flight altitude, 1m/s speed, 200 m2 total flight 
area in the parking lot, and 50m of initial and 110m of end distances to the base station of the 
5GTN SA network from the drone position. 

ID #6 

Network jitter of control traffic received by Nginx edge server from the UE onboard the drone. 
The drone's flight mission plan comprises a 25,6m flight altitude, 1m/s speed, 200 m2 total 
flight area in the parking lot, and 50m of initial and 110m of end distances to the base station 
of the 5GTN SA network from the drone position. 

ID #7 

Coverage metrics (RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI, SINR) from the UE onboard the drone during the 
flight in all squares of the flight mission in the parking lot. The drone's flight mission plan 
comprises a 25,6m flight altitude, 1m/s speed, 200 m2 total flight area in the parking lot, and 
50m of initial and 110m of end distances to the base station of the 5GTN SA network from 
the drone position. 

ID #8 

The service creation time is measured from the time of receiving the request for creation to 
when the services end the network slice creation, instantiating the virtual resources at the 
Open-Source MANO (OSM) server. The service creation time is calculated using the logs of 
the OSM server and Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) level. 

Test Validation 
Conditions  

Verify if the 5GTN baseline KPIs (throughput, delay, jitter, RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI and SINR) 
can be measured and stored using the Qosium tool. 
Verify that the 5GTN baseline KPIs can be collected during the flight mission and the video 
streaming sent from the Nginx edge server to UE onboard the drone. 
Verify that the coverage KPIs (e.g., RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI, and SINR) can be measured from 
the UE connected to the 5GTN SA network and onboard the drone during the flight. 
Verify the measured and statistics values of throughput, delay, jitter, RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI, 
and SINR fulfil the target values detailed in the test case section of UC2:SC3. 
Verify that the service creation time is less than 90 minutes test case's target value.   
In conclusion, 5GTN baseline KPIs have been appropriately measured in a real-case scenario 
about the drone flight mission and multimedia communication from the network edge to the 
drone that produced relevant data for further analysis.  

Test results 
Test 
run 

Diagrams Result 

ID #1  3 
Figure 129 Throughput of the video streaming sent from the Nginx 
edge server to the UE onboard drone 

Pass 

ID #2  3 
Figure 130 Throughput of the control traffic received by the Nginx 
edge server from the UE onboard drone 

Pass 

ID #3  3 
Figure 131 One-way delay of the video traffic sent from the Nginx 
edge server to the UE onboard drone 

Pass 

ID #4 3 
Figure 132 One-way delay of the control traffic received by the Nginx 
edge server from the UE onboard drone 

Pass 

ID #5 3 
Figure 133 One-way jitter of the video traffic sent from the Nginx edge 
server to the UE onboard drone 

Pass 
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Test Case  #3 5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 

ID #6 3 
Figure 134 One-way jitter of the control traffic received by the Nginx 
edge server from the UE onboard drone 

Pass 

ID #7 3 
Figure 135 Coverage radio-related metrics (RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI, 
SINR) of the UE onboard drone and Figure 136 at altitude 15m AGL 

Pass 

ID #8 3 

Table 50 Service creation time for instantiation of vertical services and 
enabling the experimentation in the 5GTN facility by using an instance 
of the network slice and associated measurement job created for KPIs 
collection and publishing. 

Pass 

Result Diagrams 

During the flight mission and video streaming from the Nginx edge server to the UE onboard the drone, the 
Qosium tool collected and stored the measurements in the Qosium Storage database placed in the 5GTN cloud 
for further processing and analysis. As illustrated from Figure 129 to Figure 135, the measurements were 
collected each second by the Qosium Probes agents during the video streaming sent from the Nginx edge server 
(primary point) to the UE (secondary point) onboard the drone and vice-versa for the control traffic. All the graphs 
were also depicted in real-time by the Qosium Scope controller in the 5GTN cloud, where throughput, delay and 
jitter of video streaming and control traffic are monitored in real-time. 
In this case, the Qosium terminology, such as the Sent term, represents all the traffic sent from the Qosium 
Primary Probe (i.e., Nginx edge server) to the Qosium Secondary Probe (i.e., UE). The Received term applies 
for all traffic received by the Primary Probe from the Secondary Probe and the same for the vice versa case. The 
radio-related metrics (i.e., RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI, and SINR) are collected from only devices with a radio network 
interface, in this case, the UE (OnePlus 9 pro 5G smartphone). 
For all tests executed, on average, the throughput of video streaming sent from the Nginx edge server is 6.48 
Mbps, as shown by the dashed red line in Figure 129, while the UE onboard the drone is connected to 5G. The 
throughput of the video streaming keeps stable even as the link distance increases between the 5GTN SA base 
station and the position of the UE onboard the drone during the flight. 

 
Figure 129: Throughput of the Video Streaming sent from the Nginx edge server to the UE onboard 

drone 

For all the tests executed, on average, the throughput of the residual control traffic received by the Nginx edge 
server is 0.138 Mbps, as shown by the dashed red line in Figure 130, while the UE onboard the drone is 
connected to 5G. The throughput of the control traffic also keeps stable even as the link distance increases 
between the 5GTN SA base station and the position of the UE onboard the drone during the flight. 
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Test Case  #3 5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 

 

Figure 130: Throughput of the Control Traffic received by the Nginx edge server from the UE onboard 
drone 

The collected KPIs average values depict one-way delay less than 10 ms, providing a faster enough 
communication for HD video streaming traffic provided from the Nginx edge server to the UE onboard the drone 
and vice-versa for the control traffic during the flight in the tested parking lot area. The network delay measured 
also represents the last mile delay for the video streaming sent from the Nginx edge server to the UE onboard 
the drone characterizing the network connection stability during the video streaming tests. The Figure 131 and 
Figure 132 depict the one-way delay keeps below 10 ms for the video streaming traffic and below 20 ms for the 
control traffic, representing the network stability even as the link distance increases between the 5GTN SA base 
station and the position of the UE onboard the drone during the flight. 

 

Figure 131: One-way Delay of the Video Traffic sent from the Nginx edge server to the UE onboard 
drone 
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Test Case  #3 5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 

 

Figure 132: One-way Delay of the Control Traffic received by the Nginx edge server from the UE 
onboard drone 

The collected KPI's average values depict one-way jitter of less than 10 ms, providing good network stability for 
the HD video streaming sent from the Nginx edge server to the UE onboard the drone and vice-versa for the 
control traffic during the flight in the tested parking lot area. The pure delay variation of receiving packets 
characterises the network connection stability during the video streaming tests. The Figure 133 and Figure 134 
visualise the one-way jitter keeps below 2 ms for the video streaming traffic and below 10 ms for the control 
traffic, representing good network stability even as the link distance increases and delay fluctuation between the 
base station and the drone's position during the flight. 

 
Figure 133: One-way Jitter of the video traffic sent from the Nginx edge server to the UE onboard drone 
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Test Case  #3 5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 

 
Figure 134: One-way Jitter of the control traffic received by the Nginx edge server from the UE onboard 

drone 
Figure 135 depicts, on average, –67 dBm RSRP, –11dB RSRQ, –180 dBm RSSI, and 37 dB SINR measured by 
the Qosium tool at the UE’s mobile connection level while onboarding the drone. The radio-related metric results 
demonstrate stable network coverage even as the link distance increases about the 5GTN SA base station during 
the flight mission. 

 

Figure 135: Coverage Radio-related Metrics (RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI, SINR) of the UE onboard drone 

The above graphs were plotted using the Matplotlib Python library instead of screenshots from the Qosium Scope 
or Kibana visualisations for better graphical quality. However, the KPI data is also available from Qosium and 
Kibana interfaces. Besides, the KPI data are stored in the Qosium Storage database at the 5GTN cloud. For the 
measurement job requested by the trial creation, the 5GTN Facility Adapter API collected the KPIs from the 
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Test Case  #3 5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 
Qosium Storage database and then sent them to the KPIC Monitoring component hosted at Frequentis for 
visualisation and further analysis from the partners. 

As depicted in the above figures, the throughput, jitter, delay, RSRP, RSRQ, and RSSI average values at 25,6 
meters above ground level denote good enough results for drone missions and multimedia over 5G. Additional 
measurements in several conditions (e.g., 50- and 100 meters altitudes) would be required to provide more 
comparative assessments. The video client, Qosium Probe and the 5G SIM card connectivity integrated into the 
drone can be more accurate for collecting network KPIs measurements. That way, less drone energy 
consumption from the additional weight during the flight if a UE is onboard. The standard deviation measured 
depicts how concentrated the data are around the average; the more concentrated, the smaller the standard 
deviation. In that sense, the standard deviation results show shorter values than the average result because the 
throughput, delay and jitter are more concentrated around the average line, representing stable results. 

Figure 136 below describes Oulu University 5G SA network SINR values measured by CAFA PX4 drone with 
Qosium Probe software at altitude 15m AGL.   

 

Figure 136: Oulu University 5G SA network SINR values measured by CAFA PX4 drone 

Table 50: Service Creation Time – 5GTN Facility – University of Oulu premises 

Test 
number 

Total Service Creation Time from 
Web Portal 1 to the Resource 

Service Creation Time at 
the Resource Level only 

1 1 minute 22 seconds 49 seconds 

2 1 minute 15 seconds 44 seconds 

3 1 minute 20 seconds 47 seconds 

Table 50 shows the service creation times from Web Portal 1 and at the resource level, which is shorter than the 
90 minutes target objective time. This is mainly because the image of the service is already built and available 
in the edge cloud server of the 5GTN facility. Consequently, there is no requirement to build the image, resulting 
in a lower service deployment time. 

The measure of the service creation time KPI has been demonstrated to be less than 2 minutes, sufficient in 
comparison to the 90 days considered previously. The main reason for that could be related to the virtual network 
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Test Case  #3 5GTN Baseline KPIs Measurement 
function management provided in 5G. The 5GTN core and OSM orchestrator ensure faster instantiation, creation, 
and automation of the network slices. The service creation from Web Portal 1 to the 5GTN facility resources 
takes less than 1 minute and 19 seconds on average because the start time is from the request sent from Web 
Portal 1, going by all the trial controller components. The raw time of the network slice creation and instantiation 
at the resource level, namely, in the Open-Source MANO server and on the VIM level of the 5GTN, is around 
46.67 seconds on average, shorter than the above because it considers the time the OSM receives the request 
to create the service until to instantiation finish time. 

6.5.2 Key Takeaways 

In Oulu the process of Operation Flight Plan preparation and execution was tested extensively by 
several partners during the multiple iterations. These tests are proving that 5G!Drones’ architecture and 
practical implementation can fulfil the UAV operator’s and 5G MNO’s requirements for performing the 
safe and little time consuming 5G controlled UAV’s flight planning and execution. The built prototype 
was fully functional and delivered the satisfying results. The problem can be its stability over the time, 
as it's lacking the proper surveillance and monitoring. Moreover, in our case the deployment of certain 
modules was spread in different locations that is not optimal for problem-free operation. Majority of the 
modules were hosted in UO’s edge servers, but Trial Validator and KPIC monitoring are hosted in FRQ 
premises in Austria, and the Facility Web Portal and Facility Adapter are hosted in Oulu in this case. 
The difficult part of Web Portal design for experiments was to identify the requirements for Operational 
Flight Plan, which satisfy the minimum legal needs and describe the mission. Additionally, the problem 
of differences between each facility and their security requirements for interworking with external 
sources had to be solved. This led to the separation between UAV flight planning process and 5G 
network configuration, and introduction of Facility Web Portals. 
UC2:SC3 tests showed that using cloud native containers for C2 and UTM integration plugin is a reliable 
solution. CAFA conducted fully automated drone flights controlled by a C2 container. 5GTN SA 
communication was uninterrupted, which is an important value that cellular (5G) networks offer 
compared to radio remote controllers. The edge server from the 5GTN at University of Oulu enabled 
the deployment of Docker containers (both C2 and VideoLyzer) in less than 15 minutes, which meets 
the expectations of drone companies. The use of the VideoLyzer application on the edge server at the 
5G base station provides benefits, as it saves costs that would be caused by transmitting a large video 
stream to central servers. The use of a special slice is an important condition for the Police and other 
public authorities, where the requirements for information protection are higher. The integration of drone 
C2 systems with FRQ and DRR UTM systems enables real-time sharing of drone location and flight 
plan submission, which are prerequisites for different drones to use the same airspace at the same 
time.  
From the 5GTN operator perspective, the performance result of the test cases highlights the current 
baseline capabilities of the 5GTN test network of the University of Oulu to support the use case 
requirements defined by the 5G!Drones partners. A probe of that is the measured one-way delay and 
jitter corresponding to the video streaming traffic sent from the Nginx edge server to the UE onboard 
the drone is less than the 10 ms target value defined in for UC2:SC3. The throughput of the video 
streaming keeps stable along the distance variation between the 5GTN SA base station and the drone’s 
position during the flight mission, showing steady network connectivity. The related assessment 
considers the drone flight from 50m to 110m of distances to the base station from the drone position by 
travelling a total distance of about 200 square meters at 25,6m height above ground level and 1m/s 
speed. Thereby, additional distances, speeds, and heights during the flight mission or, for instance, the 
handover from the 5GTN SA to 4G can be considered in future test cases. Concerning the services 
creation process below 2 minutes from the Web Portal 1, involving the network slice and measurement 
job creation, worked successfully at the resource level for each test case. In that sense, the 5GTN 
Facility Adapter created the network slice automatically on Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) mode 
by default in the OSM server, and then the measurement job to collect the KPIs (e.g., throughput, delay, 
jitter) from the Qosium tool to finally publish them to the KPIC monitoring component hosted at 
Frequentis.  
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Accordingly, the test cases were assessed successfully, generating consistent baseline KPI results for 
drone flight missions with multimedia services using the 5GTN SA network and edge network resources 
at the University of Oulu. Thereby the 5GTN deployment setup was outstandingly valuable for the 
success of each test case at the University of Oulu. 

6.6 UC3:SC1:SubSc1 Situation awareness: 5G QoS measurements  

6.6.1 Presentation of Test Cases Results 

During the measurements conducted over Orange commercial network at Bretigny, a map showing the 
position of the drone was displayed in real-time, as illustrated in Figure 137. Coloured points correspond 
to the current signal level (RSRP) of the embedded UE, green meaning a good RSRP, red a less good 
RSRP and no point for a disconnection. Handovers are depicted by crosses and observed in real-time. 

 

Figure 137: Screenshot of the live interface during the demo 

The visualisation tool also displays the instantaneous data rate, the number of neighbouring cells to 
which the UE could be attached (i.e. different frequency bands and / or sites), the serving cell 
identification and related link distance.  
After the flight, a complete log is exported to the Orange cloud, for processing and storage. Graphs are 
then displayed, where KPIs, including RSSI, RTT and uplink data rate, are monitored as a function of 
time.  

6.6.1.1 5G QoS Measurement over Long Paths Test Case #1 

Test Case #1 5G QoS Measurement over Long Paths 

Test Execution 
Date 

17.06.2022 and 23.06.2022 

Test Executed 
By 

ORA 

Number of 
repetitions 

2 

Test's 
comments 

The load of cells is monitored in order to check that there is no external factor that impacts 
measures. 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 QoS Measurements at  Altitude 120m AGL (on the 17th of June) 

ID #2 QoS Measurements at Altitude 50m AGL (on the 23th of June) 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Check if Handovers have an impact on performances (Throughput and RTT); check if 
Morinant behaviour is stable and has no interruption; check if data collected is relevant. 
Conclusion will be that Morinant has shown to be working properly in a real case scenario 
and can offer relevant data and insights. 
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Test Case #1 5G QoS Measurement over Long Paths 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 
1 

Figure 138 Evolution of uplink throughput, signal quality, and 
latency at 120m altitude over 1km path Pass 

ID #2 
2 

Figure 139 Evolution of uplink throughput, signal quality, and 
latency at 50m altitude over 500m path Pass 

Result Diagrams 

As shown in Figure 137 a high number of cells are visible by the drone, for potential association. During the 
trial, the drone has been associated with 3 base stations, with a link distance between 1600 m and 5000 m 
between the UAV and the associated base station. 
As illustrated in Figure 138 and Figure 139, periods during which the embedded UE has been connected in 5G 
are highlighted in purple. 

 

Figure 138: Comparison of UL Throughput [Mbps], LTE RSRP [dBm], and RTT [ms] at 120 m (June 17, 
12:45) 

 

Figure 139: Comparison of UL Throughput [Mbps], LTE RSRP [dBm], and RTT [ms] at 50 m (June 23, 
16:01) 
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Test Case #1 5G QoS Measurement over Long Paths 

In addition to static base station parameters (e.g., height and antenna tilt) displayed on the map in Figure 137, 
Network KPIs (e.g., cell traffic load or the number of served users at a cell) are also available through an API 
of the operational Network Management System where KPI are stored in a database and can be retrieved by 
the network operator through a dedicated NMS tool. Typically, in the case of measurements at Bretigny, there 
were 60 to 80 terrestrial UE during the flight on the 17th of June, and 100-120 UEs on the 23rd of June. These 
network KPI are used for post-flight analysis or trouble shooting.  

6.6.2 Key Takeaways 

Monitoring performance over a large-scale commercial network gives a good insight on the overall 
availability and resiliency. The results highlight capabilities of current commercial 5G networks for 
supporting constraints defined by UAV partners in 5G!Drones. Typically, the measured latency is much 
higher than the value defined in the project. The throughput varies with the distance between the UAV 
and the associated base station; the constraint can’t be achieved when this distance is about several 
kms (cell edge conditions), which even lead to Handovers from 5G to 4G during the flight. Uplink 
throughput is nearly 20Mbps while the UAV is connected to 5G; it is slower and varies in 4G due to 
longer links. Throughput decreases as link distance increases, then RTT increases when the distance 
reduces max throughput to less than 3Mbps. 

However, the preliminary results show that Quality of Experience (QoE) in altitude (measured up to 
120m) is at least as good as it is on ground thanks to line-of-sight radio propagation conditions. In 
addition, the QoE was not impacted by hand-overs. More measurements in various conditions are 
needed for providing real assessments. A better integration of the Morinant enabler in UAV rather than 
using a smartphone is needed for collecting more measurement results. Our next step is to integrate 
the Morinant enabler in a UAV modem.  
For ORA, the main objective was to assess how cellular networks, that were initially designed for UE 
located on ground, are performing at altitude and to understand the extent to which, and under what 
conditions, they can integrate new aerial users.  

6.7 UC3:SC1:SubSc2 Long range power line inspection 

6.7.1 Presentation of Test Cases Results 

6.7.1.1 UAV and Mission Specific Applications Verification Test Case #1  

Test Case #1 UAV and Mission Specific Applications Verification 

Test Execution 
Date 

23.08.2022 – 26.08.2022 

Test Executed 
By 

HEP/FLA 

Number of 
repetitions 

1 

Test's 
comments 

 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 
Camera processes – start/stop shooting and uploading successful validated by checking for 
new uploads in uBird 

ID #2 
Lidar processes – start/stop measuring, mapping and uploading successful verified by 
observing point cloud visualisation in field laptop 

ID #3 
Photos uploading to uBird into correct project and geotags correct verified by observing image 
locations in uBird map and project number in url 
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Test Case #1 UAV and Mission Specific Applications Verification 

ID #4 ML model run on uploaded photos resulting in objects recognised and annotated in uBird 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

• Camera starting/stopping the shooting verified audibly 

• Camera start shooting and uploading verified by photos appearing into uBird 

• Lidar start measuring, mapping and uploading verified by point cloud appearing and 
updating on field laptop 

ML processing results validated by observing annotations in uBird 

Test results 
Test 
run Diagrams Result 

ID #1 1 Figure 140 Screenshot of first photo appearing into uBird Pass 

ID #2 1 Figure 141 Screenshot Lidar points appearing on field laptop Pass 

ID #3 1 Figure 142 Screenshot of photos appearing on correct spot in uBird Pass 

ID #4 1 Figure 142 Photos annotated in uBird  Pass 

Result Diagrams 

 

 

Figure 140: Screenshot of the First Photo Appearing into uBird 

Figure 140 the first photo of this test that appeared in uBird can be seen within the correct project with ID set for 
the trial. This verified the camera processes were functioning correctly in taking and geotagging the photos and 
uploading the photos to uBird into the selected project. Highlighted are selected project number, project name, 
photo in the thumbnail view (not loaded yet) and the green dot on the map representing the location where the 
photo was taken. 
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Test Case #1 UAV and Mission Specific Applications Verification 

 

Figure 141: Lidar Map Appearing into Field Laptop 

Seeing a stable point cloud appear in the field laptop screen as shown in Figure 140 verified that lidar processes 
were functioning correctly in point measuring/capturing, mapping and streaming. On the left side the first points 
appearing can be seen. Trees around the UAV could already be recognised from the 1st second. The right side 
shows the map after about 20 seconds of hovering – all the surrounding trees and the small target power line 
pole just to the lower left of centre can clearly be seen. 

 

Figure 142: Photos Annotated in uBird 
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Test Case #1 UAV and Mission Specific Applications Verification 

As can be seen on Figure 142, boxes drawn with dashed lines around insulators verified that the ML model had 
run successfully on the images and identified some objects of interest correctly. Map view in the right side of the 
image also displays image capture locations correctly further verifying that geotagging is also functioning 
correctly. 

6.7.1.2 5G!Drones UTM and Measurements Test Case #2  

Test Case #2  4.7.2.2 5G!Drones UTM and Measurements 
Test Execution 
Date 

254.08.2022 – 26.08.2022 

Test Executed 
By 

HEP/FLA/UO 

Number of 
repetitions 

1 

Test's 
comments 

  

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 Telemetry reaching UTM and displaying on the map in SmartSIS by Frequentis 

ID #2 Measurements reaching KPIC and shown in Kibana query 

ID #3 Trial reaching ACTIVE state – measurements successfully started from Web Portal 1 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

• Drone icon appears in the UTM map view 

• Metrics from all Qosium measurements can be queried in Kibana 

• Trial state changes determined from Web Portal 1 

Test results 
Test 
run   Diagrams Result 

ID #1 
1 

Figure 143 Screenshot of a map view from UTM provider Frequentis 
showing planned flight area received from Trial Controller and the 
current UAV position confirming that telemetry is being received. Pass 

ID #2 
1 

Figure 144 Screenshot of Kibana Discover view showing that 
measurements have indeed reached KPIC  Pass 

ID #3 
1 

Figure 145 Trial state changes from Web Portal 1 showing the trial 
has reached “ACTIVE” state Pass 

Result Diagrams 
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Figure 143: Telemetry reaching UTM and displaying on the map 

The screenshot on Figure 143 shows the map view of Frequentis’s SmartSIS which displays the telemetry sent 
to them (the UTM provider). This verified that telemetry from our UAV was being sent out and received by UTM 
provider successfully. Highlighted is the drone icon representing our UAV within the green flight area booked for 
this test. On the right the public title and other data can be seen confirming this is indeed our UAV. 

 
Figure 144: All 3 Qosium measurements reaching KPIC 

On Figure 144 a Kibana query in the KPIC shows packets of collected metrics from our test being collected to the KPIC. 

During this test we collected metrics from 3 different Qosium measurement sets at the same time – measurements 
from the on-board phone, measurements from the UAV lidar computer and measurements between UAV C2 
companion computer and field laptop. This verified that measurements were reaching KPIC successfully. 

 

Figure 145: Log of Trial State Changes from Web Portal 1 Ordered from Newest to Oldest 
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In Figure 145 significant state changes are highlighted including change to “ACTIVE” which verified that trial 
measurements were activated from Web Portal 1 successfully. 

6.7.1.3 Quality of service Test for Power Line Inspection Test Case #3 

Test Case #3  Quality of service for Power Line Inspection 
Test Execution 
Date 

23.08.2022 – 26.08.2022 

Test Executed 
By 

HEP/FLA/UO 

Number of 
repetitions 

2 

Test's 
comments 

Data presented for test runs starts with map views showing location of the UAV during the 
presented measurement time – Figure 146 and Figure 153. Altitude data follows the map 
views on Figure 147 and figure Figure 154. For the botanical garden test run a chart is added 
that shows the UAV yaw angle during the presented measurement time. No yaw data is 
available for the parking lot test run since no actual flight took place there. 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 Coverage RSRP > -120dBm from Qosium results in KPIC Kibana 

ID #2 Coverage RSRQ >-12 from Qosium results in KPIC Kibana 

ID #3 Network delay for C2 < 50ms 95% of the time both ways from Qosium results in KPIC Kibana 

ID #4 Network throughput for photos – all images taken uploaded by the end of the trial 

ID #5 Network throughput for point cloud streaming – no major interruptions in point cloud display  

ID #6 Link stability – connection breaks for the C2 link from Qosium results in KPIC 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Metrics collected into KPIC, operator’s qualitative assessment. 

Test results 
Test 
run   Diagrams Result 

ID #1 

1 
Figure 148 RSRP measured on board the UAV in the parking lot test 
site Pass 

ID #2 
1 

Figure 149 RSRQ measured on board the UAV in the parking lot test 
site Pass 

ID #3 
1 

Figure 150 C2 one-way delay for downloading and uploading 
measured between the UAV C2 companion computer and field 
laptop in the parking lot test site Fail  

ID #4 
1 

Figure 151 Total uplink traffic load measured on board the UAV in 
the parking lot test site Fail 

ID #5 
1 

Figure 151 Total uplink traffic load measured on board the UAV in 
the parking lot test site. Fail 

ID #6 
1 

Figure 152 Count of connection breaks per timestamp for C2 link at 
the parking lot test site. Fail 

ID #1 
2 

Figure 156 RSRP measured on board the UAV in the botanical 
garden test site Pass 

ID #2 
2 

Figure 157 RSRQ measured on board the UAV in the botanical 
garden test site Pass 

ID #3 
2 

Figure 158 C2 one-way delay for downloading and uploading 
measured between the UAV C2 companion computer and field 
laptop in the botanical garden test site Fail 

ID #4 
2 

Figure 159 Total uplink traffic load measured on board the UAV in 
the botanical garden test site Pass 

ID #5 
2 

Figure 159 Total uplink traffic load measured on board the UAV in 
the botanical garden test site Tentative 

ID #6 
2 

Figure 160 Count of connection breaks per timestamp for C2 link in 
the botanical garden test site Fail 

Result Diagrams 
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Test Case #3  Quality of service for Power Line Inspection 
In respect to the Test run 1 in the parking lot 

 

Figure 146: Deployment Option 2 from 2.2.3.2 - UAV position 

Only minor movement at the ground level took place while running this test as can be seen on Figure 146 

 

Figure 147: Deployment Option 2 from 2.2.3.2 - UAV altitude 

No significant changes in UAV altitude took place during this test as can be seen on Figure 147  

 

Figure 148: Deployment Option 2 from 2.2.3.2 - RSRP on UAV 

As can be seen from Figure 148 values seen during the measurement period were between -80 dBm and -74 
dBm which is considered “excellent”. 

  

Figure 149: Deployment Option 2 from 2.2.3.2 - RSRQ on UAV 

Average value of RSRQ during the measurement period was -11 dB, as shown on Figure 149, which is 
considered “good”. 

 

Figure 150: Deployment option 2 from 2.2.3.2 - C2 Delay for Downlink and Uplink from the Field Laptop 
Perspective 

From Figure 150 it can be seen that during the measurement period the average uplink delay was 93 ms and 
average downlink delay was 155 ms. The delay was measured on the C2 link between the field laptop and the 
UAV. With our setup the C2 link passed through a direct VPN tunnel and had to cross Wi-Fi links at both ends 
which adds some delay. Still, the measured delay was much worse than expected on the UAV->field laptop 
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Test Case #3  Quality of service for Power Line Inspection 
direction and the KPI target was not met. Poor uplink performance from the UAV at the test site can also be 
suspected to be caused by RF interference on the N78 band discovered a couple of weeks before the trial by 
UO, but no data is available to verify this really was the case during the trial. 

 

Figure 151: Deployment Option 2 from 2.2.3.2 - Total Uplink Load from the UAV Measured in the On-
board Smartphone 

From Figure 151 it can be seen that the average upload load during the measurement period was 110 kb/s, peak 
was 1.94 Mb/s. No photos that were taken during the test were uploaded and point cloud playback on the operator 
laptop was also not smooth. As soon as photo uploading was started the connection seemed to be lost. Poor 
uplink performance from the UAV at the test site can be suspected to be caused by RF interference on the N78 
band discovered a couple of weeks before the trial by UO, but no data is available to verify this was the case 
during the trial. The target was not met.  

 

Figure 152: Deployment Option 2 from 2.2.3.2 - C2 Connection Breaks 

The target was not met, the suspected reason being RF interference on the N78 band although no concrete data 
was available to verify this. 

In respect to the test run #2 in the botanical garden 

 

Figure 153: Deployment Option 4 from 2.2.3.2 - UAV position 

Figure 153 displays UAV’s recorded positions with 1 second interval on a map. A circuit around the target power 
line pole facing towards the centre was done to see if and how much the UAV’s yaw angle would affect network 
performance. 

 

Figure 154: Deployment option 4 from 2.2.3.2 - UAV Altitude. Height Above Ground 7-10 m 
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Figure 155: Deployment Option 4 from 2.2.3.2 - UAV Yaw Angle 

As Figure 155 shows, the UAV was yawing counterclockwise during the measurement period 

 

Figure 156: Deployment Option 4 from 2.2.3.2 - RSRP on UAV 

Figure 156 shows the values seen during the measurement period which were between -111 dBm and -107 
dBm. This is considered “fair”, but it still passes the goal we set of being above 120 dBm. 

  

Figure 157: Deployment Option 4 from 2.2.3.2 - RSRQ on UAV 

From Figure 157 it can be seen that the average value during the measurement period was -9 dB which is 
considered “good.  

 

Figure 158: Deployment Option 4 from 2.2.3.2 – C2 Delay for Downlink and Uplink from the Field Laptop 
Perspective 

As can be seen on Figure 158, during the measurement period the average uplink delay was 140 ms and average 
downlink delay was 807 ms. The latter was influenced by a period of many connection breaks which were 
probably influenced by the body of the UAV shading the line-of-sight between the UAV and the base station. The 
delay was measured on the C2 link between the field laptop and the UAV. With our setup the C2 link passed 
through a direct VPN tunnel and had to cross Wi-Fi links at both ends which adds some delay. Still, the measured 
delay was much worse than expected on the UAV->field laptop direction and the KPI target was not met. Poor 
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Test Case #3  Quality of service for Power Line Inspection 
uplink performance from the UAV at the test site may also have been affected by RF interference on the 
respective radio band, but no data is available to verify this was the case during the trial.  

 

Figure 159: Deployment Option 4 from 2.2.3.2 – Total Uplink Load from the UAV Measured by the On-
board Smartphone 

As can be observed from Figure 159, the average upload load during the measurement period was 1.86 Mb/s, 
the peak was 4.47 Mb/s. From a qualitative perspective, all the photos that were taken during the test were 
uploaded. There was some jerkiness at times in the point cloud playback on the operator laptop most probably 
caused by the long delay times and connection breaks which can be suspected to be influenced by the yaw 
angle of the UAV which caused the on-board smartphone to lose line of sight to the base station. The photo 
upload throughput target was met, lidar upload throughput target was tentatively met.  

 

Figure 160: Deployment Option 4 from 2.2.3.2 - Connection Breaks 

Figure 160 shows the count of connection breaks as a bar chart. More connection breaks can be seen during a 
period where the UAV yaw angle was between 70 and 155 degrees when the body of the UAV was between the 
on-board smartphone and the base station. The KPI target was not met. 

6.7.2 Key Takeaways 

Out of the three defined objectives for this scenario, the first two were fully achieved. The apps 
developed for this scenario worked well and we could definitely see the potential efficiency increases 
and a competitive edge when these components would be used in a power line inspection setting for 
both scheduled inspection and post-storm damage discovery. 

The Quality of service for the power line inspection test case did achieve some KPI targets but not all. 
There were issues with the uplink in both deployment options. We suspect there were issues with the 
weak signals sent by the smartphones to reach the base station, but unfortunately, we did not have the 
means to measure signal quality metrics on the base station side, so we have no means to verify this. 
Additionally, we have seen that most network providers offer more bandwidth for downloading than 
uploading, which suits the needs of average service consumers but not particularly well for UAVs, as 
they tend to be net data producers, not consumers. 

The network delay was worse than expected, because we had frequent connection breaks and a poor 
connection hindering the upload speed. As a takeaway from these results, we plan to use a cellular 
modem with carefully placed external antennas in the future that would limit the effect of parts of the 
UAV shading the line-of-sight to the base station. Furthermore, we believe that using a VPN tunnel for 
delay-sensitive links is not optimal, as well as using Wi-Fi between the on-board computers and the 
modem. Rectifying these problem areas would increase the quality of service beyond what is needed 
for post-storm inspection and post probably even match what is needed for a scheduled inspection. For 
similar experimental work in the future, we should plan to include means to measure the usage of the 
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radio spectrum to gain more insight into what may be causing issues, if any and have signal quality 
measurements on the base station side. 

The UAV stakeholders of this trial have greatly appreciated this unique opportunity to be part of 
5G!Drones project and trial the use case scenario in the UO test network. They have gained tremendous 
knowledge and have developed components that could bring substantial efficiency gains to the power 
line inspection domain when taken beyond TRL5. This project has added to previous experience in 
experimenting with LTE datalinks for payload and C2 data transfer and based on this we can say with 
confidence that 5G will provide huge benefits to the drone industry. 

6.8 UC3:SC1:SubSc3 SAR scenario  

6.8.1 Presentation of Test Cases Results 

6.8.1.1 Network Coverage of the Pond Test Case #1 

Test Case #1 Network Coverage of the Pond  

Test Execution 
Date 

23/08/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

ALE/UO 

Number of 
repetitions 

2 

Test's comments Network coverage Fair/Bad 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 Charting bathymetric readings on most of the pond. 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Check that bathymetric readings are being charted. 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 

1 Figure 161  Screenshot of the bathymetric chart shows that  
bathymetric readings were successfully sent over cellular network 
and charted on the field laptop but on a small surface under the 
trees. Figure 162, Figure 163 reports Fair/Bad coverage results. 

Pass 

Result Diagrams 

 
Figure 161: Pond Bathymetric Readings 

Bathymetric readings were successfully transmitted on most of the pond, but a small region displayed in grey on 
the above screenshot. 
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Test Case #1 Network Coverage of the Pond  

 
Figure 162: UAV’s RSRP during trials 

 
Figure 163: UAV's RSRQ during trials 

To complete this coverage measurement Figure 162 and Figure 163 (above) show radio signal quality from UAV 
perspective during trials. Following project’s standards (see D4.3 [13], Table 9 Target network KPIs, K1 
coverage), with  

• -105 dBm > RSRP > -140 dBm 

• -10 dB > RSRQ > -14 dB  

the observed coverage is Fair/Bad. 

6.8.1.2 Baseline Video Streaming Test Case #2 

Test Case #2 Baseline Video streaming 

Test Execution 
Date 

11/10/22 

Test Executed 
By 

ALE 

Number of 
repetitions 

1 

Test's 
comments 

 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 Frame time 

ID #2  Latency 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Check that the Mean Frame Time is under 20 ms and that the latency stays under 400 ms. 
Check that 4K 30fps video can be streamed. 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 1 Figure 164 Frame Time over time Pass 

ID #2 1 Figure 165 Frame Latency over time Pass 

Checkpoint ID 
#3 1 Figure 166 Video stream bitrate for 4K 30 fps 20Mbps Pass 

Result Diagrams 
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Test Case #2 Baseline Video streaming 

The first two diagrams are a baseline for the next test case. It shows that the target KPIs can be achieved on 
commercial 4G/LTE with the same configuration that has been used during trials (720p 60fps 1Mbits). 

 
Figure 164: Mean Frame Time: 16.6 ms 

 
Figure 165: Mean Latency: 65.8 ms 

The following diagram shows that 4K video is successfully streamed on commercial 4G/LTE. 

 
Figure 166: Video Stream Bitrate for 4K 30fps 20Mbps 

6.8.1.3 Video Streaming at Oulu Test Case #3 

Test Case #3 Video Streaming at Oulu  

Test Execution 
Date 

23/8/22 

Test Executed 
By 

ALE 

Number of 
repetitions 

2 

Test's 
comments 

The load of cells is monitored in order to get relevant measures. 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 Frame time 

 ID #2 Latency 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Check that the Mean Frame Time is under 20 ms and that the latency stays under 400 ms 
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Test Case #3 Video Streaming at Oulu  

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1  Figure 167 Figure 167Frame Time over time during the trial Pass 

 ID #2  Figure 168 Figure 168Frame Latency over time during the trial Fail 

Result Diagrams 

During trials, video frame time target KPI has been achieved. However, latency was too high to meet our 
objectives. Reason should be the high distance between on one side the UAV and field laptop and on the other 
the infrastructure’s antenna (900m, without line of sight). 

 

Figure 167: Mean Frame Time: 19 ms 

 

Figure 168: Mean Latency: 638 ms 

6.8.2 Key Takeaways 

Cellular networks have been partially validated to extend the range of UAV operations such as the one 
demonstrated in this scenario. Grievously, due to the characteristics of test cases from 
UC3:SC1:SubSc3 requiring access to a pond, we could not run tests over 5GTN- SA or -NSA 
deployments because these did not provide connectivity to the target areas of the botanical garden for 
the SAR scenario. However, 4G/LTE results are still meaningful as 5G NSA continue co-existing with 
4G/LTE as an anchor network. Having adaptive bitrate in e.g., video streaming, proved to be relevant 
to face such network contingency. 

In our scenario, video streams are merely assistance to the remote pilot. Hence the high tolerance we 
had regarding its quality. Using 4G/LTE, the overall network performances on payload data, such as 
bathymetric readings and video streams, were sufficient to operate the UAV remotely. The main focus 
was on latency, and despite low standards (400ms latency), we could not meet them during the trials, 
potentially because of the high signal attenuation resulting from the tested area densely surrounded by 
trees and long distance (nearby 1Km) between the UAV and the 4G/LTE base station. After all, the 
4G/LTE network deployment did not meet the sought standard for remote Command and Control. 
Frame time, as the other key metric for video streaming, has been validated during trials (20ms for 
60fps). The poor latency values are not a concern as similar streams on commercial 4G/LTE with cloud 
relay (instead of edge) result in much lower latency. Likewise, the required bitrate for 4K streaming 
should be reached on commercial infrastructure, as we already achieve it on commercial 4G/LTE. 

Apart from cellular networks for extended operation range, this scenario investigates containers 
deployment on edge for data processing and network routing. Unloading this computation from the UAV 
is a key achievement of the scenario. As more web services that depend on telemetry and payload 
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inputs are being developed (such as UTM services), handling the formatting and forwarding at the edge 
is pivotal.  During the trials, the 5GTN edge network deployment has proven successful, especially 
when high package loss could occur between the field laptop and the core network. 

6.9 UC3:SC2 Situation awareness: UAV-based IoT data collection  

6.9.1 Presentation of Test Cases Results 

This section presents the test case results related to the use case scenario UC3:SC2. More precisely, 
it provides the results of test case #1 (service creation time) and the test case #2 (In-operation KPI 
measurements). Test case #2 is captured from the edge cloud level (running the drone services) as 
well from the drone level. 

6.9.1.1 Service Creation for UAV-based IoT Data Collection Test Case #1 

Test Case #1 Service Creation for UAV-based IoT Data Collection 
Test Execution 
Date 

August 18, 2022 

Test Executed 
By 

AU 

Number of 
repetitions 

10 

Test's 
comments 

The objective of this test case is to measure the service creation time related to the use case 
scenario UC3:SC2. 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint 

ID #1 
The service creation time is measured from the time of receiving the request for creation to 
the time where the services start running  

Test Validation 
Conditions 

The service creation time is shorted than 90 minutes 

Test results 
Test 
run 

Diagrams Result 

ID #1 1-10 

Figure 170 exhibits that the service creation time is 
less than 15 seconds, which is shorter than the target 
objective (90 minutes). This is mainly due to the fact 
that the image of the services is already built and 
available in the image hub of the edge cloud server of 
the facility. Consequently, no need to build the image, 
which is translated to a shortened deployment time. 
On the other hand, building the service at runtime 
would slow the creation time especially since many 
services are associated with this use case. 

Pass 

Result Diagrams 

The results of this test case are presented in the below table. We note that the request includes a number of 
services (frontend service, backend service, authentication service, rabbitmq broker, the drone controller, in 
addition to other supporting services). 
Diagram for service creation time measurement is presented in the Figure 169 and Figure 170 and Table 51 
below. 

 
Figure 169: Time Measurement for Service Creation 
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Test Case #1 Service Creation for UAV-based IoT Data Collection 

 
Figure 170: Evaluation of the Service Creation Time for UC3:SC2 

Table 51 presents results, for 2 different days, outside of the testing period in UO: 

Table 51: Results taken from Web Portal 1 Measurements 

  

6.9.1.2 KPI Measurements for the Scenario UAV-based IoT Data Collection Test Case #2 

Test Case #2 KPI Measurements for the Scenario UAV-based IoT Data Collection 
Test Execution 
Date 

August 18, 2022 

Test Executed 
By 

AU 

Number of 
repetitions 

 

Test's 
comments 

The objective of the test is to measure the KPIs related to throughput and radio network. In 
addition to this, we provide evaluation of the cloud resource consumption during the trial.  

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint  

ID #1 
Cloud resources consumption when the drone is flying in the test location with an altitude < 
20 m  

ID #2 
Cloud resources consumption when the drone is flying in the test location and altitude > 20 m 
and < 40 m  

ID #3 
Network resources evaluation when the drone is flying in the test location with an altitude < 
20 m 

ID #4 Network resources evaluation when the drone is flying in the test location > 20 m and < 40 m 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

 

Test results 
Test 
run  

Diagrams Result 

ID #1 and #2 

 

Figure 171, Figure 172, Figure 173, and Figure 174 show the cloud 
resource consumption for the service related to UC3:SC2 (altitude 
was less than 20m in the first 15 minutes, and greater than 20m in 
the second 15 minutes). The different services are associated with 
different resource consumption levels. In particular, we can see that 
the service rabbitmq is associated with increasing CPU and memory 
utilisation levels. Indeed, this service reflects a central message 
broker used by the other services (telemetry data and the measured 
KPIs are published in this broker, which will then be delivered to all 

Pass 
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Test Case #2 KPI Measurements for the Scenario UAV-based IoT Data Collection 
the subscribers). In addition, is also associated with the highest data 
transmission/receipt compared to the other services, which is again 
due to the nature of this service (message broker). The resource 
consumption in the cloud is not affected by the altitude, which is due 
to the fact that the running services operate without being affected by 
the altitude of the drone. 

ID #3 and #4 

 

Figure 175 and Figure 176 capture the download/upload speed of the 
use case scenario UC3SC2 (altitude was less than 20m in the first 
15 minutes, and greater than 20m in the second 15 minutes). The 
upload/download is measured using an Ookla-based script running 
on the phone providing connectivity to the drone. The evaluation 
showed that the download speed is higher than the upload speed. 
This is due to the fact that the current network (and also the current 
commercial networks) is download oriented. The download speed 
was around 80 Mbps while the upload speed was around 8 Mbps 
(greater than the target value, 5Mbps). 
We can also see that results over the two checkpoints (first and 
second 15 minutes) are similar (with slight degradation in the second 
15 minutes). This is due to the fact that the radio antenna of the gNB 
(which is located on the top of a height building) was optimised to 
cover the test area. Figure 177, Figure 178 and Figure 179 provide 
radio measurement results and support this point. 

Pass 

Result Diagrams 

We first focus on evaluating cloud related KPIs of the services used in the use case scenario UC3SC2. These 
services are deployed in the edge cloud of the facility. The results are depicted in the below figures and are 
respectively related to CPU utilisation, memory utilisation, transmit and receive bytes. 

 

Figure 171: Evaluation of CPU Usage for Applications of UC3:SC2 
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Test Case #2 KPI Measurements for the Scenario UAV-based IoT Data Collection 

 
Figure 172: Evaluation of Memory Usage for Applications of UC3:SC2 

 
Figure 173: Evaluation of Cloud Transmit Bytes for Applications of UC3:SC2 

 
Figure 174: Evaluation of Cloud Receive Bytes for Applications of UC3:SC2 
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Test Case #2 KPI Measurements for the Scenario UAV-based IoT Data Collection 
Thereafter, we present in the following figures network-related KPIs captured during the trials. These KPIs are 
measured from the UE side (the 5G phone used to provide connectivity to the drone) and are respectively related 
to the download/upload data speed and radio KPIs (SINR, RSRQ and RSRP). 

 
Figure 175: Evaluation of the Upload Speed for UC3:SC2 

 
Figure 176: Evaluation of the Download Speed for UC3:SC2 

 
Figure 177: Evaluation of the SINR for UC3:SC2 
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Test Case #2 KPI Measurements for the Scenario UAV-based IoT Data Collection 

 

Figure 178: Evaluation of the RSRP for UC3:SC2 

 

Figure 179: Evaluation of the RSRQ for UC3:SC2 

6.9.2 Key Takeaways 

In terms of cloud resource consumption, it has been demonstrated that deployed services may not 
consume the same level of resources. Furthermore, it has been also demonstrated that the resource 
consumption of service may evolve over time. This calls for customised cloud resource allocation for 
the services running on the edge server. This also calls for resource scaling for services that have 
evolving consumption levels. 

It has been demonstrated that the current test facility is download oriented. Although this perfectly 
supports the considered scenario where the drone only sends telemetry and IoT data on the uplink 
which is characterised by small size, it would be important to also optimise the network to support higher 
uploads that characterise applications where the drone steam’s big size data on the uplink.   

Another takeaway is that the network can be optimised to cover the drone's flight path without 
degradation of the performance. The evaluation performed in Aalto showed that the gNB (located on 
the top of a high building) was optimised to cover the test location even with an altitude of 40m. 
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6.10 UC3:SC3 Situation awareness: Location of UE in non-GPS 
environments 

6.10.1 Presentation of Test Cases Results 

Measurement results are presented as data in Figure 180. While there were only 4 flights, data was 
post-processed and split in to 12 different measurements. In the first two flights distance was 150 meters 
from the base station and the altitudes were 10m, 20m and 30m. In the last two flights distance was 
200 meters and altitudes were 30m, 40m and 50m. Figure 181 shows a few examples of comparisons 
between the first and second measurements and it visualises that data has small difference between 
the measurement flights. Each measurement was successful as there was both GPS and 5G signal 
strength in each data point. 5G signal was valid as the maximum RSRP values were always under < -
128 dBm as was noted in the KPI list.   

6.10.1.1 5G Coverage and GPS Measurement Test Case #1 

Test Case #1 5G Coverage and GPS Measurement 
Test Execution 
Date 

22.8 - 26.8.2022 

Test Executed 
By 

NOK, UO 

Number of 
repetitions 

4 

Test's 
comments 

All the data is collected in to a single file which is then formatted to .csv 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation for checkpoint  

ID #1 Confirm that each measurement has both coverage data and position data. 

ID #2 Confirm that measurements are consistent between the measurement rounds.  

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Data collection is successful 

Test results 
Test 
run  

Diagrams Result 

ID #1 
 

Figure 180 All the measurement results from UO trials. Each 
measurement was successful and has both coverage and GPS data.  Pass 

ID #2 
 

Figure 181 Example comparison measurement showing that data is 
consistent between 1st and 2nd flight.  Pass 
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Result Diagrams 

 

Figure 180: Measurement Results from the Oulu Final Trials 

 

Figure 181: Example Measurement Results Showing that Results are Consistent with Each Other 

6.10.2 Key Takeaways 

The location of the UAV in a GPS denied environment is a hot topic in the drone industry these days. 
The commercial solutions have improved greatly during the short 4-year period while the project has 
been active. The camera based indoor navigation has become viable option as the algorithms have 
been investigated a lot and made openly available. Some vendors are even selling nowadays off-the-
shelf solutions which have readily tuned algorithms and can keep the position without drifting and even 
avoid collision using information coming from cameras fused with drone internal IMU sensors. While it 
was unfortunate that the initially intended indoor measurement test case did not come into reality, the 
successful 5G measurement and GPS position measurement test case turned out to be an interesting 
new way to investigate the location information in a GPS denied environment.  

There were some crucial problems with the SA compatible UEs and 4G network connectivity which 
affected both the planning and execution of the trials. Some of the problems were caused by third 
parties and solutions were not achieved even though preparations for the final trials started multiple 
months before. But then also some of the problems that were found out already in the previous trials 
one year ago were persisting. Overall, the data set from the trials turned out to be smaller than planned. 
It is too small to make any sort of Machine Learneing (ML) based algorithm. Based on the earlier trial 
investigations ML algorithm proved out to be extremely challenging in this use case. There was only a 
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single 5G radio available and thus there was no possibility for geometric triangulation. While there were 
many challenges and co-operation with different stakeholders was demanding, in the end, we managed 
a pretty good execution of the trials. For example, because our flight permit did not cover the University 
of Oulu area, we needed to borrow a drone from UO and work hand in hand to make trials possible. 
We had to manage timetables and make extra efforts to make sure everything was compatible with 
each other. In the end those challenges proved to be fruitful. Instead of making the payload for the 
measurement using a Nokia drone as platform, we used a commercial DJI M300 which UO had 
available. We were able to make better integration when we made the payload directly compatible with 
DJI M300 instead of using a Nokia drone and created an adapter to make it work with DJI M300 also.  

Results from these trials will not produce a breakthrough in the use case. But the measurement 
protocols in this deliverable and measurement tools presented in the previous deliverables can possibly 
be replicated using commercially available devices. Overall, these trials are good examples of how to 
make 5G measurements, and hopefully, this will be a starting point for someone to start and continue 
investigation related to navigation in GNSS-denied areas. In 3GPP Rel-16 has specified various 
technologies which are even supporting commercial use cases. These technologies are definitely worth 
investigating as they can be used to solve location problems in situations where 5G is available but not 
the GPS signal.   

6.11 UC4:SC1 Connectivity during crowded events: Connectivity 

extension and offloading  

6.11.1 Presentation of Test Cases Results 

6.11.1.1 C2 over 5G and Automated Experimentation from 5GENESIS Test Case #1  

This test case was executed in the first iteration of the Athens trials in OTE Academy, as shown in 
Figure 182 and Figure 183 showcasing the integration of the 5GENESIS web portal. 

 

Figure 182: UAV flight at OTE Academy Premises 

 

Figure 183: Speed Test Measurements triggered 
by Web Portal 2 (5GENESIS) 

Test Case #1 C2 over 5G and automated experiment execution from 5GENESIS 
Test Execution Date 29/06-02/07 2021 

Test Executed By NCSRD, COS 

Number of 
repetitions 

3 

Test's comments All the data is collected to InfluxDB and then exported to csv file 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria to checkpoint 

ID #1 TCP measurements at ground level 

ID #2 TCP measurements at 3m 

ID #3 TCP measurements at 5m 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

Check that the measurements are stored in the database 
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Test Case #1 C2 over 5G and automated experiment execution from 5GENESIS 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 
1 

Figure 184 TCP measurements at ground level for client 
and server  Pass 

ID #2 2 Figure 185 TCP measurements at 3m for client and server Pass 

ID #3 3 Figure 186 TCP measurements at 6m for client and server Pass 

Result Diagrams 

The following figures are line graphs depicting measurements over time for the two agents used (blue line for iperf-
client & orange line for iperf-server). The measurement values were taken directly from the iperf-agents output, 
then stored to InfluxDB and for the purpose of this experiment. One important note here is that the captured 
timestamps are from two different physical devices which were not intended to be (and should not be considered 
as) synced to the same clock. Each graph depicts the two different outputs of the same experiment, one coming 
from the server’s perspective and the other from the client’s perspective. This also explains the slight differences 
which the reader can easily spot on every graph and is common when comparing iperf results from the two 
endpoints used. 

 
Figure 184: TCP Measurements at Ground Level for Client and Server 

 
Figure 185: TCP Measurements at 3m for Client and Server 
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Test Case #1 C2 over 5G and automated experiment execution from 5GENESIS 

 
Figure 186: TCP Measurements at 6m for Client and Server  

6.11.1.2 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation Test Case #2 

Test Case #2 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation 
Test Execution 
Date 

 05-09/09/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

NCSRD/FRQ/DRR 

Number of 
repetitions  

2 

Test's 
comments  

Tests were performed in Egaleo Stadium at 05/09/2022 as a prerequisite for the execution 
of test case 3, for which details are provided in the next section 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID  Description of Validation Criteria to checkpoint   

ID #1  Logging to Web portal 1 

ID #2  UAV creation in Web portal 1 

ID #3  Using template for new plan creation 

ID #4 Plan approval in UTM 

ID #5 UTM is approving the flight in SmartSIS application  

ID #6 Local setup of 5G network by NCSRD staff 

ID #7 The plan is accessible in Web Portal 1, in details view 

ID #8 Service creation time measurement 

Test Validation 
Conditions  

Partial Operational Flight Plan preparation and execution during test case 2 flight 

Test results  
Test 
run Diagrams  Result  

ID #1  1   Possible to login, Web Portal 1 is accessible Pass  

ID #2  1 New UAV was created  Pass  

ID #3  1 Status changed to SCHEDULED – template was selected 
and saved as a new plan (see Figure 187)   

 Pass  

ID #4 1 It was possible to approve the plan and status changed to 
APPROVED  

 Pass 
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Test Case #2 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation 
ID #5 1 Local setup of NCSRD 5G network is performed by local 

staff. 
Pass 

ID #6 1 It’s possible to see the plan details and the log with status 
changes, with the timestamps  

Pass  

ID #7 1 - 4 Service creation time measurement is below expected value 
(see Figure 188). 

Pass 

ID #8 1 After landing, the user should select the “Stop operation” 
button. Finally, the plan status should be changed to 
FINISHED (see Figure 189). 

Pass 

Result Diagrams 

 

Figure 187: Template Selection and New Plan - SCHEDULED Status 

During the placement phase the slice manager determines, based on the experiment-referenced NST, the NSs 
to be deployed per location (core, edge) and reads the Network Service Descriptors (NSDs) and Virtual Network 
Function Descriptors (VNFDs), referenced by the slice manager NST, registered in the OSM to calculate 
required resources and determine whether these resources are available. In the case that these resources are 
available, it requests these resources. This is the placement (time above mentioned as 'Slice Creation Time'). 
If the placement process finishes successfully, the Slicing Lifecycle manager requests the activation of the 
reserved resources. This is the provisioning phase (time mentioned above as 'Slice Provisioning Time') during 
which it creates required OSM and VIM isolated tenants for the newly created slice. It requests the setup and 
configuration (VMs and networking, according to NSDs and VNFDs registered in the OSM) of the required 
resources, within the isolated tenants, which are required for the deployment phase. The deployment time (time 
above mentioned as 'Slice Deployment Time') corresponds to the total time needed to have the VMs, which 
are part of the slice network service, to be up and running, i.e., this is the time needed for the Network Slice 
Instance (NSI) to have been successfully deployed. 
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Test Case #2 Flight Plan Preparation & Execution Validation 

 

Figure 188: Results for Service Creation Time Measurement for NCSRD 

The results for NCSRD presented in Figure 188 are very stable – in nearly all cases we have got the 33 sec 
time. It has to be stressed again, that the aforementioned value is not related to the time for VNF application 
download, but it describes the VM deployment. 

 

Figure 189: Template Selection and New Plan - FINISHED status 

6.11.1.3 CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone Automated Flight Test Case #3  

Test Case #3 CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone Automated Flight 

Test Execution 
Date 

6/9/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

CAF/NCSRD 

Number of 
repetitions  

3 

Test's 
comments  

 06/Sep/2022 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID  Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint 

ID #1  C2 container deployed in NCSRD edge server 
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Test Case #3 CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone Automated Flight 

ID #2  Qosium Probe deployed in CAFA PX4 on-board computer  

ID #3    CAFA 3D Analyzer showing 5G QoS results in 3D  

Test Validation 
Conditions  

  

Test results  
Test 
run  Diagrams  Result  

ID #1  

  

C2 container deployed in NCSRD edge server and user 
interface for drone operator working correctly, evidence in 

 
Figure 190 Pass 

ID #2  
  

Qosium tool measuring 5G SA network QoS as depicted in 
Figure 191, Figure 192 and results in Table 52  Pass 

ID #3    
  

CAFA 3D Analyzer showing 5G QoS results in 3D  as 
depicted Figure 193   Pass  

Result Diagrams 
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Test Case #3 CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone Automated Flight 

 

Figure 190 below shows the CAFA PX4 cellular drone C2 (Command and Control) containerised software UGCS 

user interface for drone operators. The drone flight plan is created by the drone operator using this user interface. 
The flight plan depicts the 5G QoS measurement mission at MoE Stadium on 09/06/2022.  When the plan is 
uploaded to the C2 container and the drone is armed, the flight plan implementation is controlled by the C2 
container application. 

 

Figure 190: CAFA drone containerised C2 system user interface for drone operator 

Figure 191 below is a screenshot of the Qosium Scope dashboard visualizing the 5G QoS measurement results 
measured by the CAFA PX4 cellular drone during the 06/09/2022 flight mission at MoE Stadium, Athens. 
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Test Case #3 CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone Automated Flight 

Table 52 below describes the maximum, minimum and median values of 5G QoS parameters RSRP, RSRQ and 
SINR captured by the CAFA PX4 drone on 06.09.2022 at MoE stadium. 

Table 52: 5G QoS measurements captured by CAFA drone 

 

RSRP 
[dBm] 

RSRQ 
[dB] SINR [dB] 

MAX -105 -11 16 

MIN -123 -14 0 

MEDIAN -113.5 -12 8 

 

 

Figure 191: Qosium Scope Dashboard Showing Results of 5G QoS Measurements 

Figure 192 below describes NCSRD 5G SA (5GENESIS) network SINR values measured by CAFA PX4 drone 
with Qosium Probe software at altitude 15m AGL.   
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Test Case #3 CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone Automated Flight 

 
Figure 192: NCSRD 5G SA Network SINR Values Measured by CAFA PX4 Cellular Drone 

 

 
Figure 193: CAFA 3D Analyzer showing 5G QoS results in 3D at MoE stadium in Athens 

Figure 193 above is a screenshot of the user interface of the CAFA 3D Analyzer application. 3D Analyzer shows 
5G signal strength in 3D space. To create the 3D base model, photos collected by a previous drone flight have 
been used, which have been processed into a point cloud. Then, the 5G signal strength values have been entered 
into the 3D model and five colour blocks have been calculated from them, the corresponding colours of which 
indicate the signal strength. The green block is the best quality and the red scale is the worst quality. The 3D 
Analyzer application can be used in a web browser and view values at different points in the room. 

6.11.1.4  Athens Platform Baseline Network Performance Measurements and connectivity 
extension Test Case #4 

Throughput and Round-Trip Time experiments have been executed based on the Open5Genesis test 
case template “Raspberry Pi (RPI) Throughput”, “RPI_Throughput_Uplink”, and “RTT_RPI”, evaluating 
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downlink, uplink and best uplink respectively. The System-Under-Test (SUT) involves the commercial 
Amarisoft Classic (i.e., both 5G-NR and 5GC Rel. 16), one Commercial of-the-shell (COTS) UE 
(Raspberry pi with 5G hat) and a VM. Both RPI and VM integrate the 5Genesis iPerf probe which in the 
case of Downlink acts as an iPerf server in RPI and as an iPerf client in the VM, while in the case of 
Uplink the VM acts as an iPerf server and the PRI as an iPerf client. In the case of the round-trip time, 
it is irrelevant which acts as the server and which acts as the client.  

For all our experiments, the first step was the slice deployment on which VM (with 5Genesis iPerf and 
RTT-specific purposes probes were installed) were deployed. The process of slice deployment involves 
“placement”, “activation” and “deployment” KPIs.  

During the placement phase the slice manager determines, based on the experiment-referenced NST, 
the NSs to be deployed per location (core, edge) and reads the Network Service Descriptors (NSDs) 
and Virtual Network Function Descriptors (VNFDs), referenced by the slice manager NST, registered 
in the OSM to calculate required resources and determine whether these resources are available. In 
the case that these resources are available, it requests these resources. This is the placement time 
depicted in the Grafana dashboard.  

If the placement process finishes successfully, the Slicing Lifecycle manager requests the activation of 
the reserved resources. This is the provisioning phase during which it creates required OSM and VIM 
isolated tenants for the newly created slice. It requests the set-up and configuration (VMs and 
networking, according to NSDs and VNFDs registered in the OSM) of the required resources, within 
the isolated tenants, which are required for the deployment phase. The deployment time corresponds 
to the total time needed to have the VMs, which are part of the slice network service, to be up and 
running, i.e., this is the time needed for the Network Slice Instance (NSI) to have been successfully 
deployed. 

Test Case  #4   Automated Experimentation with 5GENESIS platform  

Test Execution 
Date 

5/9/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

NCSRD 

Number of 
repetitions  

6 

Test's 
comments  

 The scope is to extend the range of the network’s coverage while at the same time retaining 
or improving the provided QoS   

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID  Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint    

ID #1  Downlink UDP measurements – 15m distance – ground level – direct 5G connectivity 

ID #2  Uplink UDP measurements – 15m distance – ground level – direct 5G connectivity 

ID #3  RTT ICMP measurements – 15m distance – ground level – direct 5G connectivity 

ID #4 Downlink UDP measurements – 30m distance (gNB to UE) – ground level – gNB to CPE (5G) 
/ CPE to UE (Wifi-6) 

ID #5 Uplink UDP measurements – 30m distance – ground level – gNB to CPE (5G) / CPE to UE 
(Wifi-6) 

ID #6 RTT ICMP measurements – 30m distance – ground level – gNB to CPE (5G) / CPE to UE 
(Wifi-6) 

Test Validation 
Conditions  

 

Test results  
Test 
run    

Diagrams  Result  
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Test Case  #4   Automated Experimentation with 5GENESIS platform  

ID #1  
  

Downlink throughput, direct 5G connection (Figure 194, 
Figure 195, Figure 196) Pass 

ID #2  
  

Uplink throughput, direct 5G connection (Figure 197, Figure 
198) Pass 

ID #3   Round Trip Time, direct 5G connection   (Figure 199)  Pass 

ID #4 
 

Downlink throughput, with CPE on Drone at 6m height (Figure 
200, Figure 201, Figure 202) Pass 

ID #5 
 

Uplink throughput, with CPE on Drone at 6m height (Figure 
203, Figure 204, Figure 206) Pass 

ID #6 
 

Round Trip Time, with CPE on Drone at 6m height Figure 205, 
Figure 210, Figure 211)  Pass 

Result Diagrams 

Experiment Executions with RPI on ground level and direct connection with 5G Amarisoft. 

In this experiment execution series, UE (RPI) was placed on ground and in at a distance of 15m from the Amari 
equipment. Raspberry pi was equipped with a 5G hat and was directly connected to the Amari 5G network. 

Downlink Throughput Results: 

In order to measure the downlink throughput, the experiment begins with the iPerf client, installed in the VM that 
hosts the 5Genesis iPerf probe (endpoint B), bursting User Datagram Protocol (UDP) traffic towards the RPI iPerf 
probe on the drone, acting as an iPerf server (endpoint A). Figure 195 presents the throughput results (i.e., in 
Mbps) executed for three successive iterations, each of them including 60 samples. The lower part of the figure 
illustrates complementary results in regard to the slice manager. It is worth noting, as depicted in Figure 195, that 
the average values for the three iterations are:  

• median – 31.9 Mbps, max - 37.17 Mbps, min - 23.13 Mbps, q3 – 32.9 Mbps, q1 – 30.73 Mbps,  

Furthermore, Figure 196 illustrates the throughput from the client side which is reflected to the packet loss 
diagram (the third diagram in Figure 194). 

 
Figure 194: Downlink Throughput Results on Ground Level with Direct Connection to Amarisoft 

 
Figure 195: Downlink Average Values for the Three Iterations 
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Figure 196: Client Throughput on Ground Level for Direct Communication with 5G Amarisoft 

Uplink Throughput Results: 
For uplink throughput, the conducted results are presented in Figure 197.  In the uplink direction, the experiments 
begin with RPI iPerf probe acting as a client, thus the UDP traffic starts from the RPI device towards the VM, on 
which the iPerf probe acts as server. Complementary results in regard to transport layer and the slice manager 
have been captured and they are also illustrated in the lower  part of the figure. The average values, involving 
three iterations, as depicted in Figure 198 are: 

• median – 17.3 Mbps, max – 20.36 Mbps, min – 9.2 Mbps, q3 – 18.6 Mbps, q1 – 14.96 Mbps,  

 

Figure 197: Uplink Throughput Results on Ground Level with Direct Connection to Amarisoft 

 
Figure 198: Average Values for the Three Iterations 

Round Trip Time (Delay) Results:  
For round trip time (delay), results are presented in Figure 199. In this experiment one 5Genesis agent was acting 
as Ping server and the other as Ping client. ICMP traffic initiated from client towards server. Since we are 
measuring round trip time it makes no difference which was the server and which was the client. The average 
values, involving three iterations, are the following: median – 35.43 ms, max – 99.2 ms, min – 18.43 ms, q3 – 
40.41 ms, q1 – 29.8 ms. 

 
Figure 199: RTT Results on Ground Level with Direct Connection to Amarisoft 
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Test Case  #4   Automated Experimentation with 5GENESIS platform  

Experiment Executions with intermediate CPE (5G connectivity) on 6m height and RPI connected to WiFi 
6. 

As explained above, in this series of executions, a commercial CPE was connected to the 5G network provided 
by Amarisoft and. subsequently, the connectivity was extended to a Wi-Fi 6 network provided by the CPE. That 
way, the CPE, as an intermediate component “shading light” on an extended area providing network connectivity 
to equipment (RPI) in a wider area. RPI was NATed behind the CPE and a port forwarding was required in order 
to access both 5Genesis probe control ports and traffic data ports (iPerf port). The goal was to achieve a similar 
network connectivity and quality, as the one provided directly by Amari 5G equipment, but to a more extended 
range. CPE was on Drone in a height of 6m from the ground and about 12m from the Amari equipment and the 
UE (RPI) to a total distance of about 30m from the Amari. Thus, the network coverage was extended about 15m 
with similar, or in some cases better network quality. 

Downlink Throughput Results: 
For downlink throughput, the experiment begins with the iPerf client, installed in the VM that hosts the 5Genesis 
iPerf probes, bursting User Datagram Protocol (UDP) traffic towards the RPI device. The traffic intially goes to 
CPE and then through port forwarding to the other side, where the RPI iPerf probe, acting as an iPerf server. 
Figure 201 presents the throughput results (i.e., in Mbps) executed for three successive iterations, each of them 
including 60 samples. It is worth noting that the average values for the three iterations are: 

• median – 54.65 Mbps, max – 57.03 Mbps, min - 29.7 Mbps, q3 – 55.33 Mbps, q1 – 50.16 Mbps.  
On the other hand, Figure 202 describes the throughput from the client side which is respectively reflected to the 
packet loss diagram of the server (third diagram in Figure 200). 

 
Figure 200: Downlink Throughput Results with Relay connectivity (CPE 5G) 

 
Figure 201: Downlink Average Results for the Three Iterations 

 
Figure 202: Client’s Throughput with Intermediate Connectivity (CPE 5G) 

Uplink Throughput Results: 
For uplink throughput, the conducted results along with the complementary results for the slice manager and the 
transport layer are presented in Figure 203.  In the uplink direction, the experiments begin with RPI iPerf probe 
acting as a client. Thus the UDP traffic starts from the RPI device towards the VM in which the iPerf probe that 
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Test Case  #4   Automated Experimentation with 5GENESIS platform  

acts as server is installed. In order to access 5Genesis probe installed on RPI, behind CPE, control commands 
were NATed, from CPE, to the appropriate port. The average values, involving three iterations, are: 

• median – 9.77 Mbps, max – 14.73 Mbps, min – 4.17 Mbps, q3 – 11.85 Mbps, q1 – 7.88 Mbps. 

 
Figure 203: Uplink Throughput Results with Intermediate Connectivity (CPE 5G) 

 
Figure 204: Average Uplink Values for the Three Iterations 

Round Trip Time (Delay) Results:  
For round trip time (delay), results are presented in Figure 205. In this experiment one 5Genesis agent was acting 
as Ping server and the other as Ping client. ICMP traffic initiated from client towards server. Since we are 
measuring round trip time it makes no difference which was the server and which was the client. The average 
values, involving three iterations: 

• median – 98.7 ms, max – 161 ms, min – 29.76 ms, q3 – 138.75 ms, q1 –34.7ms. 

 
Figure 205: RTT Results with Intermediate Connectivity (CPE 5G) 

As a next step the results have been uploaded to the KPI component and the visualisation is shown in the 
following figures. Figure 206 presents the throughput results (Mbps) obtained with direct communication and 
executed for three successive iterations while Figure 207 the average packet loss, as uploaded to the Kibana 
component. 
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Figure 206: UDP Downlink Throughput with Direct Connectivity to 5G 

 
Figure 207: Average Packet Loss (direct connectivity to 5G) 

In Figure 208 the graph describes 5Genesis iPerf probe installed in the VM (client) bursting User Datagram 
Protocol (UDP) traffic towards the RPI device (server). In order to achieve the intermediate connection, the former 
initially goes to the CPE and then through port forwarding to the other side, where the RPI acting as an iPerf 
server captures the measurements. On the other hand, Figure 209 depicts the average packet loss of the server. 
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Figure 208: UDP Downlink throughput with Intermediate Connectivity (5G CPE) 

 
Figure 209: Average Packet Loss (intermediate connectivity with 5G CPE) 

Figure 210 depicts the RTT of the experiment during which one 5Genesis agent acted as a Ping server and the 
other as a Ping client. 
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Test Case  #4   Automated Experimentation with 5GENESIS platform  

 
Figure 210: RTT with Direct Connectivity to 5G 

Figure 211 illustrates the RTT of the experiment during which one 5Genesis agent was acting as Ping server and 
the other as Ping client and the CPE was acting as the relay connection. 

 
Figure 211: RTT with Intermediate Connectivity (5G CPE) 
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6.11.1.5 Commercial 5G Network Performance for UAV flights Test Case #5  

Test Case #5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights 

Test Execution 
Date 

07/09/2022 - 09/09/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

COSMOTE/UMS/NCSRD 

Number of 
repetitions  

9 

Test's 
comments  

The test data have been collected as follows: 
1) The first trial day 7/9/2022, sample measurements were collected from the ground 

level to verify the proper deployment of the “drones-mob” 5G Booster in the stadium 
[Test Run 1-3] 

2) The second trial day 8/9/2022, measurements under the dominant coverage of the 
5G Booster executing the defined flight plans at height 15m were collected and 
processed through 5G!Drones Analytics component [Test Run 4-6]. 

3) The third trial day 9/9/2022, measurements with the 5G Booster switched off, 
executing the same flight plan  at height 15m were collected and processed through 
5G!Drones Analytics component [Test Run 7-9] 

Verification Points (VP)  

Checkpoint ID  Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint    

ID #1  Verify that the drones-mob base station is operational and offers nominal performance  

ID #2  
Assess mobile network performance during a UAV flight under 5G Booster coverage where 
a single 5G NSA dominant base station (“drones-mob”) is serving the mobile traffic at all 
times. 

ID #3    
Assess mobile network performance under unoptimised conditions during the UAV flight 
plan, where there is no single dominant 5G NSA base station to serve the trials. 

Test Validation 
Conditions  

Flights are executed as planned, following the safety regulation process. 
Network is fully operational 
Metrics are appropriately collected. 

Test results  
Test 
run  Diagrams  Result  

ID #1  

 1-3 • Figure 212 depicts a sample latency measurement of 14.5 ms, 
aligned to the maximum expected nominal value based on the gNB 
configuration. 

• Figure 213 depicts a sample download bitrate measurement of 1,38 
Gbps, aligned to the maximum expected nominal value based on the 
gNB configuration. This measurement satisfies the maximum 
network downlink rate KPI set in 4.11.3. 

• Figure 214 depicts a sample upload bitrate measurement of 99,8 
Mbps, aligned to the maximum expected nominal value based on the 
gNB configuration. 

Pass 

ID #2  

 4-6 • Figure 215 and Figure 216 prove that the Network Latency KPI of < 
40 ms set in 4.11.3 is achievable. 

• Figure 217 and Figure 218 exhibit that constantly high downlink bit 
rates of > 500 Mbps can be achieved not only in ground level but 
also at 15m above ground flights. 

• Figure 219 and Figure 220 depict that the minimum network uplink 
KPI of 60 Mbps can be achieved not only in ground level but also at 
15m above ground flights. 

Pass 

ID #3    

 7-9 • Figure 221 and Figure 222 present the base stations involved and 
the handovers occurred as an indication of the complexity of the 
network utilisation in an uncontrolled environment. 

Pass 
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Test Case #5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights 

• Figure 223, Figure 224, Figure 225, Figure 226 present latency 
related measurements and confirm that values less than 40 ms are 
still possible in most cases. 

• Figure 227, Figure 228, Figure 229, Figure 230 present downlink 
bitrate measurements in the vast majority higher than 100 Mbps. 

• Figure 231, Figure 232, Figure 233, Figure 234 present uplink 
bitrate measurements in the vast majority higher than 30 Mbps. 

Result Diagrams  

Measurements collected with 5G Booster (drones-mob) dominant base station 

Measurements collected from the ground level, stationary and within distance < 50 m from the “drones-mob” 5G 
Booster with clear line of sight verify the target throughput values expected for the #option 4 deployment mode 
of the Athens platform, as they show that a latency of 14ms (Figure 212), maximum of 1,3 Gbps (Figure 213) 
downlink rate, 99.8 Gbps uplink rate (Figure 214). 

 
Figure 212: drones-mob Sample 

Latency Measurement 

 
Figure 213: drones-mob Sample 
Download Bitrate Measurement 

 
Figure 214: drones-mob Sample 

Uplink Measurement 

Figure 215 presents the Latency Heat Map with measurements gathered from the COSMOTools Android 
application using ICMP (ping) during the trajectory of the flight executed at 15m height and depicts that the values 
range between 19 ms – 49 ms, with the majority of the measurements (75%) below 30 ms. Examining the Latency 
vs. RSRP measurements (values in the range [-66 dbm, -48 dbm]) for the same data samples, it is exhibited that 
there are indeed cases with latency > 40 ms (14%), while in all cases the received signal power is excellent20. To 
this extend, values above 40 ms can be attributed to the ICMP protocol specifics beyond the configuration 
capabilities at the RAN level. 

 

20 As noted in D4.3 and based on industry best practices an RSRP value > -70dbm is signifying excellent coverage 
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Test Case #5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights 

 
Figure 215: 5G Booster Latency (Avg) Heat map at 15m height in the flight trajectory 

  

Figure 216: 5G Booster Latency vs RSRP at 15m height in the flight trajectory 

UDP Downlink bitrate measurements gathered from the COSMOTools Android application using iperf3 during the 
trajectory of the flight executed at 15m height depict the values range between 450 Mbps – 573 Mbps, with most 
measurements (> 99,2%) above 400 Mbps, as depicted in Figure 217. 

Figure 218 depicts that these measurements were collected under excellent signal strength (RSRP values in the 
range [-66dbm, -50dbm]). Since the trial was executed in a public environment and the capacity of the 5G Booster 
was shared with all COSMOTE subscribers in the area at the time; such background traffic can justify the 
performance differences noted in comparison to Figure 213. 
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Test Case #5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights 

 
Figure 217: 5G Booster Downlink Bitrate Heat map at 15m height in the flight trajectory 

 

Figure 218: 5G Booster UDP Downlink Bit Rate vs RSRP at 15m Height in the Flight Trajectory 

UDP Uplink bitrate measurements gathered from the COSMOTools Android application using iperf3 during the 
trajectory of the flight executed at 15m height as shown in Figure 219  depict the values range between 90 Mbps 
– 99 Mbps, with most measurements (85%) above 90 Mbps and no sample below 60 Mbps. 

Examining the Uplink bit rate vs. RSRP measurements (RSRP values in the range [-66dbm, -50dbm]) it is verified 
that this trial was also performed under excellent signal strength assuring that very high uplink bitrates can be 
reached. 
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Test Case #5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights 

 
Figure 219: 5G Booster Uplink Bitrate Heat map at 15m height in the flight trajectory  

 
Figure 220: 5G Booster UDP Uplink bit rate vs RSRP at 15m height in the flight trajectory 

Switching off the dominant ‘drones-mob’ 5G Booster, a number of base stations, with varying capabilities and 
traffic load, provide coverage at the Egaleo Stadium. Figure 221 depicts the base stations that were involved 
during the 5G!DRONES trial. The trigger for the UE to handover between cells depends on the signal strength 
measurements collected, when for certain conditions and thresholds a neighbouring cell supersedes the serving 
cell. As such, the process of handover is ad-hoc, dependant on the specific situation, density and traffic demand, 
as well as, the UE measurement heuristics. 
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Test Case #5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights 

 
Figure 221: Base Stations Covering the Unoptimised network trials Location 

As presented in Figure 222 a number of handovers have been performed during the trials, and correlating with 
time periods the figure exposes the handovers during the execution of latency (13:30-13:40), downlink (14:10-
14:20) and uplink (15:30-15:40) measurements. 

 
Figure 222: Handovers during the Unoptimised Network Trial 

In this dynamic environment, performance measurements with no dominant base station serving the whole 
execution of the predefined flight show the following results. 
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Test Case #5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights 

The heat map of Figure 223 shows that there are significant variations in the latency values, from 19 ms to above 
300 ms. Still, 77% of the measurements are below 40 ms, while as shown in Figure 224 all measurements were 
collected under very good signal strength (RSRP values in the range [-98dbm, -66dbm]) but obviously much 
worse than in the optimised case (Figure 216). 

 
Figure 223: Latency Heatmap under unoptimised Network Conditions at 15m Height in the Flight 

Trajectory 

 
Figure 224: Latency per RSRP under unoptimised network conditions at 15m height in the flight 

trajectory 

 
Figure 225: Latency per serving base station under un-optimised network conditions at 15m height in 

the flight trajectory 
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Test Case #5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights 

 
Figure 226: Latency per RAT type under un-optimised network conditions at 15m height in the flight 

trajectory 

As shown in Figure 225, the latency value spikes observed do not seem to be always coupled with handovers 
that occurred during the execution of the flight, while some measurement gaps of 40 msecs to 1 min are observed. 

At the same time, Figure 226 depicts that irrespectively of the BS handovers, the majority of the measurements 
are collected under 5G NR and the time gaps observed cannot be associated to changes on the RAT type. Other 
unknown traffic or situational conditions should also be considered to explain these gaps. Indicatively, in few 
occasions, the UE running the COSMOTool measurement probe was overheated as a result of being exposed to 
outdoor high temperature conditions, leading to unwanted UE reboots and obvious measurement gaps. 

As a definite observation while most handovers have happened seamlessly, there are few cases with significant 
gaps that have led to missing measurement samples for periods of 40 msecs to 1 min, with no clear explanation 
on whether the handover was the cause or the effect of other external to the trial conditions (e.g. UE overheated). 

The heat map of Figure 227 shows that there are significant variations in the downlink rate, from 49 Mbps to 310 
Mbps. Still, only 21% of the measurements are below 100 Mbps, while as shown in Figure 228 all measurements 
were collected under very good signal strength (RSRP values in the range [-98dbm, -66dbm]) but obviously much 

worse than in the optimised case (Figure 228). 

 
Figure 227: UDP Downlink bit rate Heat map under un-optimised network conditions at 15m height in 

the flight trajectory 
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Test Case #5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights 

 
Figure 228: UDP Downlink bitrate vs RSRP under un-optimised network conditions at 15m height in the 

flight trajectory 

 
Figure 229: UDP Downlink bit rate per serving base station under un-optimised network conditions at 

15m height in the flight trajectory 

 
Figure 230: UDP Downlink bit rate per RAT type under un-optimised network conditions at 15m height in 

the flight trajectory 
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Test Case #5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights 

As shown in Figure 229, during the the downlink measurements only one handover between base stations was 
observed, that has led to an instant drop in the maximum downlink rate from 250 Mbps to 150 Mbps, nonetheless 
reaching 350 Mbps in few seconds. 
At the same time, Figure 230 exhibits that there were few spontaneous RAT type changes happening during the 
flight. Nonetheless, the measurements were mainly collected under 5G NR with no significant time gaps observed.   
As a definite observation, the low max downlink bitrates observed cannot be associated to a RAT change or base 
station handover, and should be attributed to background traffic and other external to the trial conditions. 

 
Figure 231: UDP Uplink Heatmap under un-optimised network conditions at 15m height in the flight 

trajectory 

 
Figure 232: UDP Uplink bitrate measurements vs. RSRP under un-optimised network conditions at 15m 

height in the flight trajectory 

The heat map of Figure 231 shows that there are some variations in the uplink rate, ranging from 28,9 Mbps to 
54,5 Mbps. Still, only 13% of the measurements are below 30 Mbps, while as shown in Figure 232 all 
measurements were collected under good signal strength (RSRP values in the range [-98dbm, -82dbm]) but 
obviously much worse than in the optimised case (Figure 220). 
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Test Case #5  Commercial 5G network performance for UAV flights 

 
Figure 233: UDP Uplink Bitrate Measurements under un-optimised network Conditions per Base Station 

 

Figure 234: UDP Uplink Bitrate Measurements under Un-optimised Network Conditions per RAT Type 

As shown in Figure 233, a number of handovers have happened during the collection of uplink measurements, 
but their occurrence cannot be directly associated either with the spikes of values or the measurement gaps of 
30-40 secs observed. 
At the same time, Figure 234 depicts that while the majority of the measurements are collected under 5G NR 
there is one notable change on the RAT type, but still this cannot be associated to the observed spikes and gaps. 
Similarly, to the observations on the Latency spikes and gaps, other background traffic or situational conditions 
should be considered. 

6.11.1.6 UAV C2 Application Measurements over 5G Test Case #6 Results 

Test Case  #6 UAV C2 Application Measurements over 5G  
Test Execution 
Date 

07/09/2022 - 08/09/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

UMS/COSMOTE 

Number of 
repetitions 

7 

Test's 
comments 

 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria to checkpoint 

ID #1 
Latency between drone and C2 laptop is low enough, and performance gain can be noted 
with the 5G booster in comparison with the existing network. 
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Test Case  #6 UAV C2 Application Measurements over 5G  

ID #2 
Bandwidth from the drone to the C2 laptop is high enough for video streaming, and 
performance gain can be noted with the 5G booster in comparison with the existing network. 

ID #3 
Drone C2 command delay is low enough, and performance gain can be noted with the 5G 
booster in comparison with the existing network. 

ID #4 Drone being able to finish successfully the mission sent by C2 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 1 Table 53, Figure 235, Figure 237, Figure 235, Figure 236, Figure 245 Pass 

ID #2 2 Table 53, Figure 238, Figure 239 Pass 

ID #3 3 Table 53, Figure 240, Figure 241, Figure 242 Pass 

ID #4 All Figure 240, Figure 241 Pass 

Result Diagrams 

Table 53 recapitulates the different KPIs measured for the test case. It is important to remember they do not 
represent the pure capacity of the network but are instead taken within the context of the application. Latency 
and bandwidth measured here are from the drone to the C2 laptop and therefore include the trip from the drone 
to 5G core and the trip from 5G core to the laptop (see Figure 51 with the deployment setup), therefore they 
aggregate uplink and downlink network link capacity yielding the network uplink measurements (the weakest) the 
ceiling of the expected max values. Moreover, the traffic goes through a VPN-encrypted tunnel which further 
affects the performance. C2 command delay was also measured in a HITL (Hardware-In-The-Loop) simulated 
environment to get comparative values when the network is not involved. With the 5G booster, it can be seen in 
the table that the C2 command delay stays below the maximum value for optimal operation of the UAV (1s) given 
in Table 44. Moreover, the 5G booster avoids peaks in the C2 command delay and the maximum value stays 
close to the average in comparison with the flight without a 5G booster. 

Table 53: 5G Booster C2 Measurements  

 
 

 
 

Average Median Min Max 

With 5G 
booster 

Latency 
(ms) 

34.77272727272
73 

33 26 50 

UAV-to-C2 
bandwitdh 
TCP (Mbps) 

10.91129032258
06 

10.48 5.89 21.55 

Delay at 
waypoint 
command 
(s) 

0.546243226086
652 

0.542350769042
969 

0.528002738952
637 

0.57736086845
398 

Without 
5G 
booster 

Latency 
(ms) 

57.35652173913
04 

53 33 162 

UAV-to-C2 
bandwitdh 
TCP (Mbps) 

10.14641025641
03 

9.73 4.01 29.03 

Delay at 
waypoint 
command 
(s) 

0.586563495942
104 

0.560071945190
43 

0.532889604568
481 

1.83345961570
74 

Simulated 
(without 
comm 
delay) 

Delay at 
waypoint 
command 
(s) 

0.515907081556
909 

0.515111684799
194 

0.510823488235
474 

0.52390456199
646 

The following maps show the average latency on the drone to C2 laptop depending on the drone position, with 
and without the 5G booster. 
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Test Case  #6 UAV C2 Application Measurements over 5G  

 
Figure 235: Latency of Drone to C2 with 5G Booster (ms) 

 
Figure 236: Latency to UMS C2 (in green) and COSMOTool Latency Measured during the Same Flight 

 
Figure 237: Latency of Drone to C2 without 5G Booster (ms) 
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Test Case  #6 UAV C2 Application Measurements over 5G  

 

Figure 238:C2 Bandwidth without Booster (Mbps) 

 

Figure 239:C2 Bandwidth with 5G Booster (Mbps) 

The following maps show the average C2 command delay (the time needed for the drone to receive a new 
command from the C2 laptop when reaching a waypoint) depending on the drone position, with and without the 
5G booster. The mission carried out by the drone was to go from waypoint to waypoint for the whole trajectory 
and gather data. The following maps are the results of the successful missions for both cases (with and without 
5G booster). 

In the case without the 5G booster, there are peaks in the command delay that can have an impact on the 
reactivity of the drone to C2 commands. Having a C2 command delay of more than 1s (Table 44) makes a lot of 
use cases impractical (follow the target, video streaming and video analytics) and can even impact basic safety 
features like emergency landing from C2. With the 5G booster those peaks are avoided. 
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Test Case  #6 UAV C2 Application Measurements over 5G  

 

Figure 240: C2 Command Delay with 5G Booster (s) 

 

Figure 241: C2 Command Delay without 5G Booster (s) 
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Test Case  #6 UAV C2 Application Measurements over 5G  
The C2 command delay is also measured in a simulation environment where network is not impacting the value. 

 

Figure 242: C2 command delay of simulated flight (without communication) (s) 

The next maps show the cell used by the drone depending on its position, both with and without the 5G booster. 

 

Figure 243: ID of used cell with 5G booster 

 

Figure 244: Used Cells without 5G Booster 

This figure shows the latency for a flight without the 5G booster. In addition, the figure specifies what cell the 
drone was connected (percentage of each connected cell over ten seconds) 
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Test Case  #6 UAV C2 Application Measurements over 5G  

 

Figure 245: Latency of Drone to C2 without 5G Booster (ms) per Cell Used 

6.11.1.7 Ad-hoc Hotspot Connectivity over 5G Test Case #7  

Test Case #7 Ad-hoc Connectivity over 5G  
Test Execution 
Date 

07/09/2022 - 08/09/2022 

Test Executed 
By 

UMS/COS/NCSRD/HEP 

Number of 
repetitions 

 

Test's 
comments 

 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria to checkpoint 

ID #1 
Latency between drone and C2 laptop is low enough even when extending connectivity with 
CPE. 

ID #2 Drone C2 command delay is low enough even when extending connectivity with CPE 

ID #3 
UAV C2 metrics being good enough for mission sent by C2 to be feasible when extending 
connectivity with CPE and large crowd connecting. 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

 

Test results 
Test 
run  Diagrams Result 

ID #1 1 Table 54, Figure 235, Figure 246 Fail 

ID #2 2 Figure 247, Table 54 , Figure 240, Figure 242 Fail 

ID #3 3 Figure 246, Figure 247 Pass 

Result Diagrams 
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Table 54 recapitulates the different KPI measured for the test case. It is important to remember they do not 
represent the pure capacity of the network but are instead taken within the context of the application. Latency is 
measured here from the drone to the C2 laptop and therefore include the trip from drone to 5G core and the trip 
from 5G core to laptop. Moreover, the traffic goes through a VPN encrypted tunnel that further affects the 
performances. C2 command delay was also measured in a HITL (Hardware-In-The-Loop) simulated environment 
to get comparative values when the network is not involved. 

Table 54: Ad-hoc Connectivity C2 Measurements 

 
 

 
 

Average Median Min Max 

With 5G 
booster 

Latency (ms) 
34.77272727272
73 

33 26 50 

Delay at 
waypoint 
command (s) 

0.546243226086
652 

0.542350769042
969 

0.528002738952
637 

0.57736086845
398 

With 5G-
to-WiFi 
modem 
& 5G 
booster 

Latency (ms) 
86.53211009174
31 

41 20 304 

Delay at 
waypoint 
command (s) 

0.629098268404
399 

0.630858898162
842 

0.523029088973
999 

1.29031252861
023 

Simulate
d 
(without 
comm 
delay) 

Delay at 
waypoint 
command (s) 

0.515907081556
909 

0.515111684799
194 

0.510823488235
474 

0.52390456199
646 

 
The map of Figure 246 shows the latency from the drone to the C2 laptop depending on the drone’s position 
while carrying the CPE and providing connectivity extension. Please refer to Figure 54 for the crowd position. As 
seen on Figure 246, there are higher latencies in the lower half of the map, where the crowd was located. It 
seems that the latency is affected by the high number of devices connected to the CPE (around 40 in this case). 

 

Figure 246: Latency of drone to C2 and carrying CPE box (ms) 
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The following maps show the average C2 command delay (the time needed for the drone to receive a new 
command from the C2 laptop when reaching a waypoint) depending on the drone position. The drone is carrying 
the CPE and providing connectivity extension during the flight. Please refer to Figure 58 for the crowd position. 
As seen on the figure, there are peaks in the command delay that can have an impact on the reactivity of the 
drone to C2 commands when a high number of devices are connected on the CPE (around 40 in this case). 
Having a C2 command delay of more than 1s (Table 44) makes a lot of use cases impractical (follow target, video 
streaming and video analytics...) and can even impact basic safety features like emergency landing from C2. 

 

Figure 247: C2 Command Delay with 5G Booster and Carrying CPE box (s) 

6.11.2 Key Takeaways 

Concerning test case #1 and the automated experimentation, first a ground-level measurement was 
conducted to evaluate the performance. During the next iterations throughput was measured at different 
altitudes (3m, 5m) and at 30m distance from 5G-NR. Based on the graphs, there is a noticeable 
degradation of performance from 550Mbps to 300MBps download, as we moved away from the 5G NR 
antennas towards the parking lot standing as the flight field that can be attributed to the distance from 
the antennas of approximately 30m and the obscured, by a tree, Line of Sight. 

Also as part of test case #4, throughput and Round-Trip Time experiments have been executed on top 
of Open5Genesis infrastructure and under two topologies and deployments. The outcome stemming 
from the execution of the experiments is that the network coverage has been extended, in our case 
about 18m while at the same time retaining almost similar, or in some cases even better, network quality 
e.g., the median downlink value for direct connection is 31,9 Mbps, and the median downlink value, 
when adding the CPE in the equation, is 54,65 Mbps. This indicates that the median downlink value 
has been increased by 22, 75 Mbps. From the point of view of the drone company, it is important to 
deploy C2 and other applications to the edge server of the 5G network provider in less than 15 minutes, 
in order to be able to offer services to our customers as flexibly as possible. Tests on the 5GENESIS 
platform showed that this was achieved. 

Examining the UC4:SC1 trials from the MNO perspective, decisive conclusions are drawn through Test 
Cases #5 and #6 for network-related preparatory actions towards UAV service assurance, and Test 
Case #7 for evaluating the suitability of UAVs in realising ad hoc network extension. It is evident from 
the results of Test Case #5, executed over the commercial network around Egaleo stadium, that 
maintaining an excellent signal strength (range of [-70 dBm, -50 dBm]) provides noteworthy stability in 
the measured KPIs. In this condition, highly reliable network service was exhibited with measured 
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latency of less than 40 ms, downlink bit rates above 400 Mbps (reaching a maximum of 1.4 Gbps well 
above the target of 1 Gbps), and uplink bit rates higher than 90 Mbps. With good or average signal 
strength (range [-100 dBm, -66 dBm]) noticeable variations in scale and range of the measurements 
were observed, including spikes and gaps. In this condition, a number of handovers occurred, mainly 
between base stations and seldom between RAT types (LTE and NR). Nonetheless, there is no definite 
indication that the handovers are the reason of the measurement spikes, especially since many spikes 
exist with no associated handover and spikes are absent during a handover. Thus, in a likely 
interpretation, handover can be the result and not the source of the spikes that should be accounted for 
in other conditions (e.g., background traffic, UE overheated). Noticing Test Case #6 results, it seems 
that from the UAV application perspective, downlink bitrates of less than 15 Mbps and uplink bitrates of 
less than 10 Mbps are sufficient per each drone session, pointing to the obvious conclusion that the 
network capacity offered by both optimised and un-optimised networks is adequate. Nevertheless, to 
assure stable performance, a targeted radio network planning towards excellent signal strength in the 
flight trajectory considering the specifics of the UAV service (such as the number of concurrent UAVs 
in the area and the height of flights) can provide significant optimisations. Furthermore, allocating a 
network slice of the necessary bandwidth for the specific service area is a clear solution to guarantee 
that irrespectively of the nondeterministic background traffic conditions (that seem to have affected the 
specific trial) the UAV application will always enjoy stable performance and in all conditions. For 
instance, allocating a 10MHz slice for UAV service would dedicate an average of 50 Mbps that could 
deem suitable for 4-5 drones operating simultaneously in the area. Unfortunately, due to the lack of 
commercially available slicing capabilities (either in RAN, Core or UE products), these findings cannot 
be further evaluated on the field and are considered future work.   

Evaluating the results reported in Test Case #6 that collected performance measurements from the 
application perspective (incorporating layers above the MNO network, such as the application protocols 
and servers including the security tunnels) there are two noteworthy realisations: 

• Firstly, the drones’ bandwidth measurements are restricted by the uplink bitrates offered, evidently 
since each UAV video download incorporates the respective video upload from the drones. This 
would possibly mandate considering uplink efficient 5G transmission patterns when supporting UAV 
verticals, which is possible in 5G TDD deployments. Thus current practise of 4:1 downlink to uplink 
channel use, for UAV service areas should be adapted.  

• Secondly, the impact of the end-to-end application architecture is decisive. In the specific tests, 
even though the network was offering a constant uplink bitrate of more than 90 Mbps, the application 
has rarely being able to consume more than 20 Mbps bandwidth and the bottleneck should be 
checked around the VPN and application performance capabilities. In this perspective, the impact 
of the 5G Booster on the performance of the UAV application is not analogous to the pure network 
gains reported.  

At the same time, the experience gained through the implementation of Test case #7 shows that it is 
indeed possible to provide connectivity extension using drones as carriers of the network equipment in 
an ad hoc manner. There are a still few basic prohibiting factors for adopting this solution in a 
commercial environment. Drone-boarded batteries cannot satisfy the power load required by both the 
drone itself and the carried network equipment mandating difficult-to-maintain deployments, like 
tethered drones (a rather stationary solution) or swarms of drones frequently moving to dock stations 
to refill power. The necessary backhaul network still needs to be set up either cabled or by on-boarding 
extra antennas and adding extra weight to the drone. Considering on top that UAV flight regulations 
prohibit the flight of drones of certain types and bigger sizes (those that could carry the necessary extra 
equipment and batteries) in overpopulated areas, there are not many situations that UAV-boarded 
network equipment would be preferred against the current practice of VANs carrying mobile base 
stations to the service area. 

From the UAV business perspective, the positive impact of the 5G booster on the performance of the 
system was proven to autonomous drone system companies by the trials. Regarding test case #6, the 
average latency between the drone and its control station is reduced when using the 5G Booster 
compared to the existing 5G network. But more than the average latency, the most interesting gain is 
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avoiding peak latencies. Indeed, when looking at the measurement of the C2 command delay, which 
not only encompasses latency but also the whole system response, we can see that the average delay 
doesn’t vary a lot in all cases (with a 5G booster, without 5G booster and simulated). Even the simulated 
values where only computation time is measured the average value stays close to 0.5-0.6 seconds. 
However, without the 5G booster we can see some peak values of around 1.8 seconds, which has an 
impact on the performance of the system. A similar conclusion can be derived concerning the 
bandwidth. The bandwidth measurement was also taken from an application point of view, from the 
drone to its control station, in TCP and with only one thread. Even if a higher maximum bandwidth was 
measured without the 5G Booster, the minimum, average and median value of the bandwidth were 
higher with the 5G Booster, showing it to be more stable. 

The 5G Booster improves the signal condition and enhances the performance of the system. Even 
without the 5G booster, the system is still able to operate acceptably with good signal conditions. 
However, it is still not optimal and it experiences spikes in latency. Reducing the spikes in latency could 
allow the system to operate better (enabling use cases where low latency is critical, like real-time 
analytics and video streaming) and safer (reducing reaction time to emergency landing triggered by C2 
laptop for example). In any case, it is a valuable lesson for autonomous drone control system because 
optimizing the signal condition, by optimizing the distance to an antenna for example, would help 
improve performance when it is critical. The ad-hoc connectivity extension test case allowed to evaluate 
the impact of this use case on UAV performance. The latency and C2 command delay was heavily 
negatively affected, as shown in Figure 246 and Figure 247. The highest latency and delay values were 
observed in the southern half of the field, where the crowd was close to the UAV and the UAV furthest 
from the 5G booster antenna. As the UAV gets further from the crowd, the values get lower and close 
to what was observed with the 5G booster only test case. One hypothesis is that this is due to the crowd 
getting out of range of the Wi-Fi 6 provided by the CPE payload and being disconnected. If it was the 
case, a specific 5G slice could be allocated for C2 to alleviate the effect of a large number of devices 
connecting to the CPE. 

Further experimentations could be carried out to identify the exact source of this negative impact on the 
UMS system: whether it is due to general background traffic of the antenna, interference of having the 
CPE close to the UAV 5G antennas or other. One of the conclusions is on the overall robustness of the 
UMS 5G system. Even without the 5G Booster the UAV was able to connect to further existing 5G 
antennas while a traditional smartphone (e.g., the one running the COSMOTools app) would at the 
same time fail to keep 5G and changes to LTE. Moreover, even if the peaks in latency and command 
delay can be a hindrance to the performance of the system and even critical depending on the scenario, 
they did not prevent the UAV from carrying out its mission during the trials. It shows that an autonomous 
UAV system can withstand more than not optimal connectivity if it is designed properly and if the UAV 
on-boards some control and decision capabilities. 
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7 Conclusions 
This document, deliverable D4.4 “Trial Evaluation Report” was produced as part of Task 4.3 “Evaluation 
of Trial Results” as the final deliverable for WP4 “Integration and Trial Validation”. The aim has been to 
deliver a complete document reporting the activities performed during the project’s second period and 
final trials, referencing the 5G!Drones trial platforms and their key characteristics, and clarifying the 
target trials scope, through the presentation of the refined use cases, respective trial objectives and 
KPIs. To accomplish the evaluation of the use case trials, the project has exercised a V-model 
assessment methodology which is also reflected in the structure of the presented document. Many test 
cases have been executed, and trial data were collected and processed to provide key takeaways, as 
analytically described in previous sections. 

In a nutshell, the assessment of the 5G!Drones use case trial results can be summarised as follows: 

1. UC1:SC1 tests showed that using cloud native containers for C2 and UTM integration plugin is a 
reliable and effective solution by conducting fully automated drone flights controlled by a C2 
container. Generating a 5G SA slice using WebPortal2 is an important value for drone operators, 
because this way operators can be sure of guaranteed slice usage in mission-critical service. 

2. UC1:SC2 demonstrated that cable drone served well as a drone replacement platform for testing 
various instruments that would be otherwise hard to test with a traditional flying drone. In addition 
to high payload capacity (~20 kg), a major advantage was also ease of permission procedure, 
which only required permission from the park lot supervisor. Even heavier payloads can be 
equipped as well as radio equipment which traditionally needs complex permission procedure and 
is an attractive future prospect. As cable drone can operated automatically, without pilot, it can be 
used to automate measurements periodically without a required human operator on the site. 

3. UC1:SC3 tests showed that using cloud native containers for C2 and UTM integration plugin is a 
reliable and effective solution. Drone logistics flights take place in cities where the use of drones 
with a cellular connection is extremely important to ensure communication with the drones and, if 
necessary, take over control in teleoperation mode. Teleoperation needs a good video image and 
low latency, which 5G can provide. The integration of drone C2 systems with UTM systems 
enables real-time sharing of drone location and flight plan submission, which are prerequisites for 
different drones to use the same airspace at the same time. 

4. UC2:SC1 concludes that the 5G!Drones approach relying on 5G automation powered by modern 
orchestrators reveals a real breakthrough for PPDR application with performance and resilience 
never seen before in 4G. The experimentation network constraints have limited the tests to the 
usage of two user equipment’s which is not sufficient as this use case is targeting a multiplicity of 
field users sharing real-time data through their secured communication platform, nonetheless still 
the KPIs obtained are compliant with the wildfire monitoring use case. Further work is needed to 
validate these results under real conditions. 

5. UC2: SC3 verified that the built 5G!Drones prototype was fully functional and delivered satisfying 
results. The problem can be the platform’s stability over the time, as being a prototype, it is lacking 
the proper surveillance and monitoring. Concerning the services creation process below 2 minutes 
from the Web Portal 1, involving the network slice and measurement job creation, it worked 
successfully for all test cases. It is important for police and other public authorities to be able to 
deploy their C2 and Video analytics applications to a secure edge server in less than fifteen 
minutes and this has been evidently achieved. Video analytics applications running on the edge 
server of the 5G network help to save network resources that would otherwise be used to transmit 
the entire video stream to central servers. 

6. UC3:SC1:SubSc1 evaluated performance over a large-scale commercial network over a 1 Km 
flight path. Typically, the measured latency is much higher than the value defined in the project. 
The throughput varies with the distance between the UAV and the associated base station; 
Throughput decreases as link distance increases and the stable performance can’t be guaranteed 
when this distance is about several kms (cell edge conditions), a case that can also lead to 
handovers from 5G to 4G during the flight. The preliminary results show that Quality of Experience 
(QoE) in altitude (measured up to 120m) is at least as good as it is on ground thanks to line-of-
sight radio propagation conditions. 
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7. UC3:SC1:SubSc2 execution in an experimental platform has revealed that not all KPI targets can 
be achieved, but this is not a fundamental 5G weakness, but rather a very specific constraint of 
the deployment environment. Nonetheless as a lesson learnt to rectify these cases, a key future 
enhancement is on-boarding a cellular modem with carefully placed external antennas to limit the 
effect of parts of the UAV shading the line-of-sight to the base station.  

8. UC3:SC1:SubSc3, limited by the UC constraints on 4G execution, has verified that 4G/LTE fails 
to achieve performance requirements for video streams in large distance (> 1 Km) between the 
UAV and the 4G/LTE base station or with surrounding environment (e.g. trees area) attenuating 
the signal. A valuable takeaway from the trial is that the UAV application must be aware of the 
quality of its link and support adaptive bitrate for media streams to improve performance on such 
nondeterministic (from the user point of view) networks. Unloading the computation from the UAV 
to containers deployed on edge for data processing and network routing was a valuable 
architectural improvement and a key achievement of the scenario. 

9. UC3:SC2 builds upon the realisation that 5G is a download-oriented network and proposes that it 
would be important to optimise the network to support higher uploads, needed by UAV applications 
where the drones are streaming big size data on the uplink. It is possible for 5G networks to be 
optimised to cover a flight path without degradation of the performance. 

10. UC3:SC3 even though it has not delivered a breakthrough result for the location of UAV in a non 
GPS environment has concluded that the application of the measurement protocols, tools and 
process defined in the project constitute a very useful methodology, easily replicated when 
appropriate devices and network are made available for future results. 

11. UC4:SC1 is reporting that running the performance measurements over the Athens testbed, a 
noticeable degradation of performance is verified when moving away from the serving gNB and/or 
if the LOS is obscured. Also, extending the coverage of the Athens testbed for more than 18m, 
was made possible when on-boarding a CPE on a drone operating at the borders of the testbed 
coverage. The experiments on the commercial network have shown that maintaining an excellent 
signal strength provides a noteworthy stability in the measured KPIs. At the same time, they have 
shown that a UAV can operate in a very good but not optimal connectivity if the UAV on-boards 
some control and decision capabilities to survive scarce network peaks. Performance impact 
during the base station hand-overs cannot be verified, nonetheless other factors, such as the 
background traffic demands of the serving area, or environmental conditions (e.g., rain/heat) must 
be taken into account. As shown during the execution of the connectivity extension trial, where the 
CPE was sharing with the drone the network at the area, the latency and C2 command delay was 
heavily negatively affected. To avoid such situations, it is considered that allocating a 10MHz slice 
for a UAV service area can be adequate to support 4-5 drones operating simultaneously at the 
area.  From the UAV business perspective, the positive impact of the 5G booster on the 
performance of the system was proven to autonomous drone system companies by the trials. 
Finally, the impact of the end-to-end application architecture, including all layers above the 
communication, such as application protocols and security tunnels, is proven decisive. The 
network gains offered in a 5G optimised network (e.g., double downlink rates) have not been 
noticeable from the UAV application perspective. 

A conclusion shared by all use cases is that the 5G!Drones platform implementation has facilitated and 
automated the experimentation of drone flights over 5G, while the project’s trials’ methodology (metrics, 
tools, KPIs, processes) and lessons learnt become a sound basis for building commercially available, 
reliable UAV services. The 5G!Drones network trials have definitely been affected by the less mature 
5G SA implementations, either in terms of performance in the case of the experimental 5G equipment 
used, or universal lack of implementations of 3GPP release 16/17 features, that would have been ideal 
but are still not available. Nonetheless, the project has offered a unique opportunity of collaboration 
between the 5G industry, academic researchers and the UAV business, and has managed to raise 
awareness among the UAV stakeholders and build their trust to the 5G technology capabilities.    
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https://5gdrones.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/D4.3-Trial-plan.pdf
https://5gdrones.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/D4.3-Trial-plan.pdf
https://www.keysight.com/fi/en/product/NTH00000B/nemo-handy-handheld-measurement-solution.html
https://www.keysight.com/fi/en/product/NTH00000B/nemo-handy-handheld-measurement-solution.html
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9 Annex A: Athens Platform Detailed Description 
The Athens Platform is comprised of three (3) sites located in the Athens metropolitan area. Details are 
described in section 2.2.1.1. For the deployment of the Athens platform, the Open5Genesis 
infrastructure components have been installed and integrated.  
The 5Genesis approach dictates three layers that smoothly cooperate to provide the experiment 
platform. Briefly these layers are: 

• Management and Orchestration (MANO) layer, which handles functionality related to 
virtualisation, network slices and virtual resources management. 

• Coordination layer, which is responsible for the overall coordination of the experiments, 
including experiments’ life cycle management, KPIs monitoring and analytic results 
presentation. 

• Infrastructure layer, which handles user traffic providing 5G Core Network’s connectivity. 

In order to achieve a modular approach, a set of virtual machines have been deployed both for 
Coordination and MANO layers in a cloud computing infrastructure manager (OpenStack). In total, 
seven virtual machines (VMs) have been deployed as well as properly configured to serve each of the 
components required for the setup of the experimentation platform.  
Following a bottom-up approach, deployments of virtual machines per layer are described in the 
following paragraphs. 
For the MANO layer implementation, the deployed VMs are as follows: 

• Initially ETSI open-source MANO (OSM) has been deployed to implement network function 
virtualisation management and orchestration. This component manages Network Services (NS) 
and therefore Virtualised network Functions (VNF). Network service descriptors and connected 
virtual network function descriptors are on-boarded and referenced by the slice manager, in 
order to create network slices as required by the experiments. 

• As a next step a VM with Open5Genesis Slice Manager has been deployed. Slice Manager is 
configured to interconnect with the OSM. Network slice templates (NSTs) are defined in the 
slice manager, referencing NSs in OSM. Basic MANO functionalities, e.g., network services 
lifecycle management, are delegated to Slice Manager. 

Additionally, for the Network Service instantiation upon network slice deployment, two separate virtual 
infrastructure managers (VIMs), one at the core network and one at the edge (Egaleo stadium), have 
been integrated with OSM and Slice Manager. Virtual machines required for experiments’ execution 
are instantiated in these infrastructure managers. For example, machines running as probes of the 
5Genesis service like iPerf server for throughput measurements, or Ping server tool for Round Trip 
Time or delay (RTT) measurements are instantiated in these VIMs as part of the Network Services 
required for the experiment’s execution. 
Athens’ platform Coordination layer consists of five virtual machines, serving each of the Open5Genesis 
required components for the experiment’s coordination. Those virtual machines cooperating smoothly 
for the experiment’s creation, life cycle management and results retrieval and presentation are the 
following: 

• A machine which serves as the experiment’s metrics persistence and graphical presentation 
component. For this purpose, an InfluxDB21], a time series database where all experiments 
defined metrics and KPIs are persisted once experiments have been executed, and Grafana22  
monitoring software have been installed.  

• An Analytics component which provides methods for analyzing and offline learning on the data 
and is responsible for the monitoring of the platform. It retrieves data from the InfluxDB 
component and enables users to perform KPI statistical validation. Statistical analysis is 
presented in meaningful dashboards exposed by the specific platform thus, giving access to 

 

21 InfluxData – Homepage [Online]: https://www.influxdata.com/ 

22 Grafana Labs – Homepage [Online]: https://grafana.com/ 

https://grafana.com/
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performance indicators statistical data as for example median, min, max, q1, q3 values. The 
Analytics component also provides the possibility to a user to perform a cross-correlation across 
fields of the same or different experiments. 

• The Experiment Life Cycle Manage, or ELCM, which is the “heart” of the coordination layer of 
the 5GENESIS architecture and is responsible for the scheduling and execution of experiments. 
It handles the life cycle of an experiment keeping the experiment in an internal queue until all 
the required resources for the experiment are available. It uses independent executors to run 
the experiment and recovers the generated results. In the same machine the OpenTAP software 
component is installed to which the execution of automated tests is delegated. OpenTAP 
communicates with both deployed VMs and User Equipment (UEs) at the infrastructure layer 
instructing the experiment sequence and finally retrieving the results.  

• The Dispatcher component, which is the entry point of the system, offering the functionalities to 
an Experimenter through a single interface. These functionalities are known as the Open APIs, 
being able to interact with the key features of the underlying modules (as described above) 
without actually exposing them. 

• The Open5Genesis Portal which provides an intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI) for all 
experiments infrastructure stakeholders in order to create, run and monitor (in real-time) 
experiments execution. Once experiment has been completed, links to KPIs and metrics’ 
graphical and statistical dashboards are provided in order to obtain insights on the results. 

All virtual machines are deployed on Linux (Ubuntu 20.4 flavor) operating system and resources 
allocated are the same for all of them (2 CPUs, 4GB RAM, 30 GB disk size) except from the OSM8 
virtual machine for which 2 CPUs, 8GB RAM, 40 GB disk size are allocated. Last, but not least, once 
Open5Genesis machines were deployed they were configured accordingly in order to ensure their 
interconnection and thus proper information flow. 

 

Figure 248: Global architecture of the 5GENESIS Facility 
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10 Annex B: EURECOM Platform Detailed Description 

10.1 Radio Access Network 

The radio infrastructure includes indoor and high-power 
outdoor radio-units operating in several 4G and 5G 
bands in the immediate vicinity of the test site, 
specifically Band n38 (2.6 GHz TDD), Band n78 (3.5 
GHz TDD) and Band n258 (25 GHz TDD). The outdoor 
units are interconnected with the switching fabric using 
300m fiber (10/25 Gbit/s). The units are a combination of 
in-house designs and commercial remote radio-units. 
The outdoor installation is shown in Figure 249. 
The RUs used at the site include: AW2S eCPRI split-8 
2x2n38, 2x2 n78, 4x4 n78 (upgradeable to O-RAN 7.2 
Q3 2022), Mavenir O-RAN 7.2 n78 (indoor), InterDigital 
MHU n258.  
The sites RAN elements are based on the OAI CU/DU 
deployed as a cloud-service using K8S. The RAN is fully 
open and configurable to within the limitations of the OAI 
implementation. The implemented RAN interfaces are: 
fronthaul (eCPRI, ORAN 7.2, UHD), split-6 NFAPI, F1-
C,F1-U, E1, E2,N1,N2,N3. 

  
Figure 249: EURECOM Outdoor 

Equipment 

 

10.2  5G Core Network 

The core network part of the testbed is a partial 3GPP 5GC service-based architecture including the 
following elements: NRF, AMF, SMF, multiple UPF, UDN, UDR, AUSF, and NSSF. NWDAF and NEF 
are expected by the end of the year (end 2022). All these elements are cloud native and can be 
deployed using Kubernetes.  

10.3  Edge computing  

The site’s cluster computing resource makes use of RedHat’s OpenShift 4.9 Kubernetes container 
platform and benefits from technical support from REDHAT. The main cluster is used for radio-access, 
core network and mobile-edge functions. The main cluster is comprised of 3 2x18-core Xeon Gold 6154 
and 3 2x18-core Xeon Gold 6254 x86 servers (Dell R640).  All nodes are connected 2x25Gbit/s to the 
switching fabric. One computing node has extra fronthaul networking interfaces for direct 
interconnections with O-RAN radio equipment. A second single-node OpenShift cluster built on a 2x64-
core AMD Epyq server (Dell R7525) is available for sandbox testing and as a dedicated 3GPP-DU 
cluster. It is equipped with 4x25Gbit/s Ethernet connected to both the main switching fabric and for 
direct interconnection with O-RAN radio equipment.  

10.4 . Management and Orchestration of vertical trials  

EURECOM’s 5G facility has been designed specifically to provide a vertical a high-level system to run 
a trial on top of a 5G infrastructure and collect KPI, without taking care about the complexity of the 
system, and low level information. Figure 250 shows a high-level architecture of the adopted facility 
architecture. Three layers are distinguished: the vertical and users' space, orchestration and 
management, and infrastructure. The user layer is where the vertical and the trial owner interact with 
the facility to define, run and monitor a trial. It is mainly composed by the Web Portal. The orchestration 
and management layer that is composed by all the entities that configure, instantiate, run the trial as a 
network slice, and monitor the KPI. Finally, the infrastructure layer, which is composed by the elements 
that runs the 5G components, such as RAN, CN, MEC applications, VNFs, and MEP.  
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Figure 250: Global architecture of the EURECOM 5G Facility 

The Web Portal is the key element of the facility, as it is the interface with the vertical and trial owner. 
The Web Portal should abstract the 5G components specific by providing a high-level of abstraction to 
the vertical to deploy and monitor a trial. Figure 250 illustrates the Web Portal architecture, which is 
composed of a front-end, trial enforcement, life-cycle management and KPI monitoring and presentation 
as well as two data bases (DB). All the components collaborate to ensure the life-cycle of a trial, which 
is composed of: definition and preparation, configuration and instantiation, run-time management, and 
deletion. 
The orchestration and management layer sees the trial as a NS, and is composed of the Slice 
Orchestrator (SO), which is in charge of the LCM of NS, RAN Orchestrator that manages the LCM of 
the RAN part of a NS, and the NFVO that manages the LCM of the MEC applications (MECapp) and 
VNF composing the service of the vertical. According to the 3GPP management architecture, the SO 
corresponds to the NSMF, the NFVO and RANO to NSSMF. The SO is the entry point of the 5G facility. 
It exposes a NBI to the Web Portal for the NS LCM and monitoring. It uses the NBI exposed by the 
NFVO and RANO to deploy a Network Slice on each domain, and start the monitoring process. The SO 
of the EURECOM 5G facility implements the NS LCM as specified by 3GPP. The NFVO role is to 
deploys the service part of a Network Slice over the virtualisation platform. The NFVO takes as inputs 
the NSD, including the list of AppD. At the slice creation it on-boards the virtual images, and at the 
instantiation request it creates the instances of all the applications. The NFVO of EURECOM facility is 
a home-made software, it can manage docker containers on top of VIM that run Kubernetes on bar-
metal. It also supports OpenShift. Per the SO requests, the NFVO also creates a monitoring agent that 
collect data on the CPU, memory usages and networking information of the applications belonging to a 
specified slice. The NFVO interacts with the MEC Edge Platform (MEP) to ensure traffic redirection to 
the MEC applications. The RANO aim is to manage the RAN resources dedicated to a Network Slice. 
The RANO checks the availability of the radio resources before deploying a network slice. RANO relies 
on the O-RAN based on ONOS (ONF) to handle the radio resources and radio slice configuration using 
xApp. 
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11 Annex C: OULU Platform Detailed Description 

11.1 Radio Access Network 

The 5GTN facility comprises 5G and 4G networks used for testing purposes along the campus of the 
University of Oulu. Currently, 5G SA and 5G NSA options are deployed and supported. 5GTN uses 
commercially available base stations for both 5G and 4G networks. 5GTN provides 5G connectivity 
using band n78 (3.5 GHz TDD), covering the northwest parking lot area. The 4G network is working in 
the bands B7 (2.6 GHz FDD) and B40 (2.3 GHz TDD), covering the whole of the campus area, including 
the Botanical Garden.  

11.2 5G Core Network 

In the 5GTN Oulu platform, the 4G and 5G Core network functions are deployed at the available 
Network Functions Virtualisation Infrastructures (NFVIs) in stand-alone servers. The deployment 
supports the 4G LTE and 5G NR Core implementations. Concerning the 4G LTE core network, 5GTN 
integrates the network with a commercial vEPC solution. On top of that also, open-source core network 
solutions are available for research use. The open-source cores available in 5GTN include vEPC, 
OpenEPC, and NextEPC. The open-source 5G core network (Open5GS) is deployed for the 5G!Drones 
project at the 5GTN facility. Open5GS is an open-source project of 5th Generation Core (5GC) and 
Evolved Packet Core (EPC). The 5GC complies with the 3GPP specifications Release 16. In 5GTN, 
the Open5GS is configured for a 5G Stand-Alone (5G-SA) core network. It contains functions such as 
Session Management Function (SMF), User Plane Function (UPF), Authentication Server Function 
(AUSF), NF Repository Function (NRF), Unified Data Management (UDM), Unified Data Repository 
(UDR), Policy and Charging Function (PCF), Network Slice Selection Function (NSSF), and Binding 
Support Function (BSF).  

11.3 Edge Computing 

Edge computing means computing/server resources available for the UE close to the base station. The 
term "edge" often refers to an actual location. It is where the local network ends – its edge – and an off-
side network begins. It is very well known that edge computing collects and processes information from 
on-site sensors and devices close to where the data is being created and helps to communicate it both 
on-site and off. Edge compute servers provide compute resources at the edge to reduce latency and 
provide functionality or features like data or image processing, or device control. The edge servers can 
be accessed from the properly subscribed devices in the private 5GTN cloud that comprises the 5G 
and 4G test networks.  
 
In 5G!Drones, for instance, edge computing is being used in different ways. A drone needs to be able 
to travel to the area where it is flying. The required geographical information and related decisions need 
to be made quickly for the drone to continue flying according to the geographical system (e.g., UGCS). 
With a computing server at the edge, it reduces the time it takes to send data to a large and highly 
concurred data centre and have the required information (e.g., geographical) get back as fast as 
possible for further decisions. 5G!Drones use an Nginx edge server to process video streaming and 
send the output back to the drone or UE. The edge operation can be set up in such a way that after the 
drone takes video, the edge server can be used as well as a multimedia server located at a server at 
5GTN facility to process the video and transmit it to multiple output destinations. 

11.4 Network Slicing 

Network slicing implementation in 5GTN is carried out using Open-Source MANO (OSM) as the 
orchestrator. In 5GTN, the OSM implementation of the network slice is based on the end-to-end 
management technique where the entire slice management and resource orchestration is carried out 
using OSM. Since OSM is responsible for the orchestration and management of Virtual Network 
Functions (VNFs), the slice implementation falls on the layered hierarchical stack. 
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The basis of the virtualised network is made of Virtual Machines (VMs) deployed on top of a Network 
Function Virtualisation Infrastructure (NFVI) in the cloud. The VMs are described using a Virtual 
Deployment Unit (VDU). The VDU depicts the basic information about instantiating the VM in the cloud, 
such as the VM flavour, VM image, computing capacity, etc. Multiple VDUs are described together with 
a Virtual Network Function Descriptor (VNFD) to instantiate a VNF. Multiple VNFs are combined to 
describe a Network Service (NS), which is the same as Network Slice Subnet Instance (NSSI) in the 
slicing MANO. The NSSI can be instantiated using a Network Slice Descriptor (NSD) and managed by 
the Network Slice Subnet Management Function (NSSMF). 
Different Network Slices or NSSIs are described together to form a Network Slice Instance (NSI) using 
a Network Slice Template (NST) and managed by the Network Slice Management Function (NSMF). 
An instantiated NSI is transmitted as a communication service. The NST can be launched via an HTTP 
REST or the OSM client, and the slice template is described in YAML format. 
For testing the network slicing suitability in 5G-SA mode, the Oulu platform includes the Open5GS core 
network and an open-source simulation-based UE and RAN called UERANSIM 
(https://github.com/aligungr/UERANSIM). UERANSIM is an implementation of 5G standalone UE 
and RAN. In practice, the slicing features have been tested as follows at 5GTN facility: 

• Slicing the UEs by changing their Single Network Slice Selection Assistant Information (S-
NSSAI) parameters. S-NSSAI consists of Slice Service Type (SST) and Slice Differentiator 
(SD). In this scenario, the three UEs have been assigned with different SST and SD values to 
distinguish the slices. 

• For simultaneous multi-slices for a single UE, the multi-session feature of 5G slicing is required 
for creating two sessions at the same time for a single UE. The SST and SD value both can be 
changed, or only the SD value to differentiate the slice from the other one. 

11.5 Management and Orchestration of Vertical Trials 

The 5G!Drones platform of the 5GTN facility is designed to provide a high-level vertical system to run 
a trial on top of the 5GTN infrastructure, create network slices, and collect KPIs, abstracting the facility 
system's complexity. Figure 251 depicts the high-level architecture of the 5GTN facility. Three layers 
are distinguished: the vertical and users' space using the trial controller components, orchestration and 
management, and infrastructure. The user layer enables the vertical user and the trial owner to interact 
with the facility to create, define, run, and monitor a trial using the Web Portal interface. The 
orchestration and management layer rests in the 5GTN facility adapter consisting of the entities and 
tools that configure, instantiate, and run the trial as a network slice and monitor the KPIs using the 
abstraction layer and specific facility components. Finally, the infrastructure layer consists of the 
elements running 5G components, such as the Radio Access Network (RAN), Edge applications, 
Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) Management and Orchestration (MANO), and OSM. 

https://github.com/aligungr/UERANSIM
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Figure 251: 5GTN Architecture from Oulu Platform 

The Web Portal is the initial interface to the vertical users and trial owners. The Web Portal abstracts 
the 5G components specific by providing a high-level of abstraction to the vertical to deploy and monitor 
a trial. Figure 251 illustrates the Web Portal at the top of the architecture, which is composed of a 
Python-based front-end interface connected to the trial engine elements like lifecycle management, trial 
enforcement, KPI monitoring and Elasticsearch (ELK) to interact with the facility components by the 
5GTN Facility Adapter. All the components collaborate to ensure a trial's lifecycle, consisting of the 
definition, preparation, configuration, instantiation, run-time management, and deletion. 
The 5GTN facility adapter is a Python-based component deployed in a Docker container, exposing 
interfaces for managing the life cycle of the network slices and controlling measurement jobs via HTTP 
calls arrived through the Abstraction Layer from the Trial Controller. The 5GTN facility adapter is able 
to process requests related to measurement jobs and network slices. The measurement job controller 
is responsible for creating, getting, and deleting the measurements running at the facility, e.g., collecting 
the KPIs measurements from the devices using the Qosium network measurement tool to publish them 
toward the KPI monitoring component and ELK system from Frequentis. The slice parser inside the 
5GTN Adapter manages the life cycle of the network slices by using the Open-Source Management 
and orchestration (OSM) system from the 5GTN facility by HTTP calls to create, list, update, and delete 
specific network slices instance. 
The OSM system controls the life cycle of a network slice on top of the Virtual Infrastructure Manager 
(VIM). The OSM works when receiving a request to create, update or delete the network slice from the 
5GTN facility adapter. MicroStack version of Openstack is being used as a VIM, which houses the 
Open5GS core network image built inside a Virtual Machine (VM) based on Ubuntu 18.04. Once the 
5GTN facility adapter receives a request for slice creation from the upper layers, it sends instructions 
along with Network Slice Template (NST) toward the OSM to create a slice based on requested 
requirements, e.g., the name of the image to use, resources for the slice, and the connection points of 
VNFs. The 5G core network is connected to the edge servers and applications, which further connects 
with the RAN part of the whole network. Edge handles the relevant data from the UE and the network. 
The traffic intended for the edge application is internally routed towards the application, and the rest of 
the application and control data flow continues normally. Similarly, for slice deletion update requests, 
OSM deletes the network slice and releases all the resources. 
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12 Annex D: AALTO Platform Detailed Description 

12.1 Radio Access Network/5G NR 

The trial site of Aalto University operates a 
commercial gNB (Nokia AirScale gNB). The 
latter supports a functional split (RRU, DU, 
CU) and can operates in the two modes (NSA 
and SA). As mentioned earlier, the gNB is 
deployed on the top of the Väre building and 
covers a wide area. Figure 252 provides a 
picture of the gNB deployed at Aalto University 
trial site. In order to perform 5G tests, Aalto 
University has been granted by national 
regulatory authority, TRAFICOM, the license 
that covers a full 60 MHz band, from 3640 to 
3700 MHz 

 

Figure 252: gNB at the AALTO University 

12.2 5G Core network 

Aalto University operates CMC core (Cumucore) which is a proprietary solution. The CMC core includes 
all the required functionality for interoperability with 3GPP Rel. 16 and has been tested with different 
RAN vendors. The current release follows a Service Based Architecture (SBA) and includes different 
network function such as AMF, SMF, UPF, NSSF and NRF.  

12.3 Edge platform and orchestration of vertical applications 

 

Figure 253: High-level overview of the edge platform deployed at Aalto University 

Aalto University uses a home-developed edge platform. The latter allows the orchestration of vertical 
applications and also the monitoring of the related KPIs. A high-level overview of the edge platform 
deployed at Aalto University is depicted in Figure 253. In compliance with the general architecture of 
5G!Drones, the functionalities of the edge platform deployed at AU are accessible via the abstraction 
layer, where the XN facility adapter is developed to format a generic-request to a specific-request 
understood by the X-Network facility. The vertical application module is deployed on the top of 
Kubernetes whereas resource monitoring part is built on the top of Prometheus. The collected metrics 
by the latter are stored in a local ELK and sent to the KPIC of the trial controller in a real-time. 
Furthermore, in addition to the cloud metrics collected related to the vertical application, the ELK also 
collect network metric send from the running UEs in real-time.  
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13 Annex E – Test Case Template 
The template presented below refers to the Test Cases Description produced by the 5G!Drones, based 
on the assessment methodology executed. This template is separated in two main parts, the Test Cases 
Specification part containing information relevant to Section 4, and the Test Cases Results Presentation 
part used for Section 6. 

Table 55: Test Case & Results Description Template 

Test Location User Story/Scenario 

Test Case Name Name of the test Case 

Test Case 
Objective 

Name of the Objective that is validated by this test case 

Test Execution 
Date 

 

Test Executed By 
 

Test Case 
Application 
Category 

C2/Video Streaming/MCS/3D Map 

Test Environment laboratory / field  

Test Deployment 
Setup 

Add a diagram with the application components per site under test 

Network Setup 
Refer to the deployment option used from the available options in target platform 

Test Configuration 

End 
Device 
Density: 

Number of 
Connected 
UEs during 
the 
experiment 

Mobility 
Level: 

Velocity of the 
UE 

Has 
Background 
Traffic: 

Quantify to the 
extent possible 

Initial Conditions/Prerequisites 

Refer to anything (e.g. slices available/test cases loaded/resources etc) IF NECESSARY for the execution of the 
test. 

Test scenario 

Refer to the steps of execution, especially referring to the metrics collection steps 

Test variables 

Distance from gNB, UAV Altitude, etc 

Expected behaviour/Target Values 

Refer here to the conditions (including KPI metrics) that are considered sufficient for the completion of the test 
case 

Number of 
repetitions 

3 

Test's comments 
 

Verification Points (VP) 

Checkpoint ID Description of Validation Criteria for checkpoint 

ID #1 Performance at height #X 

ID #2 Performance at distance #Y 

Test Validation 
Conditions 

All checkpoints have passed in all the repetitions 

Test results Test run  Diagrams Results 
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Checkpoint ID #1 1/2/3/… 

Refer to the relevant 
diagram below and 
explain verdict  

Final Diagrams 
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